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Cover illustration: Billy Childish

Damn.
Been working so hard on this issue, forgot to tell 

anyone about the show I was playing  last night at 
the Albert. Was up till 4.30am the night before 
writing the cover feature – I had some absurd notion 
that it should be written as fast and spontaneous as 
possible: this, despite the fact the transcript of my 
conversation with Billy Childish was over 10,000 
words long – and the weekend was a mad scramble, 
trying to balance finding plumbers to fix our boiler, 
running out to see an excellent Animals And Men 
show down the Westhill, deciding over the cover 
shot and reading countless proofs of pages from 
Plan B’s first Review Of The Year.

Yeah, we did one. It seemed like too much fun 
not to: we would have been throwing away the 
opportunity for all those delicious hours spent 
arguing over which artists to leave out of our 
Albums Of The Year conversation (you’ll notice  
we didn’t give the final rundown an order: music 
really shouldn’t be a competition). Some stuff was 
ridiculously easy to decide upon: both our Artist  
Of The Year and Song Of The Year were settled 
upon immediately – while other stuff we left to 
individual writers’ tastes. (Kind of a microcosm  
of how content is decided upon at Plan B, now  
I think on it.) 

I ’d like to give a tip of the hat especially to 
kicking_k who had the unenviable task of editing 
down our Instant Messenger conversations into 
something approaching English for Albums Of  
The Year; and also to Frances, who’s workload  
went into hyperdrive the past few weeks and  
who bore it all with her customary fortitude and 
good humour.

Back to Mr Billy Childish. I can’t begin to tell you 
how absurdly happy it makes me to see his hewn, 
woodcut features on the front of Plan B, to wax 
lyrical over his single-minded craftsmanship, to  
sit cosy and warm on a brown leather sofa in  
a slipstream art gallery and discuss punk rock, and 
mischief, and Chatham, and aesthetics with this 
man who – it sometimes seems to me – crystallises 
everything I love about a certain strain, a certain 
approach to music. 

And yes, that new Christmas single of his really  
is that great.

Altogether now: “My father walked in pissed 
through the door/And chucked the telly across the 
floor/Then he fell drunk to his bed/And these were 
the last words he ever said/ ‘MERRY FUCKING 
CHRISTMAS TO YOU ALL’.”
Everett True

Putting together a ‘special issue’ is harder than  
you think – it messes with everyone’s routines and 
creates extra work for the entire staff. So we’re 
going to do another one in January, in which 
kicking_k and I will make like Jonathan Cainer and 
predict your year – only, like, accurately, and with 
music. Our 10-page (I’m thinking of 12, to go with 
the horoscope theme, but I haven’t told anyone this 
yet…) New Bands Special will be accompanied by  
a covermount CD by one of my favourite labels of 
pretty much any year, Southern Lord, home to Sunn 
O))), Earth, Om, Wolves In The Throneroom and 
sundry other grimmness. If you’re looking for a way 
into one of metal’s most experimental corners, or 
are just really excited about Earth’s new album, this 
one’s probably for you. 

Also coming up in the new year will be more Plan 
B shows, hosted by London’s Corsica Studios and 
organised with the help of our new events man, 
Matthew Hayman. After our first show with David 
Thomas Broughton and Wave Pictures next week,  
in February we’re gonna be throwing exotic shapes 
to the nomadic folk-punk-noise duo Vialka, with 
support from Bristol-based pop-proggers Safety 
Word. 2008 will see Plan B getting involved with 
even more festivals and events than it did in 2007. 

Live shows have been a big thing for me this year 
– including my own. I started the year in one band, 
and end it in three, with a solo project and guest 
spots in other bands in case I get bored. I think 2007 
might have been the year I finally stopped listening 
to any of the arguments regarding the supposed 
conflict between writing about and making music. 
About time too. Those arguments are bullshit. 
They’re not even arguments. They’re truisms from 
the same old rock’n’roll handbook that Nick Talbot 
so perceptively skewered in last issue’s Void section 
with his attack on the ‘toilet circuit’, and they don’t 
apply here at Plan B. That’s why we made Marnie 
Stern our artist of the year.

Rant over, it just remains for me to thank all our 
contributors – especially the photographers and 
illustrators who make our words leap into life so 
awesomely. And our interns, for putting up with  
our cold office, our constant swearing, our lack  
of space, our insane demands…cheers to Digby 
Bodenham, Harriet Chadwick, Thom Gibbs, 
Rebecca Gilleron, Emily Graham, Thilini Gunaratna, 
Arron Merat, Sarah Mwangi, Daniel Shane, Lauren 
Strain, Meryl Trussler, Nancy Smallwood, Michelle 
Thomas, Ben Webster, Megan Weston. We hope we 
haven’t put you off journalism for life.
Frances Morgan
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LA VIE D'ARTISTE

ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK

TIM GANE & SEAN O'HAGAN

PURE 205 DELUXE DBL/CD/DL

OUT NOW

CURSES

FUTURE OF THE LEFT
PURE 206 CD/LP/DL

OUT NOW

FUTUREOFTHELEFT.COM
MYSPACE.COM/FUTUREOFTHELEFT

THIS FOOL CAN DIE NOW

SCOUT NIBLETT

PURE 208 CD/LP/DL

OUT NOW

SCOUTNIBLETT.COM
MYSPACE.COM/SCOUTNIBLETT

ELECTRELANE

NO SHOUTS NO CALLS
PURE 201 CD/LP/DL

OUT NOW

MYSPACE.COM/ELECTRELANE
ELECTRELANE.COM

SEEFEEL

QUIQUE

PURE 194 CD/DL

OUT NOW

MYSPACE.COM/SEEFEELMYSPACE

WWW.TOOPURE.COM 
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holy fuck 

Words: Petra Davis 
Illustration: Dimitri Simakis

Editing is bad. Holy Fuck don’t want to talk about editing.
“It’s half the battle when we’re making a record,” admits Graham Walsh, 

finally. “We have to realise we’re not going to capture the energy and vibe of 
our live show. We can only put forth our best snapshots.”

“It’s like homework after the fun part,” agrees Brian Borcherdt. “I’d rather 
just record the music as it is. If we wanted to do a more computer-based project 
with cut up drums and loops than maybe we could start a different project to 
allow for that. But the more we play with Holy Fuck the more we want to keep  
it raw and organic. Editing is sort of like a safety net. I’d rather not need one.”

So. No safety nets. No rehearsals. No fixed line-up. Borcherdt and Walsh  
are the only semi-stable core of Toronto collectivists Holy Fuck, their battered 
horseshoe of keyboards the only constant. With an array of deliberately broken, 
or accidentally fixed, or improvised instruments, or super-instruments, or 
household gadgets; with one bassist, one drummer, or two, or none; with 
astonishing trust in the idiosyncratic limitations of each new environment –  
with these unfeasible tools, Holy Fuck have built a reputation for a glorious  
live show, their tours less a set of dates than a concatenation of explosions.  
The band’s eponymous 2005 debut set out their ambition: to capture songs  
in constant flux, resurrect songs joyfully nailed to stages and left there, songs 
once entirely dependent on the acoustic, temporal and technical circumstances 
of their inception. Their new LP, LP, is an object lesson in the ungenteel art of 
archiving the unrepeatable. It sounds like a bullet train to the sun; their dogged 
insistence on the organic and the imperfect, the visible marks of their means  
of production, somehow resulting in a surprising modernity. The track I keep 
returning to is ‘Lovely Allen’ – which better be about decryogenising Ginsberg  
in the year 3014, or I’m going home.

All patterns are eventually lies. But is it really possible for a band with roots  
in rock, drone and electro to remain improvisational? The longer you keep doing 
this, the more the variables need to change, surely? You must have to keep 
throwing yourself curve after curve?

“It’s exciting. But it’s been crazy, especially with our schedules. We started 
this without knowing where it would go, so for practical reasons we’ve had to 
maintain an ever-changing line up,” says Borcherdt, “but dealing with that has 
been surprisingly easy for us. We promoted ourselves up until this point with our 
own collective-run label. That’s really the world I know. It’s less of an ego-derived 
form of creativity, and it’s also a more realistic way of doing things as a group.  
It’s flexible and allows for each individual to bring to it what they want.”

For collaborators, it seems, the concept is as inviting as it is exacting. Holy 
Fuck co-conspirators are fittingly unlikely bedfellows, including electro lyricist 
Beans, Owen Pallett (of Final Fantasy and Arcade Fire), and a happy host of 
Toronto seraphim associated with the Dependent label and collective (founded 
by Borcherdt himself). Tour supports have included !!!, Cornelius and Wolf 
Parade. Now, following triumphant festival debuts (Glastonbury, SXSW, 
Coachella) and signing to Young Turks, are new collaborations in the offing?

“We’d have Count Chocula, Captain Crunch and other breakfast cereal 
heroes. They’d be so much fun to play with. You know – Tony the Tiger. Or 
maybe the Kool-Aid mascot,” deadpans Borcherdt.

Are standard-issue musicians really as dispensable as standard-issue 
instruments, then?

“We have always dreamed of having Neil Young come up and play his Trans 
era vocoder…” Walsh relents.

He’s not kidding, either. The record he refers to saw the guitar stalwart baffle 
critics and alienate purists by abandoning his more customary vocal molasses  
in favour of sparse, antimelodic vocoder on many tracks. This was, in fact, not  
so much a modernist gesture as an act of faith in the new. Young was using the 
vocoder at the time as an aid to communication with his son, who suffered with 
cerebral palsy; the child reacted more positively to speech through the vocoder. 
It’s an apt analogy for Holy Fuck’s own investment in immediacy, chaos, and 
mediated ecstatics: a new design, new design, new design…

www.holyfuckmusic.com

‘We have always dreamed 
of having Neil Young come 
up and play his Trans-era 
vocoder’
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They sit down to play.
They stutter. They tell self-deprecating and 

nervous jokes, and pass a guitar between them. 
They care enough to make up stage names (Rosa 
Rex and Katy Klaw). They act flustered on stage,  
and when questioned, run. They’re girly, but not  
in an annoying, affected, Sixth Form diaries way – 
more in a (Slits) ‘Typical Girls’, “Crap, I’ve lost my 

purse” way. Their voices are quite something: jazz-
flecked, for sure. You can hear traces of women 
who grew up digging Billie Holiday and Regina 
Spektor, girls who know how fun and affirming it 
can be to harmonise spontaneously – warm and 
mischievous and way more in control than their 
onstage personas would have you believe. 

They’ve just released their debut single, a seven-
inch – the frantic, acoustic, derogatory hymn to 
addiction ‘Television’, backed with ‘New Song’ 
which charms and cheers despite its tendency  
to go “aa-ow” every two lines like the pair have 
been mainlining Kate Nash B-sides. Oh, and did  
I mention? They’ve been supporting Kate Nash, 
pretty much everywhere you look.

Ladies and gents, may I present…Peggy Sue  
And The Pirates!

“Do we practise? Of course we do. How can  
you ask that?” ask an affronted Peggy Sue And The 
Pirates, jointly. “Now we only fuck up after every 
two songs. What do we think about on stage? 
Private things. We can’t tell you those.”

The name was a mistake. I’d tell you the story, 
but it’s more amusing to leave it at that. They talk 
fast, about skateboarding and harassment, too fast 
for me to transcribe. I guess you could call them 
excitable, if you wanted. Let’s not, though. 

When I took Ms Klaw down to see her band’s 
namesakes Pete And The Pirates a few months  
back, she refused to face them down. Not so 
buccaneering after all. When I met Ms Rex 
backstage at End Of The Road she volunteered  
to intern for Plan B.

“How did we work out our stage act? From not 
working it out. From not having a guitar strap so 
having to sit down, and also if we stand up our legs 
shake with nervousness. Also, we had a guitar that 
didn’t plug in, so we had to stay very still. And we’re 
very lazy. We try to think of fun things to say but we 
never can…” The pair trail off. “Can’t you ask us  
a proper question? This is really unfair. You just want 
to sit here and watch us squirm. You’re going to 
take this tape and play it back on stage in front of  
a live audience, and make fun of us. That’s what 
you’ll do. Oh my god, this article is going to be called 
Peggy Sue Talks Shit.”

OK. OK. Here’s a question. Why do you want to 
intern at Plan B?

“So if we fail we can have a…Plan B,” laughs 
Katy. “Oh no! I didn’t mean to say that.”

“Just drop in that we went to university. We’re 
intelligent. Drop that in.”

“You’re going to run away and see Jeffrey Lewis 
now,” they chorus, referring to a gig across town, 
featuring one of their musical heroes. 

“Do you like Pete And The Pirates more than us? 
You do, don’t you? You mosh to them and we’ve 
never seen you moshing to us. If you don’t mosh  
to us tonight, this friendship – this theoretical 
friendship – is over.”

www.myspace.com/peggysueandthepirates

this was yr year 
Electrelane Photography: Steve Double 

electrelane
How were you at the beginning of 2007?

“Faced with a couple of difficult challenges.” 
How are you at the end?
“Ready for change. Ready to let go. Positive.” 
Yr three most mind-altering artistic 

experiences of the last 12 months?
“I’ve been watching more films this year than  

I ever have before. Some of my favourites were Emir 
Kusturica’s Do You Remember Dolly Bell?, Minnie And 
Moskowitz (Cassavetes) and Mouchette by Breton.  
I went to the David Lynch retrospective in Paris on my 
24th birthday, and found his paintings in particular 
incredibly inspiring. I love his films, but only saw Twin 
Peaks for the first time about a month ago. I watched 
both seasons back to back over a couple of days. 
Crispin Hellion Glover’s presentation at the Music  
Box Theatre in Chicago was also pretty mind-altering. 
Books: All About Love by bell hooks; Hunger by Knut 
Hamsun; Smashed by Koren Zailckas and Robert 
Creeley’s Poems. Video has to be the performance of 
CocoRosie covering ‘Turn Me On’ by Kevin Lyttle, which 
I find really moving. It’s pretty impressive how they 
turned such an awful song around!” 

Favourite musical discovery of the year? 
“PJ Harvey’s White Chalk hit me at the core, and 

I’ve been listening to it every day. I also fell in love with 
This Fool Can Die Now by Scout Niblett, Hands Across 
The Void by Tiny Vipers, Cryptograms by Deerhunter 
and Liars by Liars. I finally got Karen Dalton’s two 
albums too, which are utterly beautiful. I don’t know 
how I managed to miss out on her for so long…”

Hot tips for 2008? 
“Anni Rossi. Silje Nes. Head Of Skulls. Ponytail.  

The Sads.” 
(Mia Clarke)

battles
How were you at the beginning of 2007?

“Excited, having just finished recording Mirrored. 
Didn’t know what was in store, but the year started 
with great energy.”

How are you at the end?
“Tired. We worked really hard. It’s been a really 

great year for us, though. Airports are stressing me  
out like fucking crazy.”

Yr three most mind-altering artistic 
experiences of the last 12 months?

“Daft Punk live at the Vegoose festival. I read this 
great book called Tokyo Underworld that sounds like it 
should be fiction but is a true account of a financially 
ravaged post WW2 Japan being rescued by the yakuza. 
It’s in the details. Amazing book. Finally, that German 
movie The Lives Of Others.”

Favourite musical discovery  of the year?
“Ricardo Villalobos. Electronic music that has  

real weight – without being overbearing. I love  
his production.”
(Tyondai Braxton)

‘How did we work out 
our stage act? From 
not working it out’

peggy sue and the pirates 
Words: Everett True 
Photography: Nick Ballon
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www.atpfestival.com

CUSTOM  MADE
ATP Recordings is pleased to announce the release of a new series
of double 7” vinyl called Custom Made.  Custom Made invites artists 
to submit 4 songs which will be released on limited edition 7” and also
made available as a digital download. 

BANDS WILL CHOOSE:

SOMETHING OLD - an old song of the band
SOMETHING NEW - a song from the latest album
SOMETHING BORROWED - a cover
SOMETHING BLUE -  a blues song, the word blue in the title,
open to interpretation...

Limited to just 1000 pieces, 100 of them will be special edition
silk screened printed covers, numbered and signed by the sleeve designer
and only available through www.atprecordings.com

We are delighted to announce that the first band
to take part in the ATP Recordings Custom Made series is:

THE
DRONES
CUSTOM MADE OUT ON DECEMBER 4

THE FOUR SONGS THEY HAVE CHOSEN ARE:

Side A. SOMETHING OLD
- Cockeyed Lowlife of the Highlands (New recording of this old song)

Side B. SOMETHING NEW
- I Don’t Ever Want to Change (taken from the album Gala Mill)

Side C. SOMETHING BORROWED
- I Drink (originally by Charles Aznavour)

Side D. SOMETHING BLUE
- Shark Fin Blues (taken from the album Wait Long By the River…)

“The Drones whip up a heady
storm of garage-bred blues,
post punk intensity and Crazy
Horse-style amp overload, in
which they couch fevered narratives
worthy of Nick Cave.”

4/5 MOJO

“Gareth Liddiard howls junkie-gospel
blooze jive until ‘Shark Fin Blues’ and
‘You Really Don’t Care’ become big
dirty hits of Iggy Pop electric
destruction.” 

8/10 NME

www.atprecordings.com
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Not too far from the conventional tourist itineraries 
lies a small, undisturbed kingdom of red bricks and 
arches that answers to the name Bologna. The vast 
majority of its inhabitants spend their evenings at 
downtown taverns, slurring over the evolution of its 
strangely tolerant, full-blown left-wing lifestyle into 
an intricately conservative scenario. But if major 
changes have occurred since its heyday – Ramones 

and Fugazi performing in medieval monuments 
under the greedy eyes of thousands – and if a 
distressing amount of social networks have been 
split by 10 years of increasingly iron-fisted rulers 
citing pens and paper as dangerous works, the  
city’s lively cultural and musical fervour survived. 

Below the fog-draped scarlet rooftops and 
crumbling bell towers, two independent labels 
plunged their roots into the town’s cement in the 
last decade. Assembling self-titled compilations and 
tributes to beloved bands such as Pavement since 
2000, Homesleep Records (www.myspace.com/
homesleepmusic) has likewise continued to nurture 
its two flagship outfits, Yuppie Flu and Giardini  
di Mirò (the former electro-poppish, the latter 
nuanced post-rock). In 2001, their Rise And Fall  
Of Academic Drifting – sawn out of tangled 

instrumental suites – turned out to be a major 
magnet, drawing hordes of attention. While  
a bunch of English and American bands became 
attracted by Bologna’s ever-increasing role in the 
development of that something we like to call ‘the 
Italian indie scene’, Unhip Records (www.myspace.
com/unhiprecords) slowly slid to fame. They call to 
arms the Northwestern US soundscape-inspired 
indiepop act Settlefish, the romantic yet violent 
post-punk eruptions of The Death Of Anna Karina, 
the Can-coloured Disco Drive and the wooden-yet-
soft folk of ex-Ulan Bator guitarist and current local 
hero Egle Sommacal. 

As for what circulates outside Bologna’s main 
labels’ arteries, dispersed in its still coherent nervous 
system, an eloquent army of bands and troubadours 
have found a way to our headphones from the 
frontline. On the left, march Offlaga Disco Pax,  
who rose to popularity with laconic new wave/
spoken-word stories that merge rough politics  
with anger, envy, disaster and love. In the middle, 
proudly walk My Awesome Mixtape, phenomenal 
teenage disciples of K Records. And on the right, 
steps forward Tizio (aka Bob Corn), bearded 
gentleman and dedicated founder of Fooltribe 
(www.fooltribe.com), a small label just outside  
the city’s boundaries. 

Our ’Will Oldham of Emilia’s prairies’, Tizio has  
a magnificent ear for new talents and organises tiny, 
green festivals in his courtyard – often involving yet-
to-become American bloggers’ favourites. 

Finally, no portrait of Bologna would be 
complete without a mention of the place where  
the beat has been gone on for more than 25 years: 
the dark and fascinating halls of indie venue Covo 
Club (www.myspace.com/covoclub). If you wish  
to find out what’s going down in town, that’s where 
you should be headed. With slides of icons from  
The Shangri-Las to Gruff Rhys projected on its  
walls, there’s nowhere else you’d rather dance  
to Los Campesinos! and Architecture In Helsinki, 
gush over Ali Howard in a vintage gown, or  
witness Deerhoof performing one their confetti-
throwing choreographies. 

this was yr year 
Bonde Do Role Photography: Simon Fernandez

bonde do role
How were you at the beginning of 2007?

“Without a dime, and recording our album  
With Lasers…”

How are you at the end?
“A few dimes in our pockets, happy that we 

released the album and super-tired of touring almost 
non-stop since February…”

Yr three most mind-altering artistic 
experiences of the last 12 months?

“Oh God, there’s so many! My top three albums  
for this year so far are: Yearbook 1 from the Swedish 
band Studio; a tie between Strawberry Jam by  
Animal Collective and Person Pitch by Panda Bear;  
and Alphabetically Arranged by Best Fwends.  
As for other things, I think we got caught by the 
Nintendo DS really bad, so it’s all about old-school 
lookalike games…”

Favourite musical discovery – new or  
old – of the year?

“For me, Japanther – got the tip from my boy 
Juiceboxxx on our last US tour. They’re amazing!”

Hot (new act) tip for 2008?
“I’m finally able to shoot two Brazilian artists  

now, friends of mine who are doing something great! 
The Twelves, from Rio, and Bo$$ In Drama from our 
hometown. Bo$$ In Drama had a bunch of side 
projects – some of them with Pedro – and he was 
almost in Bonde Do Role, too.”
(DJ Gorky)

infinite livez
How were you at the beginning of 2007? 

“I can’t really remember. I’m still getting over  
the fact Y2K didn’t result in the end of the world…”

How are you at the end? 
“I feel good, I feel optimistic. I’m ready to punch 

the sky and scream ’COME ON 2008!’ I’m also looking 
forward to purchasing a new diary as my current one 
really smells of my bum.” 

Yr three most mind-altering artistic 
experiences of the last 12 months?

“Playing Animal Crossing on the Nintendo  
DS. Reading Salman Rushdie’s The Satanic Verses. 
Playing Mario Kart Wifi matches on my DS at  
four in the morning at Luton Airport. Playing  
with David Murray. Watching ‘Kung Fu Auditions’  
on YouTube. Eating horse meat in Switzerland. 
Watching Stalker by Tarkovsky. Watching Ava Devine. 
Meeting BnB. Buying my first Can album. Reading  
Lao Tzu and Sextus Empiricus. And watching Ava 
Devine again.”

Favourite musical discovery – new or  
old – of the year?

“Infinite Livez vs Stade, Art Brute Feh De Yoot. 
Sorry, but it’s really that good.”

Hot (new act) tip for 2008?
“Bolivia Neutron Bomb, Xrabbit, Passive 65, Peng 

Kid, Kiss Akabusi.” 

Tizio organises tiny, 
green festivals in his 
courtyard

remote viewer: bologna, italy 
Words: Marina Pierri 
Illustration: Graham Corcoran
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4 October, Brighton
Our first haul of the tour takes us to the UK, where 
Joe and I will be driving on the left side of the road 
for the first time in our lives. We take the ferry from 
Calais, France to Dover, England. I spend the trip on 
the top deck unironically listening to Pink Floyd’s 
Dark Side Of The Moon. 

The show’s at a divey rock bar called the Engine 
Room. We play with two rad bands; Bromancer 
(who do some punishing caveman skronk) and 
Medicine And Duty (killer electronics-driven 
improv). Someone in the crowd throws a beer cup 
during our show and I retaliate with a full cup of 
water, drenching the (mostly innocent) front row.

Later that night we’re put up by Matt from 
Medicine And Duty. We drink a ton of whisky  
and watch this fucking insane Boris Karloff movie 
called The Sorcerers, in which Boris and his wife 
inhabit the minds of swingin’ London hipsters and 
make them do it. Matt passed out during the movie 
– suddenly he wakes up and runs to the bathroom, 
shoulders in the door (breaking the deadbolt),  
all while Joe’s in there taking a shower. Good  
times. (BJS)

5 October, Sunderland
We hit the road for Sunderland, a haul by British 
standards. It’s supposed to be a six-hour trip, but 
takes closer to 10 with all the Friday traffic. We get 
to the Independent just in time for the opening 
bands, only to discover we’ve left Joe’s drum 
hardware back in Brighton. The kind dudes in 
Burning Dice help us out with a gear loan.

Sunderland’s a pretty bummin’ place, I guess. 
We find out it’s the teen pregnancy capital of the  
UK (a fact later disputed; apparently it’s Bristol? Not 
that y’all should be bragging…). The show’s good, 
except for some drunk old coot who grabs my ass  

as I’m walking up the stairs to the club. Dan later 
sees the dodger forcefully ejected. One of the dudes 
in opening band Ryoga incongruously sports a NJ 
Devils hockey jersey as well as arrow tattoos on his 
skull; the scariest flute player I’ve ever seen.

We head back to the promoters’ house and 
watch Ghostbusters. Fuck yeah. (BJS)

6 October, Glasgow
Back at Nice N’ Sleazy’s: we dig this place, a nice 
small room with great sound, delicious food 
upstairs. People give Glasgow a bad rep, that it’s 
dangerous and dirty. But I’ve always found the folks 

here very friendly and receptive.
We play with our buddies Fuck 

Buttons for the first of two nights. 
Their set is more elaborate since we 
last saw ‘em. Huge warm washes of 
bass drone and crackling electronic 
beats and distorted rallying screams. 
We love these guys.

That night we watch some cable 
and catch a live Blondie set from  
the Eighties in Glasgow; it features 
bagpipers! I guess it’s the thing in 
Scotland, but breakfast the next day 
was the greasiest meal I’ve ever had 
in my life. (BJS)

8 October, Liverpool
A super-short drive today gives us 
time to sleep off last night’s whiskey 
nerd blow out. After getting some 
killer curry, we head to the Barfly  
in Liverpool. For this tour I’ve used 
velcro and duct tape to affix my 

keyboard/pedals/etc to an unnecessarily lengthy 
found piece of wood. The helpful sound guy at the 
Barfly lends me a saw to cut it down to size, so that 
I’ll stop bashing my head against it during shows. 

Ben from Hot Club de Paris whips up some bad-
ass veggie pasta back at his place. Then it’s back  
to the club to catch The International, doing some 
rocked-out psych. After the show we head to  
a seemingly Doctor Who-themed bar to hang  
out with Hot Club and a very drunk dentist and 
biologist. (DF)

9 October, London #1
We head to London and load into Barden’s Boudoir 
in some traditional British gloomy weather. Tonight 
we meet Manish, our über-helpful UK press 
maestro, and get some Turkish food that makes 
everyone else very happy, and makes me slightly ill 
for days. We also get to meet Chris from Upset The 
Rhythm, who is promoting the show and also doing 
the UK release of Gowns’ Red State, a CD that we 
released in the US on our label, Cardboard Records. 

Tonight’s show is with a package tour of Load 
Records folks. Shawn Greenlee/Pleasure Horse kicks 
things off with one of the best harsh noise sets I’ve 
seen in years. His controllers consist of two spinning 
plates that create beautiful, circular waveforms  
on his laptop, which he kindly faces towards  
the audience. DJ Scotch Egg has tons of sound 
problems, but his stop/start Gameboy madness  
and yelling sounds sweet.

Matt, our host from the Brighton show, takes 
the train into London tonight and kindly delivers the 
drum hardware. Reunited with our lost gear, and 
with a rad, rowdy crowd, we burn through our 
songs, followed by lots of Brooklyn jams from the  
DJ booth and a brutal set from White Mice. (DF)

10 October, Bristol
We get out of London nice and early, and meet up 
with our bros from Battles at the Trinity, a converted 
church in Bristol. The show is solid, other than some 
asshole stealing stuff off of our merch table. Thanks 
dude, it’s no trouble at all coming over here and 
giving you free shit, really. (DF) 

Mind control. Whisky nerds. 
Spinning plates. Brian Eno.  
Free drugs. Parts & Labor

Sunderland’s a pretty 
bummin’ place, I guess 

 
Words: Dan Friel and BJ Snowden 
Illustration: Vincent Vanoli
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The Broken Family Band 
John Belushi
A lot of my friends seem to have issues about 
their singing in an American accent (they’re 
from Cambridge), but if they listened harder, 
they’d hear some of the most beautifully 
honest, hearts-on-our-sleeves lyrics ever. This 
song is a perfect example – it tells you about 
a couple starting to grow apart, and leaves 
you knowing you’ve just heard a true story. 
On their latest album they have dropped the 
accent, so hopefully everyone will soon see 
why I think this is one of the best bands this 
country has produced in a long time. (DS)

Agent Ribbons 
The Boy With The Wooden Lips
These two girls from Sacramento, California 
are one of my favourite unsigned bands, 
telling stories about love, death, fortune-
telling and joining the circus. Their album On 
Time Travel And Romance is theatrical and 
heart-breakingly romantic, but only available 
from their website – and every album cover 
is different as they make them themselves. 
Truly a secret that needs to be shared.  
www.myspace.com/agentribbons (LA) 

George Thomas And The Owls 
A Man On A Galloping Horse
This comes from the best album I’ve bought 
this year. I first saw George play at the Fence 
Records Home Game Festival earlier this 
year. No one I knew had ever heard of him, 
but he was all we could talk about for the 
rest of the weekend. “He’s actually a genius, 
y’know” – Liz Green. “I know” – me. (DS)

Uni And Her Ukulele 
See Your Face Again
During her European tour in June, Uni And 
Her Ukulele stopped off in Brighton for a few 
days and we recorded a live session with her 
– and then a video together for this song. It 

involves her in a giant bird’s nest, me in  
an owl costume and three girls dressed as  
a selection of weather conditions). You can 
see it on her MySpace page – it’s so twee you 
might sick up kittens after watching it.  
www.myspace.com/uniherukelele (LA)

M Ward 
Fool Says
A slice of Americana pop by a guy who can 
play a David Bowie song better than David 
Bowie. If I was living in a TV sitcom bubble, 
my first kiss, the chance meeting with the  
girl who steals my heart, the end-of-episode 
wedding montage when we kiss, dance and 
drive into the sunset…this would be the 
theme tune, every time.  (DS)

Josh T Pearson 
Banished
I first met Josh Pearson when he entered  
the beard and moustache championships  
in Brighton in September (even with a beard 
that good, he didn’t get a prize). The second 
time was at the End Of The Road festival, 
telling really bad Christmas cracker jokes 
until the sun came up. Hopefully we will be 
airing a recording of him from when he was 
last in Brighton soon on the show…(LA)

Ray Rumours And The No-Eyed 
Deers 
Birches
The only things I know about this band is  
that one of them is from Electrelane and that 
they are great. This song is really beautiful – 
and really short – so I want to play it over  
and over, but you can’t do that on the radio, 
so I don’t…(LA)

You can hear Simple Folk at  
www.radioreverb.com – or caper  
and bandy along to www.myspace.
com/simplefolk for more information

playlist: simple folk 
Words: Lucy Anstey and Dillon 
Swinhoe 
Illustration: Emily Twomey

A secret that 
needs to be 
shared

11 October, London #2
This is the biggest show P&L has ever played, and we met Brian Eno. But, before 
all that, we spend over an hour in stop/start traffic trying to get to a performance 
on BBC Radio 6. When we finally get there we do some stripped down songs 
and a quick interview before heading over to Koko. The venue is gorgeous, the 
sound is amazing, and the whole night is pretty surreal. Battles sound amazing 
and I get to clumsily give some CDs to Brian Eno backstage (he’s taking the night 
off from producing Coldplay). (DF) 

12 October, Leuven
A rough morning as we head to mainland Europe. BJ sees a woman faint on  
the ferry to France. He tried to get help, but mostly people shrugged and stared. 
A helpful local points us to the club when he sees us driving around what I think 
may have been the sidewalk. I’m told that the food at this show was the best of 
the tour, but it was all gone by the time we were done soundchecking. The rest 
is a low blood-sugar blur until some kind souls at the venue whip up some pasta 
later. Another kind soul just hands us weed at the merch table. (DF)

15 October, Rouen
Since the show is in a circus tent that has been erected specifically for the show, 
our GPS is little help in finding it. We eventually make our way there, and have  
a surreal soundcheck in a massive, dimly lit, empty circus tent. The audience  
is a much more general mix of young, old, whoever, than we’re used to, and 
mellows are definitely harshed. Still, a good time, and we sleep well in our 
second and final hotel of the trip. (DF)

16 October, Paris
Last day of tour. The venue, Trabendo, is hidden 
underground in a massive park, and we get to  
explore the neighbourhood for a few hours.  
Highlights include awesome food, a visit from  
my old roommates, and watching an eight 
-year-old Battles fan bug the fuck out when  
they play ‘Atlas’. After the 
show we drive five hours  
to the Amsterdam airport, 
where we sleep in the van 
for about four hours,  
until the band 31 
Knots come to  
pick it up for their 
tour. All told, it 
takes 26 hours 
to get back  
to NYC from 
Paris. We’re 
back home 
for five  
days before 
touring the 
States. End  
of line.  
(DF)
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Ezra Furman
He’s so in love with Dylan that he made a video 
with his pals, talkin’ about “going electric”, and 
I guess this could be annoying but give him a break 
– kid’s a kid – and besides, he’s fucking awesome. 
He’s funny and he’s clever and he gives a shit, and 
‘God Is A Middle-Aged Woman’ doesn’t just idle 
on its metaphor: it says something deep, moving 
and harmonica-laden.
www.myspace.com/ezrafurman

imagineIAM
A gobbledegook one-shaman band currently 
confounding expectations in Lafayette, Louisiana. 
Rocking a sound that combines all manner of 
chimes, what may or may not be a digitised 
didgeridoo and headfuzzling glossolalia becoming 

somewhat similar to hip hop regressed to toddling 
age. Currently looking for gigs in “temples and 
pyramids” which demonstrates a heart-toasting 
sidelong ambition. 
www.myspace.com/imagineiam

Jay Bharadia
His ‘Snowy Day’ single deserves to be on your 
stereo, like, ASAP. Inuit beats with Franco-hip hop, 
made from UK-raided record bins – and horns, and 
mandolin, and phased Daft robo-vocals. Never has 
an igloo seemed like such a good place for a rave.
www.myspace.com/yetirugs

Kocky
Having recently experienced the salty skulls that 
pass for confectionary in Sweden, it follows 

conveniently that, conversely, their self-proclaimed 
hip hop saviour is not so much a brusque gangster 
as a prettyboy with a semi for immaculate synth 
melodies. His emergent Rapclash movement
 seems basically to equal city-as-tricked-out-tropical-
aquarium pop, and the unwise lyric comparing 
himself to “like smoking crack” should be replaced 
immediately by “like sharing an ice cream sundae”, 
which is much more eternally fulfilling anyway.
www.myspace.com/lavidalocash

Nico
From what I understand, Nico’s so fresh-faced that 
he hadn’t actually heard of the other Nico, the one 
who’s German and sings about parties tomorrow. 
But even if his musicological know-how could 
use some work, the song called ‘Little Stone’ is 
as marvellous as debut as one could hope for: 
skittering, ambivalent, haunting, something drawn 
from the landscape of Liars, Hood and Radiohead’s 
Amnesiac. Look out. www.nicolasjaar.net

Orillia Opry
A pair of musicians making music that could so 
easily be merely ‘nice’: boy and girl, guitars and 
piano, voices that twine. But instead Daniel Noble 
and Emma Baxter colour their folk-rock in shades 
of black, and grey, and rust – and at times they 
make a whole lot of noise. It’s in a spirit that most 
recalls Neil Young, but that man’s sourness is here 
two kids’ fierce and pointed stares. 
www.myspace.com/orilliaopry

Sandro Perri
Call it free’n’easy listening. Sweet-voiced ballads 
of piano and guitar, created with the help of some 
of Canada’s finest improvisational musicians. Perri 
makes songs that disquiet as much as they quiet; 
that shake you to sleep. Even when covering 
Fleetwood Mac or Harry Nilsson, it’s an approach 
that feels resilient and new.www.sandroperri.com

South Rakkas Crew
Diplo’s roving brief to bring hot new et cetera from 
backstreets to, um, music blogs continues with 
South Rakkas Crew, a dancehall production crew 
straight outta the Magic Kingdom (that’s Orlando, 
Florida to you, motherfucker). Fond of elephantine 
bass, speak’n’spell instructions to self (”Slow. 
It. Down. For. The. Girls.” and ”Start. Rapping. 
Here.”) plus a willingness to rip hooks and 
transfer energy from the rave era. 
www.myspace.com/southrakkas

when we meet
Words: Sean Michaels and kicking_k

Plan B pukes up the following at 
the base of yr virtual Xmas tree

A pretty boy with a 
semi for immaculate 
synth melodies

Munch Munch
How rad must it be to come from 
Bristol and get signed to Tomlab? 
With paralysis-inducing, intellect-
confusing lyrics such as “Touch 
my freaky body or you’ll be sorry”, 
any initial resistance seems a mere 
phase you’re going through. 
Vocals that wail like Casios, 
Casios that waver like voices 
and caffeine jitter rhythm tracks 
complete the sound picture in 
the eye of yr heart. 
www.myspace.com/
munchmunchband

The Luyas
Three Montrealers who moonlight in other bands (Bell Orchestre, 
Miracle Fortress, Torngat), and yet here, Jessie Stein creaky-
voiced at the fore, making a clumsier, fiercer, heartbreakinger 
racket than their other work combined. Like a singer-songwriter 
backed by a gold and gilt forest; guitar, drums and French horn 
have never sounded so untamed. www.myspace.com/theluyas

Yeasayer
The most exciting band to have emerged 
from Brooklyn in ages, who in concert holler 
in four-person harmony while the drummer 
slaps his synthdrums – all Eighties soft 
rock, ’world’ jams and NY art-rock. Brief: 
Fleetwood Mac meets Akron/Family, Animal 
Collective joins Peter Gabriel. And ‘2080’ 
might be song of the year. 
www.myspace.com/yeasayer
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www.wichita-recordings.com

PETER, BJORN AND JOHN
Peter, Bjorn and John
CD

THE CRIBS
Men’s Needs, Women’s Needs, 
Whatever CD, LP & CD/DVD

BLOOD BROTHERS
Young Machetes
CD

CLAP YOUR HANDS SAY YEAH
Some Loud Thunder
CD & LP

MEG BAIRD
Dear Companion
CD

EUROS CHILDS
The Miracle Inn
CD

VARIOUS ARTISTS
There is Only One ‘T’ 
In Wichita CD

BLOC PARTYPARTYP
A Weekend In The City
CD, CD/DVD, LP & PD

EUROS CHILDS
Bore Da
CD

SIMIAN MOBILE DISCO
Attack Decay Sustain 
Release CD, 2CD & LP

LES SAVY FAV
Let’s Stay Friends
CD & LP

PETER, BJORN AND JOHN
Falling Out
CD

PETER, BJORN AND JOHN
Writer’s Block
2CD & 2LP

WICHITATAT ’A’AS ALBUMS OF 2007
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Two years ago it looked like Durrty Goodz had his 
career mapped out. He’d changed his name from 
the less cuddly Durrty Doogz, signed to Polydor, 
prepared a decent debut mixtape, Durrty World, 
and looked ready to build on his natural charm to 
challenge Dizzee’s position at the top of the grime 
pile. From there nothing much went right. The 
mixtape leaked and never saw an official release;  
the label deal didn’t work out. And along with his 
half-brother Crazy Titch, he was allegedly involved  
in an altercation which led to the death of a 21-year-
old man (whose friend had dissed Goodz on wax). 
Titch was sentenced to life for murder, Goodz was 
acquitted of manslaughter.

Many assumed his career was as over, but this 
year’s ‘Axiom’ EP was a revelation, showcasing an 
MC more driven, articulate and relevant than ever.

How long was ‘Axiom’ in the making and how 
much do you think what was going on with 
you and Crazy last year feeds into it?

“‘Axiom’ was made in a couple of weeks,  
but thought of a long time ago. The drama that 
happened was nothing to do with music – the press 
tried to sensationalise a man’s death by stereotyping 
us as some illiterate grime thugs that kill each other 

over pointless lyrics: in this case, half a line. I pride 
myself as a foundation MC that tries to watch the 
content in my songs so to tell the truth. The lies hurt 
the most: “Burn a fire ‘pon the Evening Standard”.

Is it grime? Why?
“I see grime as a vibe, and the street as a culture 

that is vastly becoming our take on hip hop. I came 
through doing sets on Deja, Rinse and Cool FM, so  

it will always be grime or grimy to an extent. ‘Axiom’ 
to me has hip hop content lyrically, but I see hip hop, 
grime and dubstep tracks all as good street music – 
and that’s it.”

I hear your next album is finished. When’s  
it due out and what should people expect?

“Yes, the album is finished. It’s called Born 
Blessed and it’s coming in ’08.”

What do you think about grime and the 
major labels? What about the artists who have 
gone to majors, eg Dizzee, Kano…?

“The biggest mistake with UK majors is their 
arrogance: thinking that they can control the 
creative and sell it back to the street. They’re all 
clowns in a circus we call the UK music industry.

“I have nothing but respect and love for Dizzee 
and Kano, because they’re using their talent to put 
food on their families’ tables. It’s not easy being with 
a major. There’s a lot of custard pies, red noses and 
make-up that you have to navigate around.”

What’s the future for grassroots artists?
“I think real artists just need to continue growing 

and staying true to what made them love this in the 
beginning – music. We need to put down Fruity 
Loops and pick up real instruments, learn them, and 
become students of music, not just genre slaves.”

How much do your immediate surroundings 
feed into your mood and music?

“I’m living in the studio right now. Me and music 
have been in a relationship for a long time – we live 
together, got a few babies…we ain’t married yet, 
though. Sometimes I feel like she’s boxing me in, but 
I know she cares and just wants the best for me.”

www.myspace.com/officialdurrtygoodz

‘Become students of 
music, not just genre 
slaves’

axiomatic for the people 
Words: Melissa Bradshaw 
Illustration: Pellet 

Grime gets a new boost as Durrty Goodz 
steps back onto the scene

29th January
KRISTIN HERSH

learn to sing like a star
CAD 2702 CD

www.throwingmusic .com

19th February
M. WARD

to go home ep
BAD 2704 CD

www.mwardmusic .com

16th April
BLONDE REDHEAD

23
CAD 2717 CD

www.blonde-redhead.com

2nd April
WOLF AND CUB

vessels
CAD 2716 CD

www.wolfandcub.com

17th September
EMMA POLLOCK
watch the fireworks
CAD 2719 CD
www.emmapol lock .com

24th September
SCOTT WALKER
and who shall go to the ball? 
and what shall go to the ball?
TAD 2731 CD
www.andwhoshal lgo .com

8th October
CELEBRATION
the modern tribe
CAD 2727 CD
www. i lovecelebrat ion .com

12th November
JÓHANN JÓHANNSSON
englabörn
CAD 2733 CD
www. johannjohannsson.com

8th October
BEIRUT 
the flying club cup
CAD 2732 CD
www.f ly ingclubcup.com

This Year 2007

Forthcoming 2008
THE MOUNTAIN GOATS
THE BREEDERS
MINOTAUR SHOCK
JÓHANN JÓHANSSON

www.4ad.com
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Of course I love Madness. Everyone does, right?  
You only learn to hate Madness when you learn to 
hate life. When you realise that summer ends and 
figure winter ain’t shit without a fat Christmas 
bonus. When you’re over 30 and realise how far 
short you’ve fallen. When you know too much  
and get confused by the rush to be reasonable. 
When you’re blinded to their sophistication cos 
you’re embarrassed by their energy.

But they got me at the right time, when that 
wasn’t an issue. They got me as a potty-trained 
toddler with the third eye, reeling from the 
destructive effects of the scratchy vinyl I’d inherited 
from my parents. Gong. The Incredible String  
Band. Pink motherfucking Floyd. Grooves I’d  
study intimately as the needle ran through them, 
puzzling out the mechanics of magic. Music to  

melt the brain of an innocent young thing much 
more than the mushrooms that I stole from the 
airing cupboard.

Not that the hippy shit didn’t intrigue me.  
I dug the complex fantasies. I wanted to understand 
the sly intimations of LA Woman (The Doors), ‘The 
Jean Genie’ (David Bowie) and A Trick Of The Tail 
(Genesis). But I rightly figured those were made  
by reckless persons who’d tasted sin beyond 
confession, people who lied to survive. Madness  
on the other hand were innocent enough to  
see nothing wrong with truth. I grokked in the 
untutored rapping of Graham ‘Suggs’ McPherson  
a trustworthy guide to worldly perils.

Then, as now, my favourite Madness song was 
‘Cardiac Arrest’. Inspired by the health problems  
of trumpeter Carl Smyth’s father, it presented  

a philosophy of calm in a world of stress. A bowler-
hatted businessman freaks out when he’s late for 
work, “Don’t you worry/There’s no hurry/It’s a lovely 
day/Could all be going your way,” the band advise. 
But there’s no gloat, only sadness when he keels 
over dead and they’re proved right, “We’re so sorry/
We told you not to hurry”.

Cos they didn’t see the world in airbrushed 
sepia. They mocked simplicity as much as 
pomposity, arguing even squares are fuelled by love. 
As their businessman lays dying, his last panicked 
thought is of home, “What about the wife and  
kids? They all depend on me.”

Likewise Madness were political without 
resorting to dogma. Focusing on character and 
social trauma, whether the racial tensions of 
‘Embarrassment’ or the urban decay of ‘The Rise 
And Fall’, they spoke of an inheritance I could  
relate to. Carry On Up The Khyber-style fortitude  
in the face of a dying empire, the knowledge our 
grandparents were well intentioned but wrong.  
The jolly cockney guided tour through London  
of ‘Day On The Town’ undercut by a sharp 
contrapuntal conclusion where triumph should 
have been, “Riots in London”, deadpan as ever.

Not that their reputation as good time fun  
music is entirely undeserved, but even at their most 
buoyant there’s an intelligence at work which is  
too often discounted. Where ‘Another Brick In  
The Wall’ painted a schlock picture of evil authority, 
Madness wrote a riposte – ‘Baggy Trousers’ – on  
the joy of rebellion.

Madness were my punk. A way forward. They 
cut through the bullshit and told me how it was.  
I can see now why a teenager with access to the 
Rough Trade shop would’ve been more impressed 
by what you’d call real punk, the extremities:  
Crass, Half Japanese, The Slits. But I also know  
how an innocent taste for obscurity can blind you  
to mainstream. 

Madness may never have been hip, Madness 
may never have been avant-garde, but sometimes 
that’s a bonus. Madness were on my radio. And  
they were great.

in the mix: a mountain of one

Neo-Balearic press darlings muse 
on fellow travellers

David Bowie Sound And Vision
”A song about meditation and tapping into the 
universal consciousness to create universal appeal and 
justify an existence. Try soloing off the stereo sides…
the way the parts gel blows my mind – such exciting 
production and sonic mastery. Something we strive for 
in our camp!” (Zeben Jameson)

Aphrodite’s Child 666 Break
”A driving, heart-wrenching song about friendship, 
forgiveness and hope that sounds like it’s suspended  
in a glittering sky as only Vangelis can. I love the 
uninhibited magic in the vocal ad libs – something I 
 try to capture in the live version of ‘Brown Piano’.” (ZJ)

Assemble Head In Sunburst Sound  
The Chocolate Maiden’s Misty Summer Morning
”Just for the band’s name and the title alone. They’re 
from San Francisco, and on a Crazy Horse/Dead 
Meadow tip. Epic chord changes. Inspiring – even more 
so on some decent psychedelics.”(Mo Morris)

Neil Young and Crazy Horse Cortez The Killer
”I have had a Neil Young addiction for the last six 
months which I am trying to get a handle on. The soul 
this record induces is beyond compare. There is some 
incredible live footage of this on YouTube – four 
performers totally locked into their groove at the peak  
of their career, totally transfixing. Plus they seem to 
have some strange ewoks back stage getting their 
freak on…”(MM)

Yeasayer Sunrise 
”A heady cocktail of harmonies and oddball sonics,  
all twisted together in a such a rich tapestry it hints at 
Peter Gabriel, The Cure and The Polyphonic Spree all  
at once – yet is completely out in its own solar system. 
A soundtrack to small hours headphone bliss that’s 
both dreamy and edgy in equal measure. The rest  
of their new album All Hour Cymbals holds the same 
magic throughout…probably my most exciting 
musical find of the last few months.” (Leo Elstob)

Ray Davies The Morphine Song 
”Music should be precious, not throwaway – this song  
is a real gem. I spent five weeks in the early part of  
this year in hospital with a broken ankle, while this 
wonderful piece of narrative tells of Ray’s experience 
in a stateside hospital (after a he was the victim of  
a shooting). I saw a similar procession of drunks  
and lunatics as described here, and also developed  
an attachment to the self-administering morphine 
machine…just push the button and float 
downstream!” (LE)

www.myspace.com/amountainofone

Madness were 
innocent enough to 
see nothing wrong 
with truth

why i love…madness 
Words: Ringo P Stacey 
Illustration: Linda Coulter 
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VARIOUS ARTISTS
Including

The Strange Death Of Liberal England

Ikara Colt  Bearsuit Guillemots  Astrid

The Victorian English Gentlemens Club

The Futureheads Angelica Help She Can't Swim

Kubicheck!  Chow Chow The Beatings 
+ more16 TRACK DIGITAL COMPILATION £4.99www.fantasticplasticdigital.com

bearsuit

FANTASTICPLASTICRECORDS.COM
FANTASTICPLASTICDIGITAL.COM

BEARSUIT FOXY BOXER
Ltd yellow vinyl 7"/download 03 Dec

THE BLACK ARTS
CHRISTMAS NUMBER ONE

Ltd green vinyl 7"/download 10 Dec
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Life is stress. You know what I’m saying. The house 
is falling down. Friends best left un-contacted speak 
after years of absence. You fall off the wagon for 
three seconds, and find nothing changes (you’re  
still an asshole). Everything stutters, slows down  
and then speeds up uncaring once more. Peggy 
Sue And The Pirates know how it feels: this female 
Brighton-London duo’s debut single, the sparky, 
nervous and nonsensical acoustic lament ‘Television’ 
(Thesaurus) burbles to itself frantically, fearing 
perhaps that a little silence would let the demons  
in. That’s right, Peggy Sue! Keep those damn fiesty 
demons at bay! Please.

Rad outsider dubstep dude Bass Clef’s two 
Blank Tapes singles, ‘Zamyatin Tapes (Volumes  
1 and 2)’ are about nothing but letting the demons  
in, though: skitterish beats and a monumental  
bass line mixed in with some brain-squishing  
dub and trombone, fluttering all over the place – 
euphoric perhaps, but still decidedly feral. Where’s 
my comfort zone? This sure isn’t contributing. 

Let me find that damn place: better to slap  
on The Mae-Shi’s debut UK single, ‘Run To  
Your Grave’ (Moshi Moshi) which – rather  
weirdly, considering what I know about The  
Mae-Shi’s deconstructed rabid noise past – rocks 
and roosters like a crazy-ass cousin of Animal 
Collective’s recent Strawberry Jam, but then  
I guess everything goes in cycles, and that whole 
‘seasick rhythm meets shouted off-mic vocals’  
(as pioneered by Modest Mouse, and before that, 
Built To Spill) is in vogue and there’s no way even  
my instrument handing-away buddies are going  
to miss it.

Quick. Flip to something I understand. Amiina 
feat Lee Hazlewood’s unashamedly sentimental 
‘At The Top Of The World’ (Ever) – a fairytale 
bequeathed in a rusting voice to a new generation 
by a man in the final few weeks of his life, backed 
with suitably angelic backing vocals and delicate 
instrumentation – is absolutely wonderful, tear-
jerking, a shoo-in for my own personal Christmas 
Number One. That is, at least…

…until that ornery bastard Wild Billy Childish 
And The Musicians Of The British Empire comes 
along with his ornery, bastard, biographical Xmas 
single ‘Christmas 1979’ (Damaged Goods) and 
blows my head apart. “We was playing punk in 
Hamburg/Bruce stayed out there with a German 
bird/I came home on Christmas eve/I was on punk 
leave,” the man wails, voice cracking with emotion, 
over one of the finest three-chord, chugging 
garage-punk refrains and two-note guitar solos  
I’ve heard this side of ‘Tommy Gun’ (The Clash). 
Have you heard this yet? HAVE YOU HEARD THIS 
YET? Do so.

Back into the realms of the merely genius, and 
both Wild Beasts’ new one, ‘Assembly’ (Domino) 
and The Wave Pictures’ brain-molesting ‘We Dress 
Up Like Snowmen’ (Moshi Moshi) have been entirely 
diverting me away from my stress path, and planting 
both ears firmly within the comfort zone. Wild 
Beasts once more do their demented Tiny Tim/
Johnnie Ray crooner thing over a fulsome, generous 
melody line, while The Wave Pictures are in grave 
danger of becoming taken for granted round these 
parts, for the way they so ably knock out classic, 
literate, oven-ready (post-Hefner/Herman Düne/ 

J Richman) song after song, filled with delightful 
and intricate musical and lyrical twists and turns. 
Like I said before, they remind me of The Only Ones 
minus the leather and the drugs – ie, The Only Ones 
with all the good bits (the romanticism, the comfort 
levels, the plaintive voice) left in.

Another massive favourite is Vampire 
Weekend’s unsinkable ‘Mansard Roof’ (Abeano), 
which reminds me of those gorgeous Horace Andy 
outings with Massive Attack in the mid-Nineties, 
only with some enhanced studio trickery and 
Kitchen Of Distinction shimmering guitar behind  
the enflamed Afrobeat vocals. This is the music I’d 
imagine Jerry Dammers to be making if he was 
indeed still making music to the exquisite standards 
he once did. 

Not quite up there – but still mighty fine, and 
helping me reach into my comfort zone, not least 
because it brings to mind a parade of names headed 
by PJ Harvey, Yeah Yeah Yeahs and continuing 
through anything American I was digging from  
the early Nineties – is the debut Scanners single, 
‘Raw’ (Dim Mak) which suffers perhaps from 
overproduction next to the subtle delights discussed 
above…and now I come to hear it again, reminds 
me horribly of Garbage, ugh. But still. At least it’s 
not sung by a man.

Finally, Violet Violet are taut, abrasive and like 
to shout a lot,and their ‘Love This Band’ (NR One) 
references all those Riot Grrrl bands (Huggy Bear, 
Sleater-Kinney) that used to sleep in my bed when  
I was away grunging it in America. They’re female, 
sarcastic, from Norwich and sport moustaches. 
What’s not to like?
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Words: Everett True

The Plan B hive takes a break, but our  
man in Hove (Brighton, actually) steps in

A little silence would 
let the demons in
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Basically, yeah, there’s an esoteric form of native 
surf-folk they’ve been playing in the wooded wilds 
of Whereverwhere which is on the outer-European 
terrain of Whatever. Word has it that bust out the 
keytars and rave horns and throw it down to the 
primal beat of ancient drum machines that grow  
out of the ground. They say the women dress as 
horses with tails and moustaches. Gets pretty wild. 

Now Agaskodo Teliverek (meaning ‘Rearing 
Stallions’) have galloped out of the woods and into 
the city, singing about, “Practical warnings, stupid 
girls, hat thieves, how not to peel potatoes, carrots 
or apples and living with piles”.

They’re workin’ out math problems and they’re 
makin’ the girls shake their [pony] tails, which is  
just as well since London’s legs could probably  
use some instruction in how to hoof it. They’re  
so hardcore they even claim to sleep, “In the rearing 
position”. This is what happens when psycho-
goulash hussar-rock stars Miki (guitar, keyboard  
and beats) and Tomi (beats and guitar) make  
like Mr Ed.

What’s your story?
Tomi: “I was on the run from the Russian mafia, 

gigging in small bars posing as Bogdan Raczynski 

[avant-garde hardcore hussar on Rephlex Records 
who’s big in Japan]. Miki at the time was trying 
unsuccessfully to develop into a musical-financial 
hybrid. He called himself The Accountant, but it 
wasn’t going down well with the blow-dried kids. 
He spied me in a topless bar, topless. We hit it off. 
Agaskodo Teliverek was born and we donned tiny 
shorts and gigged, floundering on the rocks of 
disinterested, unshaven male attention. Then we 
saw the legs. A tiny battery-operated Japanese doll 
named Hiroe marched into our lives, and she’s still 
marching. And all in the last 18 months.” 

What the hell is psycho-goulash?
“Goulash is a Hungarian broth with a lot of 

ingredients, like our music, a complex blend of hot 
and spicy beans and surf guitar. Psycho-goulash is 
the culmination of centuries of Hungarian hussar.”

Why ‘Rearing Stallions’?
“On a London night bus, after a random night 

out, we ended up looking at other bands’ names. 
We really liked the sound of this Hungarian cult 
band called Vagtazo Hallotkemek, which translates 
as ‘Galloping Coroners’. I tried to come up with 
something similar and Agaskodo Teliverek popped 
into my mind. Bjorn at Adaadat loved it straight 
away because he’d always wanted a long, 
unpronounceable Hungarian name. When Hiroe 
(vocals, keytar, tambourine, rave horn) joined,  
she inevitably became the horse whisperer of  
this crazy mashed up stable!”

Why is ‘Stupid Girl’ called ‘Stupid Girl’?
“Miki calls all the girls who turned him down 

stupid girls. There was a really special one who 
made it to this song. Particularly stupid!”

Is it true that you’re a bunch of “perfectly 
ordinary accountants”, as has previously been 
asserted by members of the band in interview?

“Accountancy was Miki’s dream job. He finished 
his MA in fine art and then realised he’s actually  
a math genius, secretly cultivating some sort of 
fetish for other people’s finances.” 

Do you argue?
“We don’t argue. We have our horse whisperer.”
www.adaadat.com

this was yr year 
Herman Düne Photography: Mark Okoh

herman düne
How were you at the beginning of 2007?

“I was in Los Angeles, with my girlfriend Mayon 
and my friend Little Wings, watching the sunset from 
his shack on the beach in Malibu, and some dolphins 
started surfing. I was very happy, taking a break from 
touring Giant. We’d started in October.”

How are you at the end? 
“Man, more than a year into this tour for Giant, 

two shows left before the end. I’m exhausted and very 
happy at the same time – it’s been a wonderful year for 
me. Playing with my friends almost 200 times in a year 
is a blessing.”

Yr three most mind-altering artistic 
experiences of the last 12 months?

“My three most mind-altering artistic experiences 
this year are linked with painting: 1) In Paris, I just saw 
a wonderful art exhibition about Jewish comic book 
artists. They had a superb original page of ‘The Thing’ 
by Jack Kirby (The Thing pitching at a baseball game). 
2) A beautiful self-portrait of Rembrandt, a small 
etching at the Zorn Museum in Mora, Sweden. 3) When 
we played in Vienna, Austria, I went to see art by 
Gustav Klimt and Egon Schiele.”

Musical discovery of the year? 
“I had forgotten about Morrison Hotel by  

The Doors. New notes for the CD re-release say that  
Jim Morrison wasn’t with the band for most of the 
sessions. I found it amazing how the words,  voice and 
music are still perfect together. It is against my beliefs 
that a record could be this good not recorded live, but  
I love when beliefs are proved wrong.”

Hot (new act) tip for 2008? 
“The Wowz – an amazing band from New York,  

I love them – and, of course, The Wave Pictures and 
Turner Cody.”
(David-Ivar Herman Düne)

robyn
How were you at the beginning of 2007?

”I was excited, things had started to go really well 
for ‘With Every Heartbeat’ in the UK. I felt lucky, proud 
and cocky.” 

 How are you at the end?
”Tired from the hard work, and looking forward  

to Christmas. Still cocky, also humble and amazed by 
getting this second chance. Just enjoying myself and 
starting to feel that itch to go back into the studio.”

 Yr three most mind-altering artistic 
experiences of the last twelve months?

”Pan’s Labyrinth, the movie, the science fiction 
magazine Heavy Metal and Loco Roco for my PSP.”

 Favourite musical discovery  of the year?
”The album called Hithouse by the artist Hithouse. 

Belgian acid house from 1989.”
 Hot tip for 2008? 
”‘Det Snurrar I Mitt Huvud’ by Swedish punk 

techno band Familjen. The video is done by Johan 
Söderberg and it is lovely too.”

‘We donned tiny 
shorts and gigged’

agaskodo teliverek 
Words: Jesse Darlin’ 
Photography: Jenny Lewis 
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The view from my window: bunched, browning 
grass crowds the littered cycle path (carrier bags, 
burnt-out bike frames, a lack of people.) Cold, red-
brick terraces: two lights on, most lights off. No cars. 
Barbed wire. Behind the glass, there’s only me, with 
no heating, no coffee and almost no music; just the 
police helicopter’s blades chopping toothily through 
city clouds and the voice of Geneviève Castrée,  
aka Woelv, half-vanished above resurrected piano 
and nearly-gone cello. Air circulates through her 
loose, rattling drums; down corridors; into the  
folds of your dress. She’s a gentle French-Canadian 
responsible for music that sounds like ghosts 
hunting for friends in found houses; the wet coals  
of extinguished fireplaces. She’s the voice of your 
reflection as you lean over the basin on a pitch black 
morning, as the plumbing spits rust into the bowl. 

Her new record, Tout Seul dans la Forêt en Plein 
Jour, is for hiding yourself in the least-thumbed 
pages on the library shelves; for contemplating 
long-distance phonecalls at wrong hours; for 
keeping control despite the shrill shreees of  
spooked wings that rail throughout ‘La Mort Et  
Le Chien Obèse’. Tracks are often only seconds  
long, as though for fear of being discovered. 

“You are in the forest,” she narrates, explaining 
the album’s title. “You might be lost. You are 
freaking out. But it is daytime, therefore you should 
find your way out. Calm down.” And listen.

Sous Mon Manteau
“I wrote this using vocabulary from an English-
Arabic phrasebook and some of the sentences  
are translations from the Koran. The song is very 
childlike, so I added this Snow White-like character. 

‘Sous mon manteau’ means ‘under my coat’; the 
idea of putting all these different people fighting 
under your coat and keeping them warm and cosy 
so that they feel safe and fall asleep in there. I guess 
it’s also about the desire to restrain people.”

Tout Seul dans la Forêt en Plein Jour
“I was thinking of all the times when you watch the 

news and they show you a different picture of the 
‘enemy’ – the devil, that one bad guy we should all 
be wary of. I remember thinking that Osama Bin 
Laden actually has quite a gentle face. No matter 
what he’s saying, and even though I am no fan of 
his, his facial expressions are sweet. Just think of 
Bush and how nervous he looks all the time, with  
all his mumblings, his hesitation. For seven years 
people have been making money through putting 
out entire books about the stupid things he has 
accidentally said or done. He is the devil I am 
worried about.”

La Mort et le Chien Obèse
“This song questions the existence of God. It took 
me a while to admit to myself that I was a complete 
atheist. The label carries such a bold feeling in the 

body. On my last birthday I was walking around  
and I met a young Mormon man on a bicycle. He 
wanted to talk about God with me and I declared 
that I didn’t believe in God. I told him that too  
many innocents, especially children, suffer from 
great injustices and if there was a greater being  
She or He would end this suffering. He reassured  
me that those children who suffer now would be 
looked after in heaven. I think that is bullshit. Your 
whole life, you put up with pain and then when  
you die you are suddenly relieved? The song also 
talks about feeding a dog relentlessly. I read an 
article once about how much some very rich folks  
in the world spend on their pets. We are speaking  
of more money than it takes for some people to 
survive for a year. That is the ultimate ‘fuck you’  
to poor people.”

Drapeau Blanc
“This is a song about time spent playing in the  
snow with neighbours and friends when I was a kid; 
about that one time when one kid decides to throw 
rocks instead of snowballs and everyone is called  
in by their parents because the playing has gotten 
too rough. The idea of all these kids being punished 
because of what one of them did. This weight 
carries on through adulthood. People pay all the 
time because leaders who they didn’t even elect 
choose to go to war. The song also speaks of 
jealousy – someone thinking that you have 
something they want and them wanting to take  
it away from you, and you standing there saying, 
‘Watch carefully: I don’t have anything that you 
don’t already have yourself’.”

www.krecs.com

guided tour: woelv 
Words: Lauren Strain 
Illustration: Geneviève Castrée

Let Plan B be yr ghost lantern in Woelv’s dark environs

‘You are in the forest. 
You might be lost…’
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“I don’t know why my music sounds the way it 
does,” says Chris Forgues. “I don’t care about noise. 
I don’t care about music. I make my own sound.  
I want to be free.”

On the inner sleeve to his 2005 album Peace 
Trials, Forgues – Providence resident, comic-book 
artist, and the sole presence behind one-man  
noise cyclone Kites – sits cross-legged in a tepee, 

surrounded by reams of home-built and modified 
equipment. Brightly painted speakers, amplified 
lutes, thumb pianos and battered pedals are laid  
out on a rug like goods in a Middle Eastern bazaar  
– or weapons in an armoury. If US noise seems to 
have something of an outlaw spirit, a loose tribe of 
refuseniks and drop-outs united in their defiance  
to Uncle Sam’s plastic grin, a note down the bottom 
seems to confirm Forgues’ presence towards 
society’s outer reaches. “Send money or food  
for comics and tapes,” it reads. 

Forgues started making music in Spring  
2000, inspired by his friend Jessica Rylan, another 
quote-unquote noise artist who can see beyond the 
boundaries of the genre. “She gave me equipment 
when I was starting out, patiently answered my 
questions and helped me fix things I made. Her 

music is very wild and free, and sometimes is right 
on the edge of total non-music, where you are in  
a room with someone projecting pure energy.” 

Since, Forgues has released a string of cassettes 
and CD-Rs on his own label, Unskilled Labor,  
as well as three records for Load – a split LP with 
Prurient, and two excellent full releases, Peace  
Trials and the new Hallucinogenic Guillotine/Final 
Worship. If you’re eager for easy categorisation, 
we’re deep in harsh noise territory here, these 
shrieking, coruscating plumes of sound recalling 
Merzbow and Pain Jerk. But amid this wreckage, 
Kites hides precious jewels; hushed spoken word 
tales adrift on a sea of synths, or misty acid-folk 
songs, the ring of picked strings yanked out of 
shape by pedals and oscillators. 

“Noise is similar to folk in a lot of ways,” says 
Forgues. “The equipment can be very cheap, or 
something that’s just lying around, like a washboard 
or distortion pedal. Certain styles represent certain 
areas, and it’s music that represents people that  
are maybe outcasts. It’s unrepentant.”

Kites’ lyrics summon up images of war, 
destruction and the dark side of nationalism, as  
well as a yearning for older, more innocent times.  
In ‘Something About America’, Forgues’ veiled 
prophecies of bad times to come include caves 
collapsing and bodies tumbling through glass. 

“I have ideas for every song that I could 
explicate, but I’m not concerned with telling right 
and wrong, or trying to convince anyone,” explains 
Forgues. “But the lyrics are not just nonsense or 
words that sound good. I have read reviews where 
people misunderstood and thought Peace Trials  
was an elaborate anti-Christian propaganda record, 
and that is certainly not my intention. If I sing about 
America, if I sing about prison, I’m singing about  
my fears and I’m singing about what’s at the bottom 
of my feelings, and this is what comes out. I don’t 
feel any responsibility to talk about political things.  
I don’t care about politics, per se. My message is 
yearning for freedom, dreaming of freedom…”

Send money or food to: PO Box 913 Providence 
RI 02901

read the label: load records 
Words: Louis Pattison

Ben McOsker is janitor at Load Records,  
the Providence, Rhode Island imprint that 
specialises in finding a home for the bad 
craziness that’s bred when you crossbreed 
the yellowing cassettes of the US noise 

underground, the 
Butthole Surfers 
noise rock, free-
improv and prog-
rock, the toilet-
bowl gurgle of 
Japanoise, and  
all kinds of silly 
dressing up. 

How does the world look right now 
from Load Records HQ?

“Things are great. Weathering and 
reinventing in this screwy time for the ‘music 
industry’ is exciting and opens up so many 
possibilities. Working on lots of new records 
by the Homostupids, DJ Scotch Egg, $hit and 
$hine, Landed, Rusted Shut, Lightning Bolt 

and many others as 
well as supporting 
current releases  
like Clockcleaner, 
Sightings, Yellow 
Swans, Kites  
and Mouthus is 
definitely keeping 
me busy.”

Which are  
the records you’ve been proudest to 
release this year?

“Although I am extremely proud of  
this whole year as I feel its my best in the 14 
years I’ve run the label, I really feel strongly 
that Sightings’ Through The Panama is 
exceptional leap forward for both the band 
and music in general. A landmark record.”

And which 
records do you 
wish Load got its 
grubby hands on?

“I really like  
the Blues Control 
record – well, both 
their Woodsist  
and Holy Mountain 
releases actually  

– but I play fair, and neither of them are  
on Load.”

Any favourite shows from this year?
“Yes…Sightings at Nom D’ Artiste in 

Boston, Fushitsusha at No Fun, Evan Parker 
at Brown University, Black Pus, Clockcleaner. 
It’s been a good year for getting out.”

www.loadrecords.com

‘Noise represents 
people that are maybe 
outcasts’

kites 
Words: Louis Pattison 
Illustration: Nick White 
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01 FREEBUTT BRIGHTON
02 JOINERS SOUTHAMPTON
03 ACADEMY BRISTOL
04 WATER RATS LONDON
05 THE CHARLOTTE LEICESTER
06 NIGHT AND DAY CAFE  MANCHESTER
08 BRICKYARD CARLISLE
09 FU BAR STIRLING
11 MOSHULU ABERDEEN
12 WESTPORT DUNDEE
13 MADHATTERS INVERNESS
14 CABERET VOLTAIRE EDINBURGH
15 KING TUT’S GLASGOW
16 BARFLY LIVERPOOL

NEW SINGLE
LONELINESS
AVAILABLE NOW
CD SINGLE, NUMBERED 7" VINYL
& DOWNLOAD
WWW.CAPTAINPHOENIX.COM
WWW.MYSPACE.COM/CAPTAINPHOENIX 
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Plan B gets high on the mountain of universal love with Om, the 
transcendental metal duo in search of riff nirvana

 
Words: Frances Morgan 

Photography: Sanna Charles 

l-r: Al Cisneros, Chris Hakius
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While your body stands slack-kneed and weaving, 
your brain crawls on its hands and knees through 
the Nineveh galleries of the British Museum.  
Five-legged bulls with wings and beards, their 
hooves and feathers rippling from the martial roll  
of bass-quake and giant footfall that shakes the 
shiny floor, cracking its veneer. Sand beneath,  
sun-warmed, pours through your fingers like 
powdered snakes. Up is down, hill becomes  
chasm, the downward pull of deep drone against  
a relentless vocal chant and clunking caravan of 
drum and cymbal. Blink at the ceiling: starry temple 
domes turned turned back again to Birmingham 
warehouse. Blink at the stage: winged bulls turned 
to two stocky men like mountaineers with drums 
and bass for ropes and axes, plotting an ascent that 
never reaches a summit. You might be here a long 
time. See you on the other side.

“There’s a lot of shows where it just feels very 
unified, and we’re all in this same place together.  
I don’t mean physically…” Al Cisneros, bassist and 
declaimer of Om’s vocal hagiographies is talking 
long-distance from Santa Barbara, California. 
“There’s no performers, there’s no stage, there’s  
no audience, it’s just one sharing. It definitely 
happens.” Pause. “That’s the best I can tell you.”

Myth and ritual go hand in hand, one often 
meaningless without the other. If music’s the ritual 
here, the sinuous doom epics of Al Cisneros and 
Chris Hakius’ Om address this relationship between 
sound and mythos with such shamanically focused 
intensity that they shine an unflattering light on  
the esoteric stance of much current noise and  
out-rock, exposing it for the Wikipedia-gleaned 
window-dressing it often is. That’s not to say that 
everyone else who gets mythological on their sound 
isn’t genuinely inspired by legend or folklore; or that 
Hakius and Cisneros are anything other than two 
American musicians making blissfully monolithic 
metal that in many aspects is a direct continuation 
of their work together as two-thirds of Nineties 
Californian stoner godheads Sleep. Hell, I know 
they’re not really winged bulls. What it is, what  
I’ve been fascinated by since their 2004 debut, 
Variations On A Theme, is, they really do sound like 
they’re on a quest, whether or not their new album 
is called Pilgrimage (it is). With Om, intent and effect 
meet and get it on, beatifically and without equal.

Om’s quest is driven by esoteric imagery, 
propulsive percussion,giant fucking bass riffs  
and, crucially, a weird sonic and formal austerity. 
Instead of filling their sound with clouds of guitar  
or stretching it to infinite length, Om allow each 
note and beat to breathe, carving out their low- 
end temples like stonemasons on a deadline, locked 
into grooves that sometimes sit closer to ecstatic 
jazz than stoner riff; other times tracing patterns 
gleaned from traditional and devotional music. 
Cisneros intones verses in a severe, almost 
plainchant style. He’s mixed unexpectedly upfront, 
forcing you to listen even as you zone out. As  
a lyricist, he has about him the air of an autodidactic 
scholar, plucking words from a vast vocabulary – 
choric, soveiric, orbitarm, effulgence – and 
acquiring sentences in a hypnagogic trance: 
“Stillness breathes apex supreme – groundates 
toward the mountain”.  

Yet it doesn’t surprise me that Cisneros’ take  
on Om’s music is almost obsessively non-auteurish. 
The band often insist in interview that their music is 
channelled rather than constructed, brought forth 
from some kind of universal source. So how do they 
know when it’s right? “When you’re involved in  
a creative process and you get that feeling of goose-
bumps, your breath stops for a second and you feel 
transported – just tapping into a thing that’s already 
there, and you feel the connection with it all of  
a sudden,” Cisneros says. “We have to let it talk  
to us. We have to allow it to do its thing with as  
little alteration as possible.”

It is equally hard to draw Cisneros on the 
thematic specifics of Om’s subject matter, as I find 
when I try to discuss the Sufi legend referenced in 
second album Conference Of The Birds. All Om’s 
lyrics and titles, I suggest, come back to the theme 
of pilgrimage, or the search for enlightenment.

“All of life is one central theme, there’s a lot  
of variations on it and that’s [the title of] the first 
album,” he answers, swerving neatly. “We have  
to come up for different names for the records  
but, I mean…it is all one song. It’s one continuous 
expression, and that is a fact.”

What inspires your lyrics? 
“All of life in general. They’re all symbols: they’re 

all just transportive devices to create an atmosphere 
of something that taps open your own feelings.”

What effect do your surroundings have on  
your music?

“ It’s always coming out from inside, rather  
than coming in from outside, for me,” Cisneros 
asserts. “It’s always been that way. If you put me in  
a room that was all shut off, and there was no light 
in there, I’d just need water…I’d still come up with 
the same ideas, I think. They’re not reactions to 
things in a day. They’re definitely stored up, like,  
a long time ago. I could probably write quite  
a number of albums in that manner. It’s all – it’s 
already in here.” He laughs. “That’s the problem.”

Why is that a problem?
“It’s a good problem, but it’s definitely  

a problem. I don’t need a big record collection  
as stimulus to go write a song.”

I don’t think Al Cisneros is being deliberately gnomic 
at me. Instead, it’s as if he finds great comfort in this 

medium-like attitude to music, allowing himself to 
believe he is merely its agent. I wonder, privately, if 
this has to do with the cumulative effect of the rock 
industry on creativity and personality; the infiltration 
of ‘real’ life and its frictions into what was first 
entered into as a hermetic, deeply personal realm. 
Sleep’s disbanding was reportedly prompted by 
London Records’ refusal to release third album, 
Dopesmoker, and an edited version, Jerusalem.

While Jerusalem was posthumously picked up  
by Rise Above in ‘99, the original Dopesmoker, 
consisting of one immense, chthonic 63-minute 
track, officially saw the light of day only four years 
ago. Post-Sleep, guitarist Matt Pike quickly formed 
primal riff squad High On Fire, but Cisneros and 
Hakius took a longer break before Om came into 
being. Their monastic drive feels at times like  
a spiritual necessity. Was this time off necessary  
to unlearn and reconfigure?

“Well, speaking only for myself, I didn’t, in Sleep, 
wanna record music because other people wanted 
me to. I felt like it had died…I can’t be involved in 
that process unless I see its life. So I went away from 
it. I had no idea if it would ever, in this life, come 
back, and I wanted to leave it with respect – allow  
it to come back. The longer I starved it out, the more 
I made sure that it was valid and authentic. Once 
that process was verified, I began to work with it, 
without any unnecessary elements, in the most raw 
form – to continue the learning in the shortest time 
possible. And yeah, it is more exposed, it is more 
vulnerable, but that’s fine. I’m not doing it to feel 
safe. I’m doing it because we must.”

Yet there is a beautiful safety in Cisneros and 
Hakius’ interplay: that of long-term collaboration. 

Over Om’s three albums, you can observe how this 
relationship has developed in the duo’s increased 
mastery of dynamics – where their debut crashed 
straight in with a gnarled, Sabbath-go-tantric riff, 
Pilgrimage opens with a long, tense and hushed 
instrumental in which it’s almost as if the drums  
and bass nurture one another into being. What is 
their working process like?

“We largely talk, and hum parts and tap beats 
together, at all times, wherever we are. And we 
actually don’t use the instruments until we know 
that there’s something to visit. By the time Chris  
is behind the drum set and I’m playing through  
the amplifiers, we’re just verifying and refining the 
material. It’s not a search in the unknown with high 
volumes and standing there for 48 hours trying  
to come up with a part – that seems to be fucking 
miserable. I couldn’t go there.”

It’s clear that Om know exactly when to floor  
you with sheer enormity, but there is never the sense 
that they need volume to cover for paucity of ideas. 

Cisneros agrees. “If that was enough then 
everyone could just go stand in a fuckin’ runway 
and, you know, find what they’re looking for. It’s 
definitely not enough by itself.”

While Hakius and Cisneros remain plugged into  
the fringes of the metal scene, providing the low 
end for Shrinebuilder, a new project with Neurosis’  
Scott Kelly and Wino of Hidden Hand fame, Om’s 
devotional reconfiguring of the metal template has 
won them a fan in Current 93’s David Tibet, with 
whom they released split 10-inch ‘Inerrant Rays  
Of Infallible Sun’. While atavistic British noise-folk 
and monolithic stoner hymns might seem unlikely 

companions, Om’s devotional rigour – and Cisneros’ 
vocals, easier on the ear than Tibet’s but no less 
insistent and idiosyncratic – mark them out as fellow 
travellers. And even at its most mysterious, there is 
something in Current 93’s music, and Om’s, that is 
unambiguous: belief, the idea of belief, suffuses it 
utterly. Part of the listener’s role is to take on board 
the strength of that belief, even as they may or may 
not share it, or even know what it is. 

There seems to be a strong sense of spiritual 
responsibility in both Om’s and Current 93’s music. 
Is that something that’s always there for you, or is  
it ever just, well, fun?

“It’s both…” Cisneros considers. “There is  
this burden of responsibility, and then it’s fun, too. 
But underneath, as with anybody who’s played  
in a band, that fun is temporal. I’m exploring the 
answer to your question and at different points  
I have different conclusions, and I realise I’m not 
going to ever be able to answer that. I mean, it’s all-
encompassing, it’s huge, it’s overwhelming! But in a 
good way, where you’re laughing and happy about 
it, not defeated and upset because of it. It’s a really 
amazing surrender. I don’t know how to explain it.”

Do you feel lucky?
“I feel really blessed, and grateful, every day, 

every night, every moment. But the thing is, we’ve 
barely gotten started. We have so much to do. 
We’ve got a lot of new material. We’re really excited 
about playing in December in Jerusalem and Tel 
Aviv. It’s gonna be really fun.”

Have you been to the Middle East before?
“No. Not in this life at least.”
You think you may have done previously?
“Maybe so.”

‘It is all one song. It’s one continuous 
expression, and that is a fact’ – Al Cisneros
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He is the Billy Childish: poet, raconteur, artist, champion of the ‘real’, scourge of the pompous. 
He’s been responsible for some of the finest bare-bones rock’n’roll this country has produced – to 
which we can now add his first ever Christmas album Christmas 1979…
 
Words: Everett True 
Photography: Alice Rosenbaum
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I hate Christmas because it exaggerates all the 
emotions that are around. If you’re lonely, it rubs  
it in. It’s no coincidence the suicide rate goes up  
over the festive season. Also, Christmas reinforces 
the traditional values that Western civilisation  
was built upon. I don’t like those values. I find  
them hypocritical. I don’t see anything good in  
the family structure.

“I do,” Kurt Cobain says, “if it’s a good family.”
“You don’t believe that, Everett!” Kim Deal 

laughs in disbelief. 
Sure I do. Fine, if it’s a good family. But you 

wander out onto the street any day, and you can see 
for yourself that most families aren’t good families  
– mothers whacking their kids because they’re too 
tired to cope, fathers being men. Most of it is shit. 
Most of the people in the world shouldn’t be alive 
today. Stupid people shouldn’t breed.

A stunned silence follows.
“Merry Christmas, everyone!” Kurt roars.
(Nirvana: The True Story, Omnibus Press, 2006)

“My father walked in pissed through the door/And 
chucked the telly across the floor/Then he fell drunk 
to his bed/And these were the last words he ever 
said/ ‘MERRY FUCKING CHRISTMAS TO YOU ALL’”  
– ‘Christmas 1979’, Wild Billy Childish And The 
Musicians Of The British Empire

If I take more than an hour to write this feature, it’ll 
be a betrayal for everything Billy Childish stands for. 
Don’t dress music up if you know what you want it 
to sound like. Work fast. Draw from experience. 

There’s more to Billy Childish than three-chord 
thrash. He’s an eccentric, dyslexic, suffered terrible 
abuse and bullying as a child, has painted over 
2,000 paintings, penned 30 volumes of poetry, 
written a few novels and continues to fascinate 
mainstream artists with aspirations towards 
credibility such as Jack White, Beck, The Hives, Kurt 
Cobain and – well, most of the Seattle/Olympia lot, 
actually. He is bloody-minded: follows his own anti-
establishment path through both the art movement 
Stuckism (which he founded and then renounced  
a year later) and his refusal to self-promote. He’s 
parochial, lived in Chatham, Kent forever, shaves 
with a cut-throat razor, has a fascination with the 
two World Wars, doesn’t tolerate fools, doesn’t see 
why his former lover Tracey Emin should take credit 
for ideas that he gestated and is brutally frank. 

His music – based round the direct approach of 
Sixties bands such as early Troggs and early Kinks – 
favours analogue over synthetic every time, antique 
instruments, onstage uniform and attitude. Critics 
who say anyone could do what he does are missing 
the point. For the appeal of Billy Childish lies in his  
self-created aura – and no one else possesses that.

He’s so defined, so Childish. It’s rare that you 
meet people so defined: all the edges and abrasions 
and feelings left unscathed. He sports a wicked 
Wyatt Earp moustache (he was asked to judge the 
World Beard Championships in Brighton this year, 
alongside Nick Cave). He’s sharp, bright, self-taught. 
He’s released over 100 albums.

He looks like his woodcuts. His woodcuts read 
like his poetry. His poetry sounds like his music. His 
music reflects his books. He works fast cos he knows 
what he wants – or, rather, knows what he doesn’t 
want. Billy Childish has a theory on most everything, 
but it’s his theory on music that concerns us here.

“I’ve got a vague notion that I put out to 
antagonise people,” he says, leaning forward. 
“There’s no such thing as a good song. There’s only 
a good performance and sound. Otherwise, ‘You 
Really Got Me’ would always be good, whereas it’s 
only good by The Kinks. And they could only do it 
good for three years.”

I sort of agree, but I think there are three factors 
– and the song is one of them. Otherwise, your new 
single, ‘Christmas 1979’, wouldn’t stand out, with 

its three-note guitar line and pounding bass and 
knock-kneed funny/poignant lyrics. It’s sound, 
performance and song.

“Yeah, that’s it,” Billy graciously agrees. “But 
your notion isn’t as annoying to people as my notion 
is. You are right, of course. Without those other two 
elements, it’s rubbish. It has to have three legs. And 
without those three legs you’ll fall.”

We’re at the Aquarium, down the road from the 
Plan B offices. It’s the gallery that sells Billy’s work  
to the world. It’s a nice spot: spacious, laidback and 
populated by art from fellow conspirators like Jimmy 
Cauty, Jamie Reid and Sexton Ming’s hilarious series 
of spoof album covers. 

Green tea is brought to us, reclining on a leather 
sofa in the echoing basement. Billy is engaging – 
charming and talkative. Where this reputation he 
has for being difficult or intimidating comes from,  
I have no idea. Last time we met, he recounted in 
infinite detail the one previous time we’d met,  
down to the names of the people in the room, the 
length of my hair and the cigarettes being smoked. 
Freaked me out, cos I’d been listening to him give  
a speech explaining his theory of art…let’s précis  
it: no bullshit…and he wanted to meet me. What? 
Round here, this man is venerated like no other…

As I wrote in Careless Talk Costs Lives, “Childish  
– underrated? Ignored? Passed over for the trend  
of the day? Not round these bloody parts he isn’t, 
mate! Every fucking week, it seems, ‘You going to 
see Thee Headcoats? Are you going to see Thee 
Headcoatees [the all-female band he put together, 
fronted by Holly Golightly]? Heard Buff Medways 
yet? Oh, is Billy Childish playing next week?’ Bloody 

Childish! I can’t take such peer pressure – even if  
a few of his tunes are permanently on my DJ Must 
Play List. I’ve had it up to here with the veneration he 
attracts, the reverence his simple music is held in…”

Sure, I was suspicious – but fuck. Every time  
I read his words: hear his beautifully-recorded music: 
stumble over one of the public spats he seems to 
purposely engender every few years, I’m like, whoa, 
respect due. 

“I was never into any of that Sub Pop stuff,”  
Billy laughs. “Mudhoney? Never liked them. It was 
too Status Quo for me, all that long hair on stage.  
I’m a punk rocker. You don’t do go around waving 
your hair. You don’t put three vocals on a song.”

Billy Childish’s writing cuts away the bullshit,  
hits the blooded nail. The music he plays is at the 
core of much I enjoy – garage rock (in the old sense), 
stripped down and given plenty of attitude and 
melody. I remember raving over his old bands The 
Milkshakes and Thee Mighty Caesers in NME during 
the Eighties, at a time when most everyone was 
more concerned with make-up and the latest 
Smiths faux sob story than actual music. 

It’s not as if I like every fucking note of every song 
he’s recorded – that would be insane – or even every 
fucking note of his new album (although hearing 
him imitate Joey Ramone on ‘Mistletoe’, and 
eulogising street life on ‘A Poundland Christmas’ 
warms the cockles). But I can sure recognise when 
he’s recorded another gem. And ‘Christmas 1979’  
is a contender for best song of 2007, easy. 

You’ve recorded a Christmas record. Why?
“Ian [Mr Damaged Goods, Billy’s record 

company] asked us to.”

Ian asked you to do a Christmas single.  
You came back and told him that you’d done  
a Christmas album. 

“Oh right. Maybe that’s it. Maybe I misheard 
him.” Billy laughs. “We did ‘Link Wray’s Christmas’ 
and ‘Townsend’s Christmas’…All I try to do on my 
albums is to have a bit of fun, and have three songs 
that I think are good. That’s all that matters.”

You’ve got those songs that are in the style of …
“Well, we figured that Link Wray gets up in the 

morning, plays his guitar and goes, ‘It’s Christmas!’ 
to his wife and – ‘Shut up’. And we wanted Pete 
Townsend to be singing and annoying his family, 
and we did a version of ‘Clarabella’ with Julie 
[Hamper, wife and guitarist with The A-Lines; also 
bassist in Musicians Of The British Empire] singing. 
And then I wrote a Ramones Christmas song, 
‘Mistletoe’, which I had to sing as if I was Joey.

“‘Christmas 1979’ is a good song cos it’s very 
simple and a story, and because it says, ‘I was on 
punk leave’. I like the idea that, at Christmas, you’re 
allowed one fucking day off – because anyone  
who was there will remember that being punk rock 
was a war, a mission. And [in the song] there’s this 
ludicrous image of my father. It evokes a period.  
It’s simple and heartfelt.”

It’s also cynical about Christmas, which is good…
“In a way, but it’s the old man who’s cynical – 

and that’s good because I don’t want to be cynical 
about anything…but the way we do Christmas is 
diabolical. It doesn’t do what’s written on the tin.  
It’s not the object that’s the problem, it’s us. Like  
the knife we use to do the buttering the bread, or 
stabbing, the object isn’t the problem. Yeah, merry 
fucking Christmas to you all is a good laugh…”

It’s weird interviewing Billy. He has such a strong 
presence. He is so deliberate. He once reduced  
his career to a series of one-line pull quotes for  
Time Out – “I do not like whitewall galleries, large 
rock venues or off-stage mixing. I do not read 
newspapers or go to music concerts”. Among the 
raw confessional that’s all the more startling for its 
dispassionate presentation – “I was sexually abused 
by a friend of the family when I was aged nine.  
My father has tried to kill himself several times.  
In 1983 I caught gonorrhoea and herpes from  
a German prostitute” – are revelations that he 
practices Vipassana meditation and Iyenga yoga, 
and is a member of Greenpeace. It shouldn’t come 
as a surprise. This is a man who clearly worked out 
his value system a long time ago.

“Studios are horrible,” he remarks about the 
recording process. “I’ve never understood them. 
Everything we work out as humans is how to make 
our own environment horrible. I don’t understand 
where that rule comes from. I want homely, 
someone who does it themselves. I was brought up 
on the edge of the countryside, and that’s where we 
played, and we used to fight with the developers, 
sugaring the tanks of their bulldozers. I’ve always 
wanted a nice friendly, hippy world: someone who 
bakes their own cakes with wholemeal flour. And 
that’s the way to do everything, because we’re all 
going to have to die, and we’ve all got suffering.”

Do we have time for a little history? Surely, we have 
time for a little history? Stand back. Let the man 
talk. He knows his own story better than anyone. 

“I was born in a village on the rough-arse side of 
Chatham. My parents were aspiring middle-class, 

‘I’ve always wanted a nice 
friendly hippy world: someone 
who bakes their own cakes with 
wholemeal flour’

‘The longest we’ve spent on an album 
is probably about three or four days. 
The shortest, three or four hours’
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but with my father leaving home, I ended up in the 
dockyard anyway. Chatham is a town of fisticuffs 
and whoring, working-class conservatives, Royal 
Marines, Royal Navy…

”When I was 17, I started to go see groups 
regularly. I met some other people who played in 
groups, and they asked me to sing. In September 
’77 we formed a group [The Pop Rivets] and did our 
fascination with English rock’n’roll, with a bit of The 
Clash and Sex Pistols thrown in. I subsequently got 
into St Martin’s School Of Art [on the ’Genius’ 
clause], and I lived in a housing commune in King’s 
Cross for several weeks in ‘78, and then walked out 
of St Martin’s. There was nothing in London that did 
it for me. I’d already stopped going to see groups  
in ’77. We abandoned England and drove around 
Europe, selling records out the back of a van.

“Then Thatcher came in, and it was 1980, and 
they told me I had to get a job. So I applied to art 
school again, and got in on their Genius clause for 
the third time – and I was supposedly there for a 
year and a half, but I wasn’t. I was playing music, 
mainly in Germany. I was doing poetry and painting 
from home, and my father went into prison for 
drug-smuggling, and any money that my mother 
got dried up.

“So I was expelled for bad attendance and 
refusing to paint any pictures within the college, 
writing what they said was ‘obscene’ poetry. And 
 I was running my own little press, putting on our 
own gigs. My whole point was not to work. That’s 
why I wanted to be an artist and that’s why I wanted 
to be a student, and that’s why I wanted to play 
music – I didn’t want a real job. I worked for six or 
seven months in the dockyard, one day fruit-picking 
and four weeks in a mental hospital. Other than 
that, I did 15 years on the dole, two or three on the 
self-employed allowance scheme. I’ve never been 
forced into doing anything I don’t want to do. Every 
mistake I’ve ever made is my fault.”

“Death don’t show no mercy at Christmas time/
Jesus was born to a mother’s suprise/He turned 
water into wine/Death don’t show no mercy at 
Christmas time” 
– ‘Ho Ho!’, B-side of ’Christmas 1979’

Do you create every day?
“No. I paint once a week for four or five hours, 

and I can complete between one and five paintings, 
depending on their size. I write sporadically, because 
I don’t like writing much. Poetry I do on the move, 
and novels I do in blasts of a couple of weeks, 10 
hours a day. Generally, I take it easy. The longest 
we’ve spent on an album is probably about three  
or four days. The shortest, three or four hours. I sit 
and write music sometimes and tinker around with 
ideas. But even in The Milkshakes days when people  
talked about the amount of work we did, my theory 
was it wasn’t the amount of work we did, it was the 
little that the others did.

”It’s very clear to me what needs to be done  
and what doesn’t. If you’re not interested in scenes 
or getting anywhere, it frees up a lot of energy.  
I couldn’t do anything I didn’t want to do. That’s  
my strength and my big weakness. People think 
there’d be an effort required to be what I’m like,  
but I’m like what I’m like, so it’s OK.

“At school, I had problems because I was never 
in with the in-crowd, and I suddenly realised that 
this was the strongest and best place to be. I feel this 
amazing affinity with people who were really into 
what they did. It doesn’t have to be dirty or nasty.  
I like where things are confined, so they’re distilled. 
You should have music when you want music, and 
then you should have silence. I don’t like music  
on tap. Music was much better before we had 
estate agents playing it. I do consider what I do  
to be a public service. If there wasn’t this gap, there 
wouldn’t be a need for me to do it.”

Wouldn’t you do it anyway?
“It’d be less compelling. I like playing music, but  

I don’t like anything else about music. And art – I like 
painting. I don’t like the paraphernalia and all of the 
bullshit around it.”

Art galleries are what put me off art. I don’t get 
all these pictures on walls. The worst museum I ever 
saw was in Amsterdam, the Van Gogh Museum.You 
couldn’t even see the pictures.

“They haven’t even got any good ones. Van 
Gogh would make his own frames and paint them 
up, and say what paintings should hang together 
and what colour room they’d be in. Seeing as he’s 
one of the richest-selling artists of all time, you’d 
think they could at least show them how he wanted 
them to be seen, rather than in some – they’re 
worse than shopping arcades.”

Galleries are meant to be halfway houses, right?
“I suppose so. But they’re so inhospitable, like 

that Tate Modern – it’s painted in dark Eighties 
colours against these over-bright areas ,with big 
statements telling you what to think. There’s 
nothing nice or friendly about it at all. I do think 
architecture and the way we do everything is based 
on Logan’s Run – and Logan’s Run was meant to be  
a warning, not a recommendation.”

It’s similar to music – the idea that digital sound  
is what you want…

“Yeah. It’s music for Logan’s Run. I could never 
understand even a stereo. It’s a gimmick, the  
same as CDs. Oh yeah, ‘indestructible’. At least  
a scratched record plays.”

Even a broken record plays!
“It does no harm to offer something better. And 

that’s where I come in. My mother complains how 

she wasn’t allowed to do things when she was 
young – and I say, ‘But you were allowed to dance 
with a stranger, and put your arms around them  
and see if you liked them or not, or if they had bad 
breath’. Now, you’ve got to wait until you’ve slept 
with them. And then we work out that we’re not 
going to have Sunday off either. Another victory! 
‘You’re not tricking us into having a day off! We’re 
not stupid!’ Even liberation, as far as women 
go…’You’re not tricking us into staying at home! 
We’re going have three or four jobs! We’re going  
to have both partners working full-time to pay a 
mortgage we can never pay.’ We were told at school 
we were having a three-day week, and it was going 
to be a leisure society. Well, bloody bring it on!”

I’ve mellowed some since I ranted about Christmas  
a decade ago. I’ve got a kid and a wife, both of 
whom enjoy the trappings and the festivities and 
the coloured lights of the season. ”What’s this?” 
Isaac likes to ask, picking up an ornately wrapped 
present, eyes aglow. ”It’s a surprise!”

You can’t really fail to fall for that.
The fact remains, however, that Christmas is the 

supreme season of bullshit, of people behaving in  
a certain way only because they think that’s what’s 
expected: folk pretending to care for others. It’d  
be bearable, as Billy says, if Christmas began on 
Christmas Eve and ended on Boxing Day. But it 
doesn’t. It doesn’t do what it says on the tin. And at 
a time like this, it’s more important than ever to have 
a man like Billy Childish to hand, to remind us that 
not all is bullshit, not all is artifice – that sometimes 
self-belief can endure.

Merry fucking Christmas to you all.

all i want for christmas is

The Pop Rivets 
Beatle Boots (Hypocrite, 1979)
Rubbish, of course – but entertaining nonetheless – 
and how many other bands have been influenced by 
punk rock, TV21 and the Swinging Blue Jeans? Taken 
from the first Pop Rivets album, Greatest Hits.

The Milkshakes 
Pretty Baby (Pink Dust, 1984) 
Saturated in garage rock lore – unsurprising for a band 
whose inspirations were Link Wray, The Beatles Live At 
The Star Club and The Kinks. Possibly taken from They 
Came They Saw They Conquered  – The Milkshakes 
were prolific, even by Childish standards (they once 
released four album in one day) and details are hazy.

Thee Mighty Caesers 
Action Time Vision (Hangman, 1989)
A cover that Childish has returned to throughout his 
career – the original is by ATV – and is the exact point 
where Childish’s love for punk meets Bo Diddley and 
The Troggs. Taken from Wise Blood.

The Del-Monas 
Farmer John (Hangman, 1988)
Sassy call-and-response track, with background party 
noises, from Medway’s finest Eighties girl band, also 
known as The Milkshakees. The song is basically ‘Davey 
Crockett’, but with different words. Taken from The Del-
Monas 5.

Thee Headcoatees 
Davey Crockett (Hangman, 1990)

The classic Childish girl group on fine deerstalker form. 
“Whoa, Davy Crockett/What you got in your pocket?/
You got a big furry tail/Hanging down your back”…
the ultimate Childish party song, boasting a Ramones 
steal. Taken from The Kids Are All Square.

Thee Headcoats 
(We Hate The Fuckin’) NME (Damaged Goods, 1993)
I made this Single Of The Week in Melody Maker when 
it came out. Seemed the least I could do. It’s still one of 
the greatest, most snide, two-chord protest songs ever.

The Buff Medways 
Troubled Mind (Transcopic, 2002)
…or to give them their full name, Wild Billy Childish 
And The Friends Of The Buff Medway Fanciers 
Association. On this single, released on Graham 
Coxon’s label, you can really hear Childish coming into 
his own, expression-wise. “I need you little girl,” he 
stutters, “T-To ease my troubled mind.”

Wild Billy Childish And The Chatham 
Singers
The Billy Childish (Damaged Goods, 2005)
“I am Billy Childish/Ex-drunk and compulsive 
masturbator/Late night vomitor of good liquor/Kisser 
of purple-lipped women…” Now that’s what I call 
poetry. Taken from Heavens Journey.

Wild Billy Childish And The Musicians 
Of The British Empire 
Christmas 1979 (Damaged Goods, 2007)
Just go out and buy the damn thing. Taken from 
Christmas 1979, which is amusing and outrageously 
plagiaristic as it is patchy.

‘Music was much better before we 
had estate agents playing it’
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2007 was the year one woman came out of 
nowhere, brandishing an electric guitar and a head 
full of lightning, theory and riff. Plan B saw stars, 
punched the air.

Marnie Stern’s debut album, In Advance Of The 
Broken Arm, In Advance, released this spring on 
kill rock stars, is a recording that charges at you. 
It’s an intricate riot squad of pattern and colour 
and breathless yes-ness. Songs, sound and lyrics 
are analytically or perceptually hard to separate, 
but it’s fun to try, ending up with a microscope slide 
at which you squint to glimpse a ninja cheerleading 
team, a photocopied aphorism from a library book, 
an army of drums, pointillist flecks of melodic 
paint, guitar runs like cartoon metal fanfares, 
glassy feedback, Glenn Gould, Pythagoras, elvish 
laughter in stereo. To the side of it all, a blonde-
haired woman knitting the shit out of an electric 
guitar: “We gather, we gather, we gather, we 
gather the fruit of the mind”. Go Marnie! 

For those less minutae-minded, rest assured 
that Marnie Stern’s math-pop songs also work 
immediately and viscerally, as fun as a herd of 
prancing progressive rock…not unicorns, no, 
‘cause unicorns are rubbish…centipedes, 
lacewings, hummingbirds, flamingos. Bees and 
cheetahs, cantering over plains. And for those less 
fanciful, rest assured that they also, quite simply, 
rock like pyramids. 

Then there’s the other stuff. Plan B doesn’t 
really deal in the ‘rags to riches’ rock’n’roll 
narrative, because it sucks and it makes people 
unhappy. Instead, we celebrate fulfilment, 
happiness, righteous intransigence: doing 

what you do, doing it yourself and doing it right. 
In that context, what Stern has done this year, from 
tentative demo to kill rock stars signing to a full-
length recorded with the help of Hella drummer 
and her hero Zach Hill and a string of tours across 
the US and Europe, is what we call an achievement. 
In this struggling, venal industry, writing your own 
musical story, weaving your own magic and taking 
it out there with love and fire is what we call 
success, however many people are there to hear it. 

And while we’re at it, here’s a quick high five to 
all women who step outside their peer group and 
make art that’s a gleeful, skilful, heartfelt poke in 
the eye to propriety and chronology. Sometimes 
it’s like, past our late twenties, we’re not even 
supposed to have a peer group, at least not one 
that’s any fun, but women like Marnie Stern 
remind me that, fuck, we do, and I am proud to 
be in hers, albeit virtually. Speaking to Plan B in July 
this year, Stern described how she and her best 
friend and In Advance’s sleeve artist Bella Foster 
encouraged one another in their work, swapping 
ideas, books and experiences. The interview struck 
a chord with female artist and writer friends of 
mine: singleminded women who, also, are 
unafraid of asking for advice and forming alliances, 
making connections between past and present and 
myriad futures. Unafraid, basically, of inspiration. 

So what’s inspiring Marnie Stern right now? 
After almost a year of touring – “A fantastically 
busy whirlwind” – she’s been thinking her way 
out of a creative impasse with typical spark. 

“When I sat down to write music, I noticed 
that all my musical choices were obvious ones 

to me and weren’t pushing me into any new 
territory,” she reflects. “It reinforced that I need 
my mind to be constantly engaged with interesting 
ideas in order to to add that extra something to the 
songs. So lately, I make sure that I try to read or 
listen or write or look at something interesting 
every day. Preferably, all of the above!

“I’ve been reading a lot about maps and 
mapmakers. Public radio ran a special of a man 
who has been obsessed with mapping things in 
his town for decades – one year he created a map 
of all the people who had pumpkins on Halloween. 
A song can be a map, so I’ve been working on 
trying to create a song that is a map of metaphors. 
In it are places like ‘The Road To Nowhere’, and 
‘A Stream Of Consciousness’. I’m having fun trying 
to map out what these places sound like.”

Stern’s new album is tentatively scheduled for 
May or June next year – “I’ve done most of the 
demos at home,” she tells me. What’s her advice 
for anyone else making an album next year?

“My father once told me that he felt he had 
ruined his life by always trying to keep up with 
what everyone around him was doing. He said, 
’The best advice I can give to you is to never live 
your life based on what others around you are 
doing. Don’t feel you have to compete. Go at 
your own pace, and you’ll end up happy.’ I’ve 
pretty much tried to live by that.”

2007 was the year Marnie Stern rewrote The 
Artist’s Way for people who don’t need babying 
into making something: they just need a firework 
up their asses from time to time. It’s not rocket 
science. Except it is.

we must dream on
Words: Frances Morgan
Photography: Simon Fernandez

How magical, motivational guitar heroine Marnie Stern revitalised 2007

The Plan B review of 2007
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Herman Düne: Old Ship Hotel, Brighton
Camera Obscura: Komedia, Brighton
David Thomas Broughton:  
End Of The Road festival, Dorset
The Blow: The Hope, Brighton

It’s something in the way they move.
The way they smile. The way that it’s 

possible to sway gently on the balls of your  
feet to their sweetly chiding, charismatic tales 
of travel and woe and longing and departure,  
the way they understand the necessity of  
a well-placed harmony and an understated 
drum beat. The way that David-Ivar Herman 
Düne smiles into his beard, the way his sister 
Lisa Li-Lund stands a few metres back from her 
mic, looking slightly scared. The way the four 
girls just across from us are waltzing to the 
chugging beat of ‘Not On Top’. The way that 
Néman caresses his snare, fondles the tom. It’s 
the way the lights catch off the balcony in this 
sumptuous, faded ballroom with its thick warm 
carpet (not made sticky by years of gig abuse), 
bounce off chandeliers and ornate ceilings. The 
way that bassist Turner Cody sometimes picks 
up a trumpet for a blast of absolution. The way 
the tunes sound so Jonathan Richman simple, 
Royal We sweet and never grate because of 
this, and because they’re performed with such 
a generosity of spirit. 

And there’s a girl singing on stage, and she 
seems so fragile, so weary, so nervous and yet 
her voice is imbued with such Abba perfection, 
such Concretes emotion it’s hard to equate one 
with the other, and everyone here is so clearly 

up to enjoy themselves, to bask in the glow  
and radiance of Camera Obscura’s smashing 
Sixties throwbacks, all these tales of pop star 
crushes and book-worthy boys sung in the 
slightest of Scots accents, so many of my 
favourite pop moments of 2007 captured 
within such a small space of time – ‘Lloyd, I’m 
Ready To Be Heartbroken’, ‘Tears For Affairs’ – 
the crowd bobbing and occasionally letting 
loose with a belligerent, friendly heckle, 
keyboards a delicate mix of abstract colouring 
and full-on engorged Wurlitzer splendour, and 

the girl seems happier now, more confident, 
now she realises her voice isn’t going to fail  
her (how could it ever?), and the words she’s 
singing – ennui all, diamond and brittle and 
forbidden – are so magical, so comforting, so 
affirming it makes me want to waltz and waltz 
and never, ever fade away…

The man laughs, as he falls perspiring into 
the back of the tent; his beard and jacket and 
shoulders shaking; released once again. And it’s 
not the sound of David Thomas Broughton’s 
voice that haunts me for weeks afterwards – 
although that was special enough, a contralto 

Antony Hegarty, laden down with the folly and 
inevitability of death and relationships – but  
his considered, sombre movements, clearly 
unplanned but feeling at every step of the way 
orchestrated: the mobile phone he lifts from his 
pocket, the boot he removes from his foot, the 
tent pole he leans against, the acoustic guitar 
he abuses. The way he so fully engages his 
audience, the way he doesn’t stop treating  
his art as high theatre for one moment, the 
hysterics he reduces my companion Scout 
Niblett to. What haunts me is the knowledge 
that, really, anyone should be able to do this; 
and yet no one does. It seems that no one 
entertains, no one engages, no one works the 
crowd like this anymore. Why? Is it because 
they don’t care?

And then, a month or so later, I wander  
into a sweat-sodden upstairs bar down Queens 
Road in Brighton, and there’s a lady, Khaela 
Maricich, more commonly known as The Blow, 
on stage. She’s solo, with a laptop in support – 
gesticulating, and dancing in an Olympia 
fashion, and talking us through disappointing 
date scenarios, really talking us through these 
scenarios, like for five, 10 minutes between 
each song, and acting flustered and nervous 
and yet engaging everyone in eye contact, 
reminding me unaccountably of my main 
’special’ dancer man Calvin Johnson, the way  
he fills a stage; and I think, yes, this is live 
performance, this is movement, this is music, 
this is everything to aspire to. And I think,  
how wonderful, how precious, that it should  
be taking place here, now.

love lives 
Words: Everett True 
Herman Düne photography: Wallendorff

Everett True picks his magic shows of 2007

Sweetly chiding, 
charismatic tales of 
woe and longing and 
departure
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2007 was a strange year for the quantity and quality 
of our night lives. Following the liberalisation of 
licensing laws which re-zoned cities as – at least 
potentially – 24 hour pleasure centres, the indoor 
smoking ban often inverted venues to make the 
streets around bustle more than the space within. 
Meanwhile, as festivals continued to scale up  
(ch-ching), mature (ahem) and proliferate (hubba 
hubba), the rise and rise of house parties organised 
via online networking privileged SatNav-enabled 
cliques over drifting crowds. A near future in which 
MySpace is inhabited entirely by unsigned bands 
blindly spamming each others’ comment boxes 
looms, as actual people defected to Facebook,  
with its petrifying, cheerily invasive array of 
surveillance technologies.

And still, debating the contents of the issue you 
hold in yr hands (note: please don’t read me in the 
toilet, I have feelings) when the time came to choose 
a single song to represent a year that sprawled so 
far, three-quarters of the Plan B hive mind answered 
as one. In retrospect, it’s kind of obvious. But if you’d 
suggested that the Plan B song of the year would  
be a zombie dance party featuring arcane/cartoon 
incantations, I would have raised at least an 
eyebrow. If you’d further stipulated the authors of 

this funfest would be the gnomic sonic technicians 
known vaguely as Battles, its furry friend would 
have joined it for paranoid cocktails. The first time  
I saw what ‘Atlas’ did to people, the two of them 
eloped to the depths of my thatch, possibly forever.

Because, in a year that saw another overwrought 
attempt to weasel the indie-dance tendency (this 
time with a sheen-thin nu rave makeover) into the 
hearts and minds (and pockets) of a generation,  
the most brutal dancefloor occupier in town was 
neither dog-tired electro/indie-pop compromise  
nor transplant failure house remix. Think rather:  
a slo-mo gallop, half-muzzled guitar oscillations 
caught in a glitch. Like a bridge with nothing at 
either end, I would watch people cluster along  
its length with military precision below the waist 
and a silly, swaying, moon-faced glow above;  
things of wonder. The band have talked about 
getting ‘tighter and looser’ of late. You could see  
it in the dancers.

For all its structural brilliance, though, what  
really ambushes expectations is the vocal – as 
delivered through a filter one imagines might be 
magimarked ‘Munchkin Croon’. On the 100th 
listen, it’s difficult to remember the shock generated 
by this sudden inflammation of infantile perversity 

in the middle of the band’s previously austere, self-
consciously adult experimentalism. Indeed, the only 
people I ever heard about (never met) who didn’t 
like the song were those serious souls who cut short 
their fanship at this point, affronted that one might 
do anything so frivolous as sing – or, God forbid, 
dance – in a library (which is what all music is to 
some musos).

What they chose not to see was that here was  
a band who, always more interested in personal 
symbolism than stylistic affectation, were finally 
coming out of their chrysalis. If the early releases 
were packaged in images relating to the organic 
process of their growing together, the ripening of 
their collective sound would be referenced in the 
name of the album, Mirrored, and – most succinctly 
– the song’s video itself (scoring over half a million 
YouTube plays).

As you probably know, it shows our heroes in  
a mirrorbox that contains all the instruments they 
used to make the sounds, the endless vistas of 
reflections in all directions a perfect analogy for  
the obsessive repetition of this edifice, their own 
lines of clones the ghosts in the machine. 

A mirrorbox that, I like to think, represents how 
the beat will go on forever.

hit squad 
Words: kicking_k 
Photography: Mattia Zoppellaro

Battles’ slo-mo stomper ‘Atlas’ was 
the floor-filler of choice for zombie 
dance parties everywhere – and our 
song of the year

Military precision 
below the waist and a 
silly, swaying, moon-
faced glow above 
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I’m aware it behoves anyone fairly ill to admit 
to the idea of disliking festivals – I mean, just 
look at the name: what else don’t you like, Mr 
Fun-Hater, kittens and candy? – but the last five 
years or so have chiselled out the personal 
mindset that most of these events are the sort 
of life-sapping, spirit crushing affairs that could 
easily be replicated by listening to one of your 
favourite bands playing on a stereo at the far 
end of a wind tunnel as you upend your wallet 
into eight inches of brown slime.

Picture my surprise, then, to look back at 
2007 and think, well, that was pretty great.  
At ATP Vs The Fans, Les Savy Fav’s Tim 
Harrington got an onstage haircut and stuffed 
a video camera down his Y-fronts, and Daniel 
Johnston appeared incapable of staying off the 
stage. At Faster Than Sound, an experimental 
festival held on Bentwaters, an old Cold War 
airbase in Suffolk, Pierre Bastien carefully 
calibrated his tiny toy orchestra and I fell over, 
drunk, in a rabbit hole, trying to make it to the 
360 degree speaker circle before Haswell and 
Hecker’s set ended. Sonar was a neat mix of the 
minimal – the neat pop’n’click of James Holden 
– and the maximal, Jeff Mills holding court in 
front of 10,000 people. Green Man worked  
out just fine thanks to Directing Hand, Stephen 
Malkmus And The Jicks, Six Organs Of 
Admittance (with guest Magik Marker  
Elisa Ambrogio) and lots of whisky.

Of this welter of well organised, wisely 
curated festivals, perhaps the best organised 
and most wisely curated was Supersonic. 
Plotted by Birmingham promoters Capsule, 

2007’s Supersonic inhabited the nexus where 
metal, folk and noise meet: where the metal-
pounding scree of Jazkamer and the monastic, 
boulder-rolling stoner rock of Om meets the 
folktronic chatter of Tunng or the Funkadelic 
shuffle of Chrome Hoof. 

Supersonic’s secret weapon is actually its 
scale: big enough to boast three concurrent 
stages, but small enough that you never 
experience that tiresome, punishing trudge 
between stages, those endless hours queuing 
for a fucking beer. Supersonic also boasted the 

first UK show from Qui, newly expanded to 
include former Jesus Lizard/Scratch Acid man 
David Yow. Qui were really great in a good 
natured, throw-beer-on-your-friend, whoop-
like-a-cowboy-riding-a-pig way. If you wanted 
the simmering danger of The Jesus Lizard, 
though, you would find it more readily  
with Oxbow Duo – or, as they were billing 
themselves, Love’s Holiday – in the Medicine 
Bar. Eugene Robinson growled and wailed  
like a rabid Malcolm Mooney, Niko Wenner 
chopped darkly at an acoustic guitar, and 
together, they rocked with all the simmering 

tension and latent potency of a coiled python. 
That I left before the encore, performed with 
help from Sunn O)))’s Stephen O’Malley, Peter 
‘Pita’ Rehberg, and Jesu’s Justin Broadrick, says 
less about my patience than Supersonic as  
a whole: stand still for too long and you’ll  
can bet you’ll be missing something amazing, 
happening somewhere nearby.

louis pattison talks to capsule
What was new for Supersonic in 2007?

“We used a new space called The Arches.  
It gave us a chance to have a broader and more 
ambitious program. The [metal] symposium 
was also a first for us but something we’d 
planned to do for a while. The aim was to 
highlight how many forerunners of metal 
originated from the West Midlands. There are 
plans in the pipeline for a coach tour around 
significant places in the region, taking the 
symposium on the road, if you like!”

What’s due for 2008? 
“We’re hoping to have some satellite events 

in different venues. We plan to have a special 
opening concert at the new Birmingham Town 
Hall, which is a very grand seated concert hall in 
the city centre. ”

Tell us about your new label?
“It gives us the chance to extend the work  

of Capsule and support that bands we love. Our 
first release, Bee Stung Lips, is a great example: 
we’ve been working with the band for years, 
so to be able to put out their first EP is brilliant. 
We’re also working on releasing limited 
editions of live performances at Supersonic.” 

in case of sonic attack 
Words: Louis Pattison 
Eugene Robinson photography: Penny McConnell

Extreme volume, monastic metal, outer-space party tunes and a touch of folktronica: 
Supersonic is Birmingham’s best kept secret and our festival of the year

The nexus where 
metal, folk and noise 
meet
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Alex Neilson, Directing Hand
What was your favourite show of 2007?
“Green Man. I’d just been to see one of our all time 
musical heroes, Shirley Collins’ enthralling talk on 
Gypsy culture in the south east of England. I was a little 
bit anxious as to how hysterical vocals and torrential 
drumming would go down, as most of the other bands 
were very sanitised, fair-trade folk music, but we 
played a good hand and had some positive feedback.”

Any other favourite shows of the year?
“We played at a really special event in Mabe, 

Cornwall and a very strange spirit called Hermione 
Swinford played harp and sang high and lonesome 
folk songs dressed in a theatrical green linen dress. 
Vinnie’s teenage dream, Euros Childs, gurning and 
hollering at Green Man. Simon Finn at Taylor John’s 
House in Coventry.”

Favourite modes of transport this year?
“Getting chauffeured around in Vinnie’s estate car 

was pure luxury travel for our summer UK tour. Taking 
trips along the Penryn harbour in Jarvis and Tiffany [of 
Thistletown]’s fishing boat was a big kick in the buoys. 
Otherwise it’s on Sir Dick Branson’s service – a mode 
of transport I have become so well acquainted with 
that I have devised three Top Tips for riding Virgin. 
Always bring yr own herbal tea and just get a free 
cup of hot water from the buffet car. Always use 
the toilets closest to first class as they are the least 
toxically rancid. Always take a note book and sketch 
impressions of the precious, blurry things you only 
see from train windows when plummeting through 
the heart of England.”

Have you picked up any souvenirs?
“After touring most of the year I would say quite 

a few wrinkles. I always try to find record/charity shops 
in each place I go and found some really good ones in 
Reading and Coventry. Picked up biographies on Harry 
Partch, Bob Dylan, a box set of David Munrow’s Early 
Music Consort and a Jeannie Robertson LP on Topic. 
Beat that!”

Matt Korvette, Pissed Jeans
What was the favourite show you played this year, and why?

“We’ve played a lot of great shows, this year especially, but the most satisfying gig was at 
Death By Audio in Brooklyn with Eddy Current Suppression Ring, an excellent band from Australia 
who we quickly became friends with. Normally we get a fairly lobotomised reaction from New 
York crowds, but this night they were crawling all over us, fighting and dancing at the same time. 
I broke a dinner plate with my elbow and some girl tried to lick the blood, and some jerk vomited 
on me (which I didn’t learn about until after the gig). Things sounded good, and Randy, our 
bassist, nearly slapped some guy for stealing my water, an excellent show of camaraderie.

“The best song we played this year, though, was definitely ‘Boring Girls’ at Johnny Brenda’s in 
Philadelphia. The song went on a few minutes and after a while, guys in the crowd replaced each 
one of us, until it was an entirely different band on stage, playing the same exact song. I ran up to 
the balcony and pegged the singer of Pissed Jeans with a water bottle. Probably my only chance 
to ever do that.”

Did you play with any other great bands this year? Rep for your friends!
“The aforementioned Eddy Current Suppression Ring were fantastic, as were Tyvek, Blues 

Control, Unnatural Helpers, No Age, and Tile, an Allentown band that’s super heavy, but in that 
wall-of-sound Smashing Pumpkins way, if that makes any sense.”

What’s the absolute worst debauchery that you’ve seen the road reduce 
someone to? The worst illnesses and injuries, self-inflicted or not?

“I’m not sure how much I can share, because I certainly don’t want to incriminate any of my 
close friends. I generally get pretty beat-up one way or another, but I’m getting good at healing 
up. Let me just say that on our last trip, I was kept awake by someone else itching their crotch all 
night. That memory is hard to shake.”

performance art
      Photography: Shawn Brackbill (Pissed Jeans), Xavier Watkins  

(Directing Hand), Greg Neate (Bat For Lashes), Lola Peach (The Arcade Fire)

Tour stories and top tips for live survival 
from the stars of 2007’s stages
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Natasha Khan, Bat For Lashes
Are you still enjoying playing the songs from  
Fur And Gold?

“Once you’ve been with those songs for a long time, you 
definitely reach a peak and that’s happening now. Every cycle 
takes around a year, but these songs are family members now  
– they’re a bit boring to me sometimes. Live is where things have 
stayed interesting for me – we’ve brought in a bigger show and 
new arrangements.”

How has the personnel of Bat For Lashes changed 
since its inception?

“I started off with Abi on viola, and me on guitar. Electric 
guitar, a beat machine, and her. Then Caroline joined, and she 
started to add her beautiful autoharp, and she’s got a lovely way 
with instruments and strange tunings. Then Lizzie came in and she 
brought electric guitar, an extra violin, a bit of drumming – more 
feisty energy. It’s definitely progressed and changed with each 
incarnation – I’m quite a restless person, creatively, I think.”

How’s your new material coming along?
“I’ve written a few new songs, and there’s kind of a thematic 

edge there – it’s definitely coming together. I play bass on one  
of them live. Obviously the themes in this album are themes  
I’ll continue to touch on, but this one is a much more succinct 
narrative, I’ll be using characters and different ways of singing.”

Jeremy Gara, The Arcade Fire
2007 has seen The Arcade Fire ascend to some much bigger 
stages – has the step up been a natural and easy one, or do you 
miss the intimacy of the smaller shows?

“There’s definitely a challenge in trying to connect with people the same way 
you would at a smaller, more intimate venue. It’s taken some time to get there, 
but I feel like the last few shows have been as fun and exciting as some of our 
smaller shows. I think as long as you make an effort to round everyone in the 
room up in the same sort of way, you can achieve the same feelings. That being 
said, a hockey arena is still a better place for hockey than for music. You can’t 
really argue with that.”

Where’s the best place you’ve visited this year? And where 
would you most like to play that you haven’t so far?

“Personally, I love being in Scandinavia. Love it, so much. We just finished  
a few shows here and I had time to explore a little bit more than before. Someday 
I’ll come back and see the countryside, not just the cities. There’s a wide array of 
opinion on where we’d like to go next as a band. We pretty much all agree that it 
would be pretty amazing to go further east. Czech Republic, Russia, Poland, that 
kind of thing. It’d be pretty amazing to explore Asia. Right now I think a lot of us 
would like to explore Montreal, our apartments.”

What’s the absolute worst debauchery that you’ve seen the 
road reduce someone to? The worst illnesses and injuries, self-
inflicted or not?

“We’ve gone through some mangled throats, some twisted ankles, and some 
straight-up fatigue. If you’re asking about actual debauchery, you’re asking the 
wrong people.”

Best band you’ve played with?
“We’ve been lucky, and have had a lot of our favourite bands tour with us: 

Clinic, LCD Soundsystem, Electrelane, Wild Light, The National. All really amazing. 
Go see them.”

Have you picked up any good souvenirs on the road?
“I bought a shit-ton of CDs this tour around. I usually buy a lot, but this  

time’s been extreme. Actual ‘souvenirs’ are unfortunately a lot too hard to pack. 
It’s hard enough to not crack a CD case let alone a nice piece of anything I want  
to bring home.”

plan b | 41
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Adam Anonymous
band Oxbow. It’s the shame. Or maybe 
it’s Eugene Robinson’s twisted, intellectual 
lyricism that you think garbles exactly what 
you want it to, but instead the truth is even 
better. It’s how The Narcotic Story is a white-
knuckle descent into the life of a scumbag,  
a troubled soul or just the last great blues 
record in history. But mostly it’s the shame.
song Oxbow: ‘Down A Stair Backward’. 
The best album of 2007 really should possess 
the top tune. Oh, it did. A mumbled “Oh 
jaysus…”, the kick-start of an unstoppable 
bar brawl riff, something indescribably sordid 
afoot in a stairwell. You can taste the damp.
live Les Savy Fav at All Tomorrow’s 
Parties, Minehead. “We were there when the 

world got good!/And we helped to make  
it that way!” Plus the greatest combo of 
onstage costumes since GWAR. Enough said.

Hayley Avron
band This Ain’t Vegas for being 
consistently, artery-pumpingly, teenage 
hormone drenchingly wunderbar.
song ‘Operator’ by Barbara 
Morgenstern. A sublimely beautiful pop 
song, cushioned by superfantastic eight-bit 
computer nonsense. Only Robyn’s ‘Every 
Heartbeat’ comes close to the sheer joy that  
I get from shoving the needle back in the 
groove for one last dance before bedtime.
album Land Of Talk’s Applause Cheer 
Boo Hiss. A Belly for the Noughties, full of 

understated charm 
and lush guitars 
that take you gently 
by the hand before 
slapping you in the 
face. And Elizabeth 
Powell’s voice 
sounds as though 
it’s sung a thousand 
break-up songs 
before coming  
back for revenge.

Emily Bick
band Dirty 
Projectors. Once,  
I was at an outdoor 
cinema and it 
started to pour. My 
friends and I started 
dancing in front of 
the screen until our 
shoes were squishing 
and we didn’t care, 
it was beyond our 
control. Over the 
years, many bands 
have forced me to 
dance like a woman 
possessed: Fiery 
Furnaces. Stereolab. 
Can. This year, it’s 
Dirty Projectors. 
Someday I will see 
them live, and my 
feet will hate me. 

song Zapp: ‘Computer Love’. This is  
a vocoder-driven slow booty jam about 
computer dating from something like 1985.  
I discovered it while reading some online 
thing about T-Pain. It contains the lyric, 
“shooby-doo-wah-compuuu-uu-ter-love!” 
live Devo at Shepherd’s Bush Empire. 
Absolutely nothing beats the sight of Mark 
Mothersbaugh shuffling across the stage in  
a zimmer frame, then dancing around like  
a retarded cheerleader before stripping off 
and hurling superballs from his pants. Except 
Devo’s power-chord synth attack. 

Sarah Bowles
band Les Savy Fav. Reminds me of the 
good old days. Grunge, flannel shirts, the 
Seattle sound, Everett True…
song Gallows feat Lethal Bizzle: 
’Staring At The Rude Bois’. Makes me laugh. 
album Shocking Pinks: Shocking Pinks.
live End Of The Road – it’s greener than 
The Green Man!
photo Fucked Up – Plan B 18, by Simon 
Fernandez.

Stevie Chick
band I have been locked in a cupboard, 
writing a book on Sonic Youth for much  
of the year, and am finding it hard not to 
answer ‘Sonic Youth’. The Daydream Nation 
shows in August were inspiring, in that they 
remain so inspired, so far in. Last year’s 
Rather Ripped was so seductive, so playful, 
so beautiful. Thurston’s solo joint this year 
tickled all the right pleasure zones, in 
inventively new ways. So yes, Sonic Youth.
song Jay Dee: ‘Nothing Like This’. This 
originally surfaced on his ‘Ruff Draft’ EP, 
which slipped out a few years ago but 
enjoyed a re-release this year, following his 
death in 2006. It’ s so eerie, so beautiful – 
mushed-up drums under woozy and spiritual 
synth tones, and a real simple hook repeated 
over and over enough times until those 
words become somehow profound. Like 
everything he did, after his death it’s hard  
not to discern some very deep sadness 
underlying this track, but its aching, haunting 
beauty is a pleasure.
album Jesu: Conqueror. For its perfect 
balance of earthquaking heavyosity and 
powerful, gentle grace. A perfect record.

Jon Dale
album The High Llamas: Can Cladders
rediscovery The High Llamas:  
Beet Maize And Corn. One of 2007’s most 
pleasurable experiences was interviewing 
Sean O’Hagan of The High Llamas, in part 
because he’s a long-time hero of mine, and in 
part because, when swamped by the gabby, 

neon-sign egomania of strip-mall pop stars 
and flaccid noise jocks, O’Hagan’s gentle, 
quietly questing intelligence feels like the 
only corrective. We talked, at length, about 
his music, his history and – to put it crudely – 
his ideology, the reasoning behind his softly 
lit, benign songs. Can Cladders is my 
favourite record released this year – up  
there with Pram’s The Moving Frontier and 
O’Hagan hero Robert Wyatt’s Comicopera 
for cussed creativity – but it was 2003’s Beet, 
Maize And Corn that really captured me in 
2007. In a year where my personal and work 
worlds became treadmills of loss, heartbreak 
and anxiety, the autumnal logic of O’Hagan’s 
songs reminded me what music – and, by 
extension, life – should be: smart, stylish, 
genuine, and possessing a benevolent, 
generous, selfless core.

Steve Double
artist Jehst – for taking UK hip hop 
straight back to the future.
song Dan Le Sac vs Scroobius Pip: 
‘Thou Shalt Always Kill’. Because he says 
“Thou shalt not read NME” really, really  
early in the song…Oh, and about every 
other line in it too.
live Akram Khan/Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui: 
Zero Degrees, at Sadlers Wells. Dance as  
raw emotion with a side order of humour…
What you can do with just the human body  
is amazing.

Adam Faraday
artist Vexkiddy – who else is making 
Victorian Acid House?!
song Beirut: ‘Elephant Gun’.
album Bass Clef: A Smile Is A Curve That 
Straightens Most Things. The basslines had 
my son Elliot dancing two weeks before he 
was born!

Simon Fernandez
band Gallows. This band has got loads of 
energy, as does the audience. Interesting to 
see them go from support act last Christmas 
to headline act at the Electric Ballroom in less 
than a year.
song Anything by Marnie Stern.
live Gallows and Fucked Up at the Old 
Blue Last in London. Not really knowing 
either of the bands at the time, I was 
pleasantly surprised to discover that I would 
be enjoying an evening of loud music, 
vandalism, self harm, snow, and general 
debauchery. I was actually scared. Bonde 
do Role at the Corsica Arts Club, because 
their antics on stage caused some of the 
audience to start stripping: funny and slightly 
worrying…Blood Red Shoes at Truck 
Festival was a highlight too.

‘I was convinced for half a year that my 
mother was a witch. I would cry myself to 
sleep’ – Frida Hyvönen, Plan B 21

‘I’m somewhere in the middle between 
slapdash and amateur’ – Holly Golightly, 
Plan B 22

‘De-evolution is real, and we’re all living in 
a de-evolved, corporate, futile world. Run by 
morons’ – Gerald Casale, Devo, Plan B 22

‘I have a real attraction to medieval music. 
It’s the courtly thing, and the chivalry.  
I honestly think I was around then, in some 
way’ – Scout Niblett, Plan B 26

‘Novelty is void of truth. Its value is in 
comparison only to other things. It has no 
essential quality’ – David-Ivar Herman 
Düne, Plan B 18

‘My associations towards the [writing] 
process lean towards something that’s sort 
of brutal – this animal that’s cut open in 
front of you, and it’s awful and disgusting, 
but also perfect and beautiful’ – Joanna 
Newsom, Plan B 18

‘Utopia is shining everywhere. It is 
wonderland and freedom – a land where 
you can swim in tomato juice’ – Ništa Nije 
Ništa, Plan B 25

‘When I was four, I believed He-Man was 
real’ – Grandmaster Gareth, Misty’s Big 
Adventure, Plan B 19

What’s the biggest misconception 
about Electrelane?
‘That we’re really serious‘ – Emma 
‘That we’re just…pretentious’ – Mia 
Electrelane, Plan B 20

‘I had quite an obsession, as a kid, of 
making friends with small rocks’ –  
Bianca Casady, CocoRosie, Plan B 20

‘I would never, ever call myself a jazz 
drummer’ – Chris Corsano, Plan B 21 

‘We really like brutalist architecture, 
municipal spaces. Leisure centres and 
hospitals. We want to be functional’
 – Tobin Prinz, Prinzhorn Dance School, 
Plan B 27

quote unquote 
Compiled by: Everett True

They said it! Plan B 
harvests wit, wisdom 
and utter nonsense 
from 2007’s 
unsuspecting 
interviewees

inside the hive mind
Dragons, dream machines and a whole lotta Les 
Savy Fav: Plan B’s team of termites harvest their 
personal bests of 2007

Sonic Youth photo: Scott Gries

Photo: Simon Fernandez
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Fiona Fletcher
band Radiohead. Hype? Experiment? 
Cynical marketing ploy? Challenge to 
downloaders’ consciences? All this and  
a sparse, hauntingly beautiful album! 
Everybody wins! (Except OiNK users.)
song School Of The Seven Bells: ‘My 
Cabal’. Arabesques of swirling guitar from 
former Secret Machines kraut-prog guitar 
god, Benjamin Curtis, entwined with the 
Deheza twins’ spooky harmonies, layers of 
laptop psychedelia, given the Etherealiser 
treatment by Robin Guthrie, and released  
on sunshine yellow vinyl by über-shoegaze 
label, Sonic Cathedral? If this record didn’t 
exist, I would have to invent it.
live The Dream Machine Festival. 
Sleepy Huguenot village in Essex invaded  
by long-haired freaks in leather jackets;  
a psychedelic Happening in a village hall;  
the magical toybox pop of Je Suis Animal; 
echoplex sound-sculptures from The Cush; 
dirty drone from Freelovebabies; Kontakte 
and The Early Years bring the motorik; the 
Asteroid No 4 blast off on a acid-fried 
journey through spacerock…Did I mention 

drinking rum, 
watching a sun-
kissed river, having 
suntan lotion 
applied by one of 
Spacemen 3? Is this 
heaven? No, it’s just 
a Dream Machine.

Noel Gardner
band Pissed Jeans. For some guys who 
come on like they eat bad food for a living, 
Pissed Jeans are this year’s proverbial Breath 
Of Fresh Air. Sub Pop cashed in on this 
‘grunge’ thing (the Killdozer/Halo Of Flies 
type) by releasing their second album, the 
vital Technicolor yawn of Hope For Men.
song Lil Mama: ‘Lip Gloss’. The best pop 
single of the year by some distance, and yet 
nowhere near one of the most talked about. 
This, above all else, has convinced me that  
I will never figure out how pop bloggers’ 
heads work. It’s literally just drums and 
handclaps and a teenager shouting about 
her lipgloss and it NEVER gets old.
live Draco The Dragonator. This isn’t  
a band or a person, but a giant mechanical 
dragon who appears at monster truck events 
and the like, eating cars and breathing fire  
on things. When piped through undersized 
stadium speakers, Draco also makes a 
spectacularly unpleasant end-of-days noise. 
Until now he has been shunned by Plan B 
because he doesn’t release lathe vinyl or 
wear Converse All Stars.

Kieron Gillen
band I don’t think there was one. It 
seemed more of a warzone, and that cultural 
melee was what I dug about it.
song I want to go for ‘Atlas’, because that 
Battles had a gonky-math ‘hit’ must surely 
annoy Battles fans. I want to go for Kate 
Nash’s ’Birds’, but they butchered it on  
the album and I’m still bitter. I’m going  
to go for Los Campesinos!’ ‘You! Me! 
Dancing!’ because dancing in the fountain  
is a good idea and these axiomatic truths 
require restating.
album I was late to Joanna Newsom’s 
Ys, figuring I was elf-harped out. But there 
was a moment when I found myself driving 
down a tiny hillside road in the lake district 
on a perfect day…And it was so fucking 
Hobbiton that I laughed myself sick. But 
when I stopped, I was in love.

Hannah Gregory
band Animal Collective. Because live, 
their reverberations ripple through limbs  
like the sun easing each bone back in its 
socket. Because their latest offering staves 
off solitude, keeps us happily on our toes  
and remind us that we’re all – we are – 
wham bam Strawberry Jam, indeed.
song Marnie Stern: ‘Patterns Of A 
Diamond Ceiling’. I like the theoretical. I like 
crystal shoes, pictures painted, momentum, 
songs as balls of string unravelled and 
knitted into figures of eight, turning inwards 
before tumbling out. I like analysis and 

structure and 
rupture, but I like  
her arcades of 
arpeggios more.
live Joanna 
Newsom at ATP. 
She and her band 
appear daintily on 
stage, figures on  
a tableau – unreal 
and stylised and 
porcelain-perfect. 
Between people’s 
shoulders I can see 
her hands, and my, 
they’re hallucinating. 
I try to think: maybe 
her girlish poise is 
too…innocent.  
The thought can’t 
crystallise; she 
begins ‘Sprout  
And Bean’ or was  
it, ‘Peach, Plum, 
Pear’ – the one that 
made me cry.

‘I was convinced for half a year that my 
mother was a witch. I would cry myself to 
sleep’ – Frida Hyvönen, Plan B 21

‘I’m somewhere in the middle between 
slapdash and amateur’ – Holly Golightly, 
Plan B 22

‘De-evolution is real, and we’re all living in 
a de-evolved, corporate, futile world. Run by 
morons’ – Gerald Casale, Devo, Plan B 22

‘I have a real attraction to medieval music. 
It’s the courtly thing, and the chivalry.  
I honestly think I was around then, in some 
way’ – Scout Niblett, Plan B 26

‘Novelty is void of truth. Its value is in 
comparison only to other things. It has no 
essential quality’ – David-Ivar Herman 
Düne, Plan B 18

‘My associations towards the [writing] 
process lean towards something that’s sort 
of brutal – this animal that’s cut open in 
front of you, and it’s awful and disgusting, 
but also perfect and beautiful’ – Joanna 
Newsom, Plan B 18

‘Utopia is shining everywhere. It is 
wonderland and freedom – a land where 
you can swim in tomato juice’ – Ništa Nije 
Ništa, Plan B 25

‘When I was four, I believed He-Man was 
real’ – Grandmaster Gareth, Misty’s Big 
Adventure, Plan B 19

What’s the biggest misconception 
about Electrelane?
‘That we’re really serious‘ – Emma 
‘That we’re just…pretentious’ – Mia 
Electrelane, Plan B 20

‘I had quite an obsession, as a kid, of 
making friends with small rocks’ –  
Bianca Casady, CocoRosie, Plan B 20

‘I would never, ever call myself a jazz 
drummer’ – Chris Corsano, Plan B 21 

‘What’s the question here – are we 
having a mid-life crisis? Look. Let’s 
start again. Calm down. How are you? 
How old are you?’ – Nick Cave to Miss 
AMP, Grinderman, Plan B 19

‘The grime scene is like 
having kids. Everyone’s at 
different stages, but some 
kids are clever straight 
away. I like setting them 
up. I get a buzz of it.’
 – Wiley, Plan B 22

‘I’ve got  
this fantasy  
about having  
an enormous  
Fela Kuti  
style 23-piece  
band, with six 
drummers  
and a load of 
trombonists…
Maybe one day…’  
– Bass Clef, Plan B 25

Photo: Simon Fernandez
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Jessica Hopper
band It’ll perhaps 
make me sound like 
a nostalgic rockist, 
but No Age 
because they are 
spreading the pure 
punk gospel. And  
I mean the new 
gospel, not the old 
King James-esque 
aesthetic of rotting 
old back-in-the-day 
gummers and their 
macho henceforth. 
But No Age are as 
’nu’ as punk gets – 
positivity, lightness, 
fury that’ll wreck  
yr guts, inspiration 
rife, ambitions that 
mostly seem to land 
no further than 
friendship with the 
audience. Any band 
that can make LA 
finally seem enticing 
again deserves  
a little recognition, 
don’t they?
song I imagine 
they had this song 
on the radio in 
England because  
it’s just larded r&b 

genius, but if they didn’t, yr being cheated – 
‘Buy You A Drank’ by T-Pain. T-Pain who uses 
pitch correction software on his voice as  
a stylistic tune and whose several songs are 
about getting drunk and buying stranger 
vagina with his fame. I have made up my 
own alternate versions that go to that tune, 
and so I get a lot of mileage out of it, so out 
of sure mockability, durability and the fact  
I love it as much as I hate it, this song wins.
live My big surprise for the year was Fiest. 
I didn’t give a shit about her until I accidentally 
wound up at her show and she was star 
made magic, softness touched by sorrow  
and potential for mordaciousness. She was 
all the things I always wanted from Cat 
Power, but more. Then I went to her record, 
and scored rapture. The Screaming 
Females, an unknown power trio from New 
Jersey, were the band whose show made  
me evangelise all summer long, though.

kicking_k
band I spent this year mostly alone, mostly 
writing, avoiding other people’s art ‘cause  
I didn’t want to get exposed, influenced, 
taken over. Moved the ancient TV from  
my room, saw maybe five films across 12 
months. But when I played Gowns’ Red 
State, the fever and fade of its long shots  
and close-ups rolled the fuck over me like 
weather – I was their screen.
song Meanwhile, crosstown and beyond 
bedroom, I played Von Sudenfed’s ‘Serious 
Brainskin’ (the Mark E Smith 2.0 possessed-

by-Grimestep number) month after scorched 
month at my club. Its wildly eccentric rhythm 
track recalls a hyper-articulated post-human 
skeleton and its array of air horns and synth 
pulses oozy ruby blood clots. It never failed  
to half-clear the floor. Hearts!
album Lastly, as anyone who had the 
misfortune to share a train carriage or dark 
office with me can attest, this was the year 
that The Fiery Furnaces completed their 
five-album plan to annex my heart with 
Widow City. Their records surprise me often, 
recall their siblings without being in any way 
pale clones, and reward repeated listening 
with detail and depth. Few manage anything 
like it.

Pil and Galia Kollectiv
band Hadouken! are clearly band of the 
year, not because we particularly like them, 
but because we like old things, and we see 
through all this retro and – yuck – remember 
the first time, and the band of the year 
belongs to those who don’t and shouldn’t. 
song The fact that No Age’s ‘Everbody’s 
Down’ does not sound particularly of 2007 

(like its title) is perhaps a testament to a year 
that didn’t really define a new sound, but it’s 
still a kickass song that goes quiet in all the 
right places and then jumps you from behind 
like a big hug from someone you haven’t 
seen in a while.
live Upset The Rhythm rocked our year,  
but the gig of the year has got to be The 
Blankket playing Bruce Springsteen  
covers off his genius ‘Be Your Own Boss’  
EP practically just for us at Utrophia. All gigs 
should be this intimate and all performances 
should succeed in combining purely through 
the medium of music Adornian theory with 
an unstoppable dance machine.

Neil Kulkarni
artist The Naked Brothers Band. 
Nobody bought me as much sheer 
enjoyment, love, happiness and good times 
this year. As they say themselves: ”If that’s  
not music then what is?”
song Santogold: ‘Creator’. The only tune 
out of a welter of B’more ghetto-tech and 
blacktronica tunes this year that might bleed 
itself into ‘08 and still sounds good, sans 

‘We want to write the most beautiful noise 
pop song’ – Dean Spunt, No Age, Plan B 22

‘Folk’s a kind of music that always seems  
a little bigger than the individual’ – Meg 
Baird, Espers, Plan B 22

‘We were never supposed to be a band  
– we were a gimmick’ – Pedro, Bondo do 
Role, Plan B 23

‘The reality is that everybody is an underdog’ 
– Eugene Hutz, Gogol Bordello, Plan B 23

‘All you wanna be is a spanner in the works, 
a question mark’ – MIA, Plan B 24

‘No one talks to me after shows.’ – Dave 
Longstreth, Dirty Projectors, Plan B 24

‘I don’t dwell on misery’ – Richard Youngs, 
Plan B 27

‘I feel this immense pressure on myself to 
get better, get better, get better’ – Marnie 
Stern, Plan B 24

‘We’ll have a yacht one day – a model 
yacht” – Pete And The Pirates, Plan B 26

‘Certain words came up: laser…blubber…
liquid…’ – David Portner, Animal 
Collective, Plan B 25

”Antifolk is more self-loathing than 
narcissistic’ – Spinmaster Plantpot,  
Plan B 25

‘I’m not a wise old man. I can think, I can 
think, I can think, and then I just get stuck’ 
– Robert Wyatt, Plan B 26

‘I have no interest in hip hop if it  
doesn’t have that questing, forward-
looking spirit’ – Will Ashon, Big Dada 
Records, Plan B 26

‘I hope it’s not just throwaway pop…If it is, 
please recycle’ – Tom, Los Campesinos!, 
Plan B 27

‘When I was younger, I remember 
walking down Tottenham Court Road 
and thinking, ”Why aren’t there 
giraffes in the street, and elephants?’’’ 
– Patrick Wolf, Plan B 19

‘We created this infinite hallway of mirrors and 
reflections, playing off the repetitive call and answer 
stuff in our music’ – Dave Konopka, Battles, Plan B 21

Joanna Newsom photo: Cat Stevens
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chemicals. Goth-dancehall brilliance only 
rivalled by The Bug’s ‘Skeng’.
album Metaphysical: Metabeats. 
Startlingly inventive, jeep-bumping hip hop 
brilliance throughout. Whodathunk South 
Wales would give us hip hop album of the 
year by such a long long way? If you ain’t  
on it yet, buy this slab of stupendous rap-
supremacy sharpish.

David McNamee
song Rohan Chadwick: ‘Going Out’.  
In a year where the lives of almost everyone  
I know were in some way punctuated by 
tragedy, my own brush with awfulness came 
when the M25 annihilated six young men 
returning from a stag party, taking away 
forever two of my favourite people in the 
world. ‘Going Out’ originally appeared on an 
album by the Whitby-Brighton band Neenor. 
Rohan’s family played it at his funeral and it 
was the single most powerful reaction I’ve 
ever experienced with music. This song 
healed. I worry that I’ll forget my friends; the 
hard-to-communicate bits that make people 
special, and that made these people more 
special than most. But I know that all of 
Rohan is in this song. It makes me want to be 
a better person. It’s also just a beautiful song, 
and you can hear it still at Rohan’s myspace: 
www.myspace.com/spacerdc 

Alex Macpherson
song Rihanna ft Jay-Z: ‘Umbrella’. It 
might seem a cliché now, but ‘Umbrella’ 
cemented its place in my heart the very first 
day it leaked. That it subsequently did the 
same for every other sentient being in the 
world only reinforced its strength: snare 
drums splash, the bassline revs like a 10-
megawatt engine, Rihanna cuts to the heart 
of what it means to be there for someone; 
two fists clenched together, raised high in  
the air.

album Britney Spears: Blackout. 
Spitting defiance while feeding herself 
through a multitude of machines, Blackout  
is the biggest, boldest and best fuck-you 
gesture of defiance since Courtney Love’s 
America’s Sweetheart – and unlike Courtney, 
Britney remembered to make it listenable, 
brilliantly so. If Britney was a male rock star, 
she’d be lauded; as it is, the reaction to her 
merely underlines how absolutely necessary 
her unapologetic shamelessness is.

Nicola Meighan
band Simply Red. Caterwauling ginger 
fuck-monkey Mick Hucknall has induced  
a scientific breakthrough. Our young spawn 
gives this dude’s shit nothing but love. The 
nature/nurture debate is fucked.
song Junior Murvin: ‘Police And Thieves’. 
She came out praying. I thought: jubilation. 
Thanks, even – to the heavens, or just to  
me – for nine months of excellent audio 
pleasure; for fine trips, in utero, to myriad 
Scottish gigs: Terry Riley in a warehouse, 
Einsturzende Neubauten in a theatre, 
CSS in a sweat-pit, Norman Blake in 
 a hangar, Deerhoof in a ballroom, Cat 
Power on a boat. In truth: her gesture  
hailed blessed relief. At finally dodging  
a hideously soundtracked womb: its wide-
eyed inhabitant has hence rejected  
most forms of rock, in favour of reggae. 
Specifically, falsetto reggae. Specifically – 
and perpetually – Murvin’s aforementioned 
high-octave masterwork.

album Robert Wyatt: Comicopera. 
Because grown-ups need lullabies too.

Frances Morgan
song Bobb Trimble: ‘Premonitions –  
The Fantasy’. Wormtown, Massachusetts 
‘outsider’ dude and high-voiced Thurston 
fave Bobb Trimble recorded Harvest Of 
Dreams in 1982 and 2007 saw it re-released 
straight into my heart. Slushy, flutey,  
gloopy, soppy, slowed-down DIY paisley 
underground psych power pop, sung by  
a boy to a boy, layered up with the maximum 
of stuff, way too much stuff actually, swirling 
and dripping with homemade love and 
hopeless bedtimes and unresolved chords. 
Carl Wilson. Colin Blunstone. Ariel Pink. WTF. 
“With every twinkle of your eyes, boy…with 
every twinkle of your-oor-oor-ooor…eyes!” 
he croons. Outro. Reprise. Play it again, til 
your teeth fall out and the codeine kicks in. 
album Neurosis: Given To The Rising. So  
I wrote that it was all about the “unexpected 
sonic detail” or something but in truth, it  
was Given To The Rising I came back to again 
and again as things went to shit over 2007’s 
cold, mordant summer. The opening riff made 
me want to build stone walls with my bare 
hands; the cold swirls of electronics drew 
power from the stale air of our emptied 
room. Neurosis’ live show at Shepherd’s 
Bush Empire a few days later saw me 
huddled and hungry, burnt out, staring  
into the black sun of their precise, cathartic 
sound, gratefully knocked sideways, 

surrendered to the roar of a disregarding 
universe. Shearwater’s Palo Santo helped  
me pick up the pieces.
people An interview with Robert Wyatt 
led to my co-hosting his evening at the 
Purcell Room a few months later, but the  
less obvious results of our conversation  
were much more special: I came away 
inspired and encouraged, with the attitude 
to music that keeps me doing Plan B fully 
reinforced. Meanwhile, Upset The Rhythm’s 
euphoric 100th show meant I got to meet 
No Age, whose relentless positivity in the 
face of a crappy world translated into 
gorgeous, addictive noise-pop yay-ness!  
I didn’t think I could get this fan-girl about  
a coupla guys playing catchy punk songs 
anymore. Thanks to Dean and Randy for 
proving me wrong. 

Doug Mosurock
band Yeasayer. Without an ounce of 
contrivance, four guys came together and 
made a record that celebrates the dustbin 
excess of Fleetwood Mac’s Tusk and all the 
golden Seventies largesse that followed, 

‘We want to write the most beautiful noise 
pop song’ – Dean Spunt, No Age, Plan B 22

‘Folk’s a kind of music that always seems  
a little bigger than the individual’ – Meg 
Baird, Espers, Plan B 22

‘We were never supposed to be a band  
– we were a gimmick’ – Pedro, Bondo do 
Role, Plan B 23

‘The reality is that everybody is an underdog’ 
– Eugene Hutz, Gogol Bordello, Plan B 23

‘All you wanna be is a spanner in the works, 
a question mark’ – MIA, Plan B 24

‘No one talks to me after shows.’ – Dave 
Longstreth, Dirty Projectors, Plan B 24

‘I don’t dwell on misery’ – Richard Youngs, 
Plan B 27

‘I feel this immense pressure on myself to 
get better, get better, get better’ – Marnie 
Stern, Plan B 24

‘We’ll have a yacht one day – a model 
yacht” – Pete And The Pirates, Plan B 26

‘Certain words came up: laser…blubber…
liquid…’ – David Portner, Animal 
Collective, Plan B 25

”Antifolk is more self-loathing than 
narcissistic’ – Spinmaster Plantpot,  
Plan B 25

‘I’m not a wise old man. I can think, I can 
think, I can think, and then I just get stuck’ 
– Robert Wyatt, Plan B 26

‘I have no interest in hip hop if it  
doesn’t have that questing, forward-
looking spirit’ – Will Ashon, Big Dada 
Records, Plan B 26

‘I hope it’s not just throwaway pop…If it is, 
please recycle’ – Tom, Los Campesinos!, 
Plan B 27

‘I want to entertain friends and attack 
my enemies. I’m hoping to enlarge my 
circle of friends to include everyone 
interesting to me in the world, and by 
”my enemies” I mean everyone else’ 
 – The Rebel, Plan B 22

‘With Volta, I wanted to ask, 
“Why was there a rhythm in the 
world?”’ – Björk, Plan B 23
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good and bad, and made it speak to the  
now. Not band dudes, no inflated egos, just 
tremendous talent and vision. They’ll go far. 
song But…but there are so many. If  
you just need one, let it be ‘The Very Next 
Moment’ by Mexico’s Los Llamarada  
(S-S). It’s ‘Bad Politics (Part 2)’, reconstituted 
Nineties lo-fi grot, resin, and the ickiest  
vibe on wax this year. They drink Mark  
E Smith’s blood. 
album The Cherry Blossoms’ self-titled 
LP. Nashville folkies touched by divinity. 
Twelve songs of love that stick with you  
from the very first listen. A tremendous, 
joyous, exuberant experience.

Louis Pattison
song So many to choose from, but 
honourable mentions to: St Vincent’s ‘Now, 
Now’, shimmering Afro-pop with a full, full 
heart; Skream’s ‘Sub Island/Pass The Red 
Stripe’, oceanic dubstep with chinks of light 
filtering to the deep; Big Business’ ‘Another 
Fourth Of July…Ruined’, a martial drum 
battery so good the Melvins took it on the 
road; and Whitehouse’s ‘Dyad’, wherein 
Messers Bennett and Best crack onto all  
your filthy little schemes. But probably, 
predictably, it was Battles’ ‘Atlas’, a giant 
Andrex puppy of lolloping groove that 
joyfully galumphs a line between The Glitter 
Band and Cologne schaffel.
album The trick when picking your album 
of the year is to set aside the albums you 
liked, admired, or were impressed by, and 
just reach for the one you flat-out cranked – 
and that would be Future Of The Left’s 
Curses. It took a while for Falco and Jack  
to pull themselves from the wreckage of 
Mclusky, outflanked by not one but two 
albums from Jon Chapple’s Shooting At 
Unarmed Men, but Curses was the keeper. 
Meaningless but delivered meaningfully, 
these songs about pussycats, opposable 
thumbs, wizards and elves grinded, spat, 
gnashed, and killed you every time.
label A reliably great year for some  
old favourites – Southern Lord, Too Pure,  
Kranky, DFA – plus some solid grime  
albums on Boy Better Know and a seeming 
neverending spree of great metal reissues  
on Peaceville. But there can only be, er,  
two: Providence’s Load Records, who  
kept the misanthropic grunge slime and 
grimy tape-culture noise coming all year  
(see: Sightings’ Through The Panama, 
Clockcleaner’s Babylon Rules, Sword 
Heaven’s Entrance) and a newcomer  
in the shape of Carlos Giffoni’s No Fun 
Productions. Consistent where so many 
noise labels are scattershot, beautifully 
packaged music from Demons, Consumer 

Electronics and Burning Star Core kept me 
scouring the jiffy bags for their postmark.

Owen Richards
band Ted Leo And The Pharmacists, 
because they took me on tour around Europe 
in a transit van for a month and taught me 
the comedic ways of Patton Oswald.
song Any song from the debut EP by 
Super Tennis (the band, not the game) on 
Faux Disc records.
live Les Savy Fav for reassuring me that 
they haven’t lost it and for showing why  
they are the most exciting live band in the 
world, three times! The pinnacle being the 
mass audience stage invasion at the Scala  
in October. I don’t think there are many live 
bands that could incite that kind of hysteria, 
especially in London, renowned for its 
decidedly unexcited audiences.

Daniel Spicer
band All hail Bolide Awkwardstra – 
Brighton’s premier feral freakprov collective 
– who formed in a blaze of cosmic exultation 
at the end of 2007 and scored a surprise hit 
with their debut gig at the Colour Out Of 
Space festival in September. Yeah, I’m in the 
band. What did you expect?
song In ‘Axis Mundi’ from Magik 
Markers’ Boss, Elisa Ambrogio sings, “I left 
my stink like a mink’s wet gland/all over your 
mouth all over your hand.” It’s like a bad, 
unwise outdoor fuck that you want to forget 
but can’t stop thinking about.
label The newly revived, legendary free-
jazz imprint ESP Disc has been quietly 
reissuing some bona-fide avant-jazz 
essentials this year that any disciple of ‘out’ 
sounds needs to hear. Don Cherry Live At 
Café Montmartre, Albert Ayler’s Hilversum 
Sessions, Sunny Murray’s self-titled classic  
– it’s the real deal.

Ringo P Stacey
artist Wiley. I didn’t think he’d do it.  
And I don’t think even he thought he could. 
Playtime Is Over was Wiley with back to  
the wall and something to prove, to us and 
himself. That he proved it was a shock and  
a pleasure. The quality of his productions  
was standard, the fire in his rapping was  
a beautiful surprise.
song Pyrelli: ‘Do Not Disturb’. Two years 
overdue but worth the wait, Pyrelli’s debut 
album proper, Vitamin A: A Twist Of Fate, 
contained plenty of the intellect and 
abstraction we’ve come to expect, but it  
also had this. Shameless dirty South bounce, 
joyously Screwed chorus, ecstatically choired 
verses in a 500 per cent Pop! ode to sleep.  
I can relate. And I did.

album Joe Buddha presents 
Klashnekoff : Lionheart: Tussle With  
The Beast. Allegedly pasteurised, this  
was actually Klashnekoff corralled into 
coherence. His energy given fresh 
perspective by the unassuming crystalline 
beats of fully functional stoner Joseph 
Buddha, for 50 or so minutes the revolution 
is almost palpable. And catchy.

Joseph Stannard
band Cobalt, without a doubt. Producers 
of the most emotionally resonant extreme 
metal album of 2007, Eater Of Birds. 
song Crossing London Bridge by train on 
the way back from a disappointing curtailed 
visit to Brighton, suspended in the golden 
syrup of a midsummer sunset with the title 
track of Eater Of Birds by Cobalt in my ears 
and a renewed love for London in my heart.
album Cobalt’s Eater Of Birds, of course, 
on Canada’s wonderful Profound Lore label.

Cat Stevens
song ‘Teenage Wasteland’ by The Who hit 
the car stereo at just the right point in the 
journey to Green Man, as we were crossing 
the Severn Bridge. A combination of what 
had happened in the weeks before, that it 
played just as we crossed the bridge and  
that it set the tone for the weekend that 
followed wasn’t quite life-changing but  
I did have a moment.

Lauren Strain
band Of Montreal. For someone who 
regularly injects her highs via sweat and 
speakers, this year was a first for me: fewer 
gigs, more hours spent with headphones  
and glazed eyes. Then, last week, I awoke 
with a start to Of Montreal’s cocoa-fuelled 
riots, tortured lyrics and hypnotic theatrics 
while stood just thirty centimetres away  
from Kevin Barnes’ painted face. This group 
of costumed, rainbow-halo’d revellers 
constructed a whole new arc of colour  
across my horizon. 
song Phosphorescent: ‘Wolves’
It’s difficult to describe your favourite 
anything, but here, Matthew Houck does  
it in lyrics that bundle themes of submission, 
violence and possession into one image of  
a creature I’ve been in love with since the 
age of three. 
album Shearwater: Palo Santo.  
Handed to me conspiratorially by a friend, 
 I plugged this (reissue, I know…) into my 
ears against a sleepless London. Jonathan 
Meiburg’s voice dematerialised into  
the rain; then came ‘Seventy Four, Seventy 
Five’, like an emergency formula for  
terrified minds.

Daniel Trilling
musical moment I don’t know if  
I have enough interesting things to fill 150 
words, but here is my musical moment  
of 2007: “My oldest friend, Marylin, loves  
to sing and is head of enrollment at a 
prestigious music school. It’s a good job,  
but not as good as just opening your mouth 
and singing ‘la’” – from The Man On The 
Stairs by Miranda July

Everett True
song 1 Amy Winehouse: ‘Back To Black’. 
It’s the voice – and the remorseless girl group 
beat (of course). I am unfamiliar with Ms 
Winehouse’s other work, being bereft of a TV 
aerial, but this one song gets me every time. 
I’m entirely stunned at the level of emotion 
she invests in the most mundane of lyrics. 
song 2 Grinderman: ‘No Pussy Blues’. 
Fuck. Everything about this – from the 
sneering, sardonic, seismic introduction and 
grating guitars, to the explosions of fury and 
simmering percussion, to the song’s basic 
tenet, that Sex God Incarnate Nick Cave can 
no longer score – is prime Cave (respect to 
the other chaps and everything). 
song 3 Mathew Sawyer And The 
Ghosts: ‘Looking Right Back At Me’. I love 
Television Personalities, The Pastels, Patrik 
Fitzgerald…This one song expresses that 
love so much more eloquently than a whole 
ravine of my adjectives could manage. Totally 
the greatest song Vic Godard never wrote.
honourable mentions Patrick 
Wolf: ‘The Magic Position’, Taken By Trees: 
‘Lost And Found’, Wild Beasts: ‘Through 
Dark Night’.

Robin Wilks
band Band, schmand. This year Dinky 
stepped out of the shadow of fellow Cuban 
exiles Villalobos and Luciano with her 
gorgeous own productions and a wonderful 
new mix (’Get Lost 3’) on Crosstown Rebels. 
A trained dancer and choreographer, she 
takes skewed minimalism into deliciously 
lush, intricate and infectious new territory.
song Ewan Pearson’s epic remix of 
‘Don’t Let Stars Keep Us Tangled Up’ by 
country singer Cortney Tidwell. Pearson 
amplified the original song’s desolate beauty 
by casting it out into a fathomless galaxy of 
orchestral synths and quietly crunching 
beats. Deep and lovely and endless.
album I had little time for Animal 
Collective before (although I was proven 
wrong about them this year, too), but then 
Panda Bear’s Person Pitch came along,  
and its sweet, decadent confection of Beach 
Boys, techno, dub and afropop whisked me 
off to its own perfect little world. 
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Prinzhorn Dance School
Prinzhorn Dance School (DFA)
“This is about as stripped down as DFA is 
ever going to get. Barely-there drums and 
page-10-in-the-beginners’-book bass 
guitar…Sixteen tracks, only one of which 
bothers the three-and-a-half minute mark, 
yet they somehow tickle every remote 
anxiety, annoyance and fear of modern 
living.” (Hayley Avron, Plan B 24) 
Louis: This is probably the album that’s 
grown on me most this year. The lyrics really 
weevil their way into your brain: “Leave it all/
Leave the Shire/With blisters on your fucking 
hands/From knotting the wires.” It’s lean but 
evocative, absolutely no chaff.
Frances: It’s a really nice ‘fuck you’ to the 
increasing maximalisation of music – where 
even things that are supposed to sound 
sparse sound over-egged like lumpy custard.
Everett: You can taste the silences.
Frances: There is zero ‘atmosphere’. It’s 
completely…arid. Brave.
Everett: They’ve realised most music is just 
window dressing.
Kick: It reflects really well on James Murphy 
et al, too – since they must receive obscene 
amounts of demos…
Louis: The simplicity and the routine of what 
they do is intrinsic to the band: musically, 
lyrically, and deeper too.
Everett: Prinzhorn have tapped into the same 
restraint and affection for silence that made 
Young Marble Giants so special. Listening to 
this, you can totally hear why DFA reissued 
the first Pylon album.
Louis: Kick says they sound like pensioners.
Frances: Why? Because they complain about 
the minutiae of life?
Kick: Well – the joke I made, and it was a joke 
– lyrics like “All the kids are/Money money” 
are curmudgeonly…I think they’re very 
sincere, and I admire much of what they do. 
But generalisations often miss the mark.

Louis: There is something conservative about 
them, but in a radical kinda way – distrustful 
of MySpace, social networking, ‘progress’.

Good Shoes
Think Before You Speak (Brille)
“It’s Good Shoes’ second generation 
impurity that seals them so completely  
off from the necrophiliacs and shoulda-
been-roadies imprisoning indie rock in 
ever-tightening black drainpipes.” (Neil 
Kulkarni, Plan B 20)
Louis: Like Prinzhorn, this band have quite  
an artful way of talking about Shitty Britain 
without sounding wholly disgusted by it.
Frances: Yeah, or without throwing a stupid 
strop about it like they own it.
Everett: Good Shoes have a real urgency  
to their sound, like they’re desperate to 
communicate: it doesn’t hurt that they too 
have learnt how to hold back. It’s barely 
stadium rock. And it is very cold – cold, like 
the bedsit in The Cure’s ‘10.15 Saturday 
Night’ with the tap drip, dripping.
Louis: The lead singer is a bit of a cad, isn’t 
he? But at least he knows it. 
Everett: I like to think all the NME guitar 
bands sound like this – taut, excited, focused 
(that’s certainly all that’s claimed for Arctic 
Monkeys) – but they don’t really, do they?
Frances: There’s such a trend, emotionally, in 
modern indie rock for boys to be be all sweet 
and winsome and pigeon-toed, it’s quite fun 
to hear one who is quite comfortable with 
the fact that he’s a bit of a shit. I like his voice 
too. He doesn’t mewl.
Kick: A lot of the current NME bands just 
sound like Mojo bands-in-training.
Louis: This album did for me what albums by 
Hot Club De Paris and Futureheads have 
done in previous years: intelligent, extremely 
tuneful guitar music that I can listen to over 
and over without the appeal fading. That 
seems to be rare for me now. 

Kick: Which is ridiculous – Mojo will be 
talking about Dubstep and ‘the heady  
daze of Nu Rave’ in 2020. Not a bunch of 
conscious revivalists.

MIA
Kala (XL)
“Kala is an uphsift from its predecessor 
[Arular] – it may seem more more sparse, 
less textured, but the emphasis on 
precision-tooled low end encompasses  
the metropolitan builds of ‘Bamboo  
Banga’ and the bustling market of ‘Bird  
Flu’ megamixed into a multiculture.” 
(kicking_k, Plan B 24)
Everett: It’s kinda obvious for me to say this, 
but I was really blown away by the fact she 
referenced Jonathan Richman on the first 
track among all the whooping and beats.
Louis: There’s something about the sounds or 
production I find quite alienating, whereas 
the first was quite warm. Something about 
that “I am politics” line I found slightly 
troublesome. Are there any political positions 
on this album, or is it more ”I’m here – deal 
with me”?
Kick: It aims toward an effect, to provoke a 
response, etc. She’s quite willing to transmit 
her confusion, much in the manner of various 
punk lyricists. And she isn’t going to pretend 
to an intellectual certainty that she doesn’t 
have – that she has all the answers. She 
doesn’t preach like Bono, but she has a real 
basic anger that drives her.
Everett: She writes songs like she’s scared  
of silence; like silence equals death.
Frances: It has that thing that exotic music 
should always have: a sense of the hyperreal 
and the ridiculous…off-centre, clunky, 
clattery beats, these big thumps of bass…
those weird batteria-style breakdowns with 
the kids yelling. It’s really kind of irreverent 
and exoticised and kind of ridiculous, and 
that’s fucking cool, I think. 

Future Of The Left
Curses (Too Pure)
“There isn’t a second of this album that 
isn’t instantly memorable, that isn’t 
rammed with fast hooks, ideas and in- 
jokes so scrambled that the prose becomes 
genius…the best rock album since Reign 
In Blood AND the best pop album since 
Mclusky Do Dallas.” (David McNamee, 
Plan B 25)
Kick: Their words serve to remind you how 
uninteresting – how polite and conventional 
– most indie lyricists are. 
Frances: One of those bands who convey heft 
and force without sounding overblown.
Everett: Didn’t The Jesus Lizard pull a similar 
trick? At least I always imagined they did…
Louis: They have an ability to fuse heaviness 
to frivolity, and not be wacky in the process.
Kick: I guess the sense of humour is balanced 
by something else…rage? Indignance?
Louis: So many lyrics from this album 
continue to stand out, despite being largely 
meaningless; there’s a bit in ‘My Gymnastic 
Past’ that goes: “Better bovine than equine/
Better hedgehog that porcupine/Better half-
cut than borderline” which is just YEAH.
Everett: This isn’t meant to be an insult, but 
this sort of music always makes me think 
”metal for people who don’t really appreciate 
metal”, ie: for those who appreciate the 
fundamental ridiculousness of rock posturing 
but still wanna cos it’s so much fun.
Frances: Well, yeah, isn’t that the whole thing 
about grunge?
Everett: Yeah, but grunge was always kinda 
too straightfaced, least it became that way.

No Age
Weirdo Rippers (FatCat)
“Weirdo Rippers winds its way through 
dense feedback, distortion ebbing and 
flowing, blissful lo-fi pop surfacing like 
recurring memories…No Age drive the 

 
Words: Everett True, Frances Morgan, Louis Pattison and kicking_k 
Illustration: Lady Lucy
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beloved aesthetic into diverse 
brilliance…” (Dr Swan, Plan B 22)
Frances: I LOVE THIS BAND.
Kick: They inspire great devotion, this band. 
People enthuse through walls.
Frances: They prompted a brilliant stage 
invasion at Bardens when they played with 
Mika Miko this summer. 
Louis: One odd thing about this album is it 
works really well as a whole, even though it’s 
a collection of singles.
Frances: I find it really basic and thrilling and 
fun and YAY, but with this deeper side that’s 
to do with the sonics. Randy is into textures 
and sounds and weird effects and stuff, and 
Dean is more yr punk guy, and the two things 
work really well together. 
Kick: I was surprised by the ‘liquid tempo’ 
when I heard the record. I’d expected them  
to be rabidly driven by drums, but it’s more 
the guitar.
Louis: Sugar-sweet skater punk, but with all 
these weird psychedelic excursions…yet so 
neatly sequenced you can’t hear the joins.
Frances: They pull these little songs out  
of the noise. And there’s this beautiful 
detuned feel…
Louis: Their next album will be on Sub Pop, 
meaning I can say, ”We’ll be hearing a lot 
more from these boys in the New Year”.
Everett: Like shoegazing given a thorough 
roasting by a pair of Black Flag obsessives: 
still loving the textures and pedals and 45-
minute guitar solos but well aware that you 
need to get down and get brutal if you’re 
going to survive.

Various
Antifolk: Up The Anti (AFUK)
“…raucous, drunken, belligerently 
individual music, played with little regard 
for niceties or musical merit…this is a 
fucking ace snapshot of a scene that most 
of you probably won’t go within a million 

miles of. Your fucking loss.” (Everett True, 
Plan B 24) 
Kick: Everett True made some new friends 
this year…
Everett: I guess (shrugs). I really like this 
album cos it feels spontaneous, raw, under-
rehearsed…Actually, they all hate me. Check 
out the website.
Louis: Antifolk. It’s like Billy Bragg and 
Alabama 3 all took crack and went to  
the circus.
Kick: I can’t imagine listening to antifolk (UK) 
at home, but I don’t see it as music made  
to be listened to out of context..? Seems to 
me all about performance. And family.
Frances: What’s the atmosphere like at the 
shows, Everett?
Everett: It’s a very male musical form, 
antifolk. In the main. The atmosphere is non-
existent cos there’s barely anyone there.  
No. That’s unfair. It’s very supportive. I don’t 
know why it’s so male, but much of it is about 
showing off and being boisterous, traits 
more usually associated with men.
Kick: But lots of the time all they’re showing 
off is their limitations – on purpose, if you  
get me.
Frances: It’s still showing off if you do that.
Everett: Antifolk in Brighton is about weirdos 
and outsiders, folk seeking out new ways of 
expression and being rejected because of it: 
Antifolk in London is way more like open mic 
and stand-up comedy, quite trad, songs with 
a structure and a punchline. 
Kick: I’m really impressed by how tightly-
organised they are. And that’s especially 
interesting cos it’s not this mass of fans doing 
it, but them doing it for each other.
Frances: Interestingly a lot of traditional folk 
music is a capella and abusive and rude…
Everett: It’s a live thing, obviously. Not really 
to be heard like this. Better situated to 
experiencing standing in piss and ancient  
fag ash, with a boorish drunk yelling in yr ear.

Marnie Stern
In Advance Of The Broken Arm  
(kill rock stars)
“Playful, ostentatiously smart, kind of 
sphinxy…Suggested synonyms for 
excellent, awesome, amazing: auspicious, 
valid, prime…Marnie Stern has remade 
the guitar and this is the album of the 
year.” (kicking_k, Plan B 20)
Kick: Unlike a lot of the other big artists  
and opuses, she blazed in from nowhere. 
Well, not nowhere. Her room.
Louis: It’s interesting her guitar often isn’t 
picking out distinct tunes, a lot of the time it 
just functions as crazy, scintillating textures.
Everett: This is fucking mental. When you 
were playing it earlier, I was trying to place it. 
Melt-Banana? No. Way too frenetic. XBXRX? 
No. Way too scuttling. Also, there’s that weird 
effect she has on her voice, like she’s rammed 
it through one of her guitar effects pedals.
Frances: Her lyrics are so great. They’re a lot 
based on art theory. And stuff. Erm…dreams 
and science and shit. She has all these songs 
where she’s telling herself to do stuff. I like 
that. It’s motivational.
Everett: She’s got a real zest. It’s very top  
end, isn’t it? The Opposite Of Grunge.
Kick: I get so much energy listening to this,  
I almost can’t listen to it. It’s like having yr 
nerve endings tickled. Y’know what this 
album is like? Blake’s illustrated manuscripts.
Frances: You know all that crap Courtney 
Love used to say about how women should 
learn how to play ‘properly’? Marnie Stern 
turns that on its head in such a cool way. Like 
of course she can play ‘properly’, but she’s 
made it her own thing, utterly, and it is a very 
feminine sound, I think.
Louis: S’funny, although her guitar playing is 
great, there’s nothing of the guitar hero to it.
Kick: That’s related to the song structures 
again – they’re so giddy and asymmetric and 
endlessly restless, inventive. Whereas a lot  

of guitar playing is almost designed in quite  
a functional way.
Frances: I wonder what she’ll do next, if this 
is such an explosion of all her ideas there 
might not be much left over…I hope not.

Getatchew Mekuria and The Ex  
and Guests
Moa Anbessa (Terp)
“From the opening brass-blasted chorus  
of ‘Ethiopia Hagere’ – which is, I swear,  
The Saints’ third album, Dexys Midnight 
Runners and Rudi from The Specials rolled 
into one – to the closing maelstrom of ‘Aha 
Begena’, a Wollo traditional, this album is  
a revelation.” (Everett True, Plan B 20)
Everett: Man, this makes me so fucking  
glad to be living. That brass is such a joyous 
affirmation of life.
Frances: The opening track is so rad. It’s got  
a fantastic rambunctious energy, like driving 
down a hot street in an old car on your way 
to something really fucking great. The sax is 
really careless and precise at the same time.
Kick: This record sounds like a naked party.
Louis:  I loved those pictures from when The 
Ex toured Africa a few years back, playing  
live to the people of tiny villages out in the 
wilderness…loads of kids dancing around.
Everett: The Ex have a massive history of 
collaboration. They love to discover new stuff.
Louis: It’s an influential approach. Vialka  
are certainly following in their footsteps as 
regards seeking stuff out as a way of further 
understanding the world.
Everett: This album features new lyrics over 
Ethiopian Sixties pop/dance standards. But 
they don’t feel tacked on: The Ex’s firecracker 
energy is easily matched by the Ethiopian 
brass players, and gives the lie to the idea 
that brass and rock doesn’t work together.
Frances: Of course they work together!  
I hate all those orthodoxies about what 
instruments you can have with what. 

OK. You have to understand 
this album is all about the 
intros. The beards and the 
intros. The beards, the 
swagger, the intros and  
the dynamics. The beards, 
the swagger, the intros,  
the dynamics and the 
humour…
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Everett: You feel these people have lived 
some rich experiences, the way they blow 
down those reeds and strum the guitars. And 
of course you can hear traces of guitarist 
Andy’s former group, Dog-Faced Hermans.
Frances: It reminds me of one of my favourite 
jazz tracks, ’Sunshine Fly Away’ from 
Lawrence Of Newark by Larry Young, who 
played keys for Miles Davis: super happy jazz.

Björk
Volta (One Little Indian)
“Björk shouldn’t be afraid of this honesty 
and maturity. She wears it as well as she 
does her freewheeling, beat-splicing, joy-
whooping ‘lioness fireheart’ persona…
She’ll continue to be our free spirit, pulling 
us out of our quotidian patterns like a 
cyclone, an army, a one-woman pack of 
wolves.” (Frances Morgan, Plan B 21)
Kick: Marching! Concepts!
Frances: “Vooo-ooo-oo-ooo-DOOH!”
Kick: Y’know, generally speaking, the Neo-
Con ascendancy has been disastrous for art 
because artists get so angry they betray 
themselves and lapse into sloganeering. But 
sometimes, you get someone coming from 
such an oblique angle it becomes luminous 
and inspirational much like a parable.
Everett: It seems so playful, so inventive,  
so aware of sensuality and sexuality and 
carnage and decay and despond…and the 
Icelandic brass section are ace. 
Frances: She is very good at writing about 
intimacy – family or lovers or friends, doesn’t 
really matter.
Everett: Björk is often better when she’s 
quieter, simply cos you almost expect her to 
be loud. “Let’s celebrate now while we have 
flesh on our bones”. That’s exquisite – like  
a book just recommended to me, linking all 
eroticism to death. 
Kick: Bataille? It’s awesome.
Frances: She’s very visceral.

Kick: She’s very open, too. But not an 
exhibitionist. Or at least not a traditional one. 
Everett: And very down-to-earth – but with  
a vivid imagination. She was wearing silver 
leggings when I met her.
Frances: Always a good sign.

Panda Bear
Person Pitch (Paw Tracks)
“Person Pitch isn’t just a collage of 
irresistible reference points…it’s more, 
and again; an abundance of ecstasy… 
it’s taken one smart and soulful sunspark 
from Baltimore County to fully realise the 
potential in submerging pop music until it 
loses its shape, warping beneath the waves 
like a Technicolor shipwreck.” (Joseph 
Stannard, Plan B 19) 
Everett: Some of this I like: it’s like Christmas, 
with just the good bits left in (inebriation, 
sleigh bells, stupid singing, Beach Boys round 
a Christmas tree). It reminds me of an over-
saturated photograph, slightly fuzzy at the 
edges. And I like it when the guy remembers 
to write songs. But I don’t when he doesn’t. 
Frances: It’s very simple, what he’s doing – 
layering lots of things up with lots of delay 
and loops – but he seems to have developed 
some good songwriting skills along the way. 
Louis: I like the way it feels aquatic. I can’t 
shake that vision that it’s been recorded  
deep underwater.
Everett: I find it fascinating the way Mr Bear 
has focused in so minutely on one facet of 
the Beach Boys sound and elevated that one 
sound to an art form.
Kick: Micro-psychedelia..?
Frances: That’s all the reverb, innit. And also 
it’s not a very sharp mix, there are no sharp 
sounds at all. It’s blunted. Softened.
Everett: Yeah, I find the lack of edges very 
disconcerting…in a good way. 
Frances: He is making music that perhaps  
has more to do with dance music than pop  

or traditional songwriting. So the melody is 
part of a textural whole – it’s just confusing 
because it is, well, not dance music.
Kick: The telling thing with Animal Collective/
Panda Bear is that their music often has me 
reaching for new metaphors. Like, I usually 
start using words like ‘seeping’ and ‘fungal’. 
They can put that on a promotional sticker  
if they want. ‘Seeping…Fungal…’ (Plan B)
Frances: Animal Collective use a lot of 
techniques and ideas from other genres – 
African or Hawaiian music, Philip Glass 
minimalism, electronica – skim off their 
essence and loop the bits that stick  
in their heads: kind of DIY-avant garde.

Grinderman
Grinderman (Mute)
“A sound that rejects both the mid-Eighties 
thunder-and-clank and the apocalyptic 
Scott Walker melodramas of the early 
Nineties in favour of a more primitive take 
on loudness…Cave embracing guitar with 
the greedy enthusiasm of a man finally 
able to realise his rock star fantasies.”  
(Abi Bliss, Plan B 19)
Everett: OK. You have to understand this 
album is all about the intros. The beards and 
the intros. The beards, the swagger, the intros 
and the dynamics. The beards, the swagger, 
the intros, the dynamics and the humour. 
Louis: It’s a record about ‘the male 
experience’, obviously, but well aware that 
that’s as much about examining your bald 
patch as rutting with the ladies and stuff.
Everett: And yes, of course, it’s a midlife crisis 
album. But Jesus, Cave wears it well.
Frances: I do wonder, though, what people 
would think if a bunch of ladies put together 
a similar album. Imagine a bunch of women 
singing totally dirty songs about getting old 
and saggy and still wanting to fuck young 
guys. I mean that would be RAD. But would 
people get it? Apart from me and AMP?

Everett: The AMP interview was hands down 
my favourite Plan B moment this year.
Kick: I think they’re trying to be proud, in  
a Cromwellian sense. ”Paint me as I am”, 
etc. There’s a confrontational spirit to it, 
regardless of humour.
Frances: They know when to do everything, 
when to sound polished, when to sound lo-fi, 
when to fuck up, when to play really tight.  
I think what made it one of the albums of  
the year was that it was so damn enjoyable: 
so confident and funny. But I can imagine 
them all having a cuppa and chortling at  
the playbacks.
Louis: Oh absolutely. And then their wives 
coming to pick them up.

Ricardo Villalobos
Fabric 36 (Fabric)
“Villalobos is perhaps the most name-
dropped DJ in the world, a master musician 
whose ability to surprise is matched only 
by his dedication to hedonism. So what 
does he do? He delivers a mix featuring  
15 of his own brand new compositions.” 
(Piers Martin, Plan B 27)
Frances: I listen to minimal at home. I’m not 
evangelical about it.
Louis: It seems to have taken over clubland 
on the sly, sorta fits everywhere. 
Everett: I can imagine people doing aerobics 
to this, and I don’t like to imagine people 
doing aerobics…BISCUIT BREAK!
Frances: This album interested me because a 
lot of minimal sounds a bit coffee table, a bit 
nothing, and this one inverts that a bit and 
makes something cool out of the nothing, 
holds you in its sense of lack – it’s incredibly 
tense. You almost construct it yourself.
Kick: I can see how minimalists obsess  
over the precise quality of their ingredients. 
Like poetry, it becomes the best sounds in  
the best order. (I am quoting Coleridge –  
on techno!)
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Frances: It’s incredibly physical. Each sound 
feels like, or mimics a bodily process or 
sensation: ear crackle, heartbeat, muscles, 
joints, a whole host of vocal sounds, mucous 
membranes, stomach…
Louis: That microscopic level of detail…it’s 
totally contingent on high-end software. Is 
this a bit of a dead end for dance music  
d’you think? A cul-de-sac of subtle pleasures 
(rather than straight euphoria)?
Everett: This is too relentless to me. Sounds 
vacuous, to me. Clearly it isn’t, but that’s  
how I feel. The changes are too incremental 
to register on my scale.
Frances: I love this, actually. But it does make 
me think of vacuity and people and lifestyles 
I don’t like. And yet…

Tap Tap
Lanzafame (Stolen)
“It’s about The Sound, not just The Song  
– Phil Spector, Sonic Youth and Ramones 
understood that, why don’t more artists?” 
(Everett True, Plan B 19)
Everett: Infectious rush of enthusiasm: yes. 
Very much like mid-Eighties (prime) Flying 
Nun guitar bands, with layered guitars.
Kick: This manages not to do any of the 
obvious crimes of homage.
Frances: I like the way it’s been recorded – 
cheaply but creatively.
Kick: What are the songs about? Feelings?
Everett: Living. ”It’s so cold this morning/ 
My breath came out like steam.”
Frances: It’s hard to hear the lyrics, but 
they’re sung very nicely, with a slightly 
choirboyish tremor a la Stuart Murdoch. Not 
like yer usual indie yowlers who EMphasISE 
everY SYLLaBULL.
Louis: I think I’d like a bit of something  
else to it – cool chops, a bit of narrative, 
something. As it is, they’re nice little song 
miniatures but rather pass me by.
Everett: It’s so joyous, unadorned, magical.

Louis: Ha ha, that’s a good lyric: ”Dogs are 
barking/Girls are sad/Dreams are crashing/
And I feel bad.” I guess they walk in the 
footsteps of a lot of fairly canonical bands, 
but do it in an understated, unshowy way…
and with none of that wink-nod pastiche 
which seems to be de rigeur at the moment.
Everett: Yeah, it’s the complete lack of irony  
I appreciate. They’re very serious young men, 
but not in a boorish way.

PJ Harvey
White Chalk (Island)
“White Chalk – shorn of all the blues-
ravaging guitars and sorceress lust that 
have endeared her to a generation of rock 
critics – is Polly’s most personal album to 
date. Stories From The City (2001’s Mercury 
Award-winning travel journals) this is most 
certainly not. And thank god for that.” 
(Everett True, Plan B 25)
Frances: I’ve been singing along a lot to this 
one. You don’t wanna know that really…
Kick: It’s salutary that an artist so far into  
her career still possesses the desire even for 
self-reinvention.
Frances: She is conceptually sophisticated 
and one step ahead of you all the time.
Louis: She’s dressed in that Victorian gown  
on the cover, and it’s an appropriate image, 
because the album feels very regimented 
and trussed-up, like much of the emotion in  
it is latent and repressed.
Frances: Some of her lyrics are amazing and 
some really cliched. I hate saying that but  
it’s true. Her early lyrics are like this sparse 
minimal ecstatic poetry. Then she went… 
I dunno…deserts, Jesus…blah.
Everett: She’s moving forward, or moving 
somewhere again…and this I like. 
Frances: Which brings me onto the weirdly 
clumsy formality of her new lyrics.
Everett: Can you still hear the blues in here, 
Frances? I mean, musically.

Frances: Not right now. I am hearing Danny 
Elfman! And Ennio Morricone. But I do hear 
Nina Simone.
Kick: It’s interesting that she’s gone from 
trying to look like someone from somewhere 
else (mostly America) to somewhen else…
Louis: So, she’s just learnt the piano, right?
Frances: What do we think of the painfully 
(deliberately) high vox?
Kick: I can see why she’s done it. Making 
things difficult for yrself means you’ll grow 
from the challenges engendered.

Wiley
Playtime Is Over (Big Dada)
“That Wiley has grown into a role as the 
father of grime is no accident…chill 
concoctions of acid blips and cartoonish 
motion that sounded like alien ringtones, 
the ideal musical bedrock for a new 
generation of MCs.” (Louis Pattison,  
Plan B 22)
Kick: Is it fair to say that, as Dizzee 
concentrated on making a hip hop  
record, Wiley was staying closer to the  
grime sound..?
Frances: I like it. It’s heavy and sparse. Each 
sound is necessary. 
Louis: This is Wiley’s most consistent album, 
because it’s free of real stinkers.
Everett: People talk about grime the same 
way they once talked about funk. I find it 
weird. Why is it set up in opposition to US hip 
hop? And does Wiley go into the studio and 
say, ”Better make sure this is up on the grime 
quotient”? What is the grime quotient?
Louis: Grime is certainly not in opposition to 
US hip hop, a lot of grime artists listen to US 
hip hop (Trim, for instance) – although there 
is some issue with producers making US-
influenced stuff and watering down grime.
Kick: Wiley has perfected what he does, and 
grime has maybe suffered by not having 
many other producers with their own 

contradictory styles. a lot of the better ones 
still kind of reprise him…
Frances: For me, my way in is the sonics, and 
the fact I live in East London and it does 
sound like this – well, some of East London, 
anyway; the rest sounds like stupid hipsters. 
And free jazz.
Kick: MIA says the thing London has to offer 
the world is its muticulture – grime inter-
breeding with other genres is probably 
where its future lies (except fucking grindie).
Louis: Kick, I totally disagree. Grime is poised 
to make some great artist albums – it’s  
just a matter of people making the right 
commercial decisions. I genuinely think of 
grime as something which has found its way 
to a sort of ‘pure’ state.
Kick: But is the pure state going to be able to 
sustain itself? How does something stay pure 
and grow?
Frances: That’s the question for ‘08.

Justice
† (Ed Banger)
“Justice’s brazen way with maximal sound 
is very much their own…a fashionably 
grody combination of infantilism, nostalgia 
and sleaze.” (Frances Morgan, Plan B 22)
Louis: DRAMA! ROARING LIONS! A MAN 
ABOUT TO HIT A GONNGGGG!
Kick: I like how ludicrously epic Justice are. 
Incredibly cinematic, too.
Louis: It’s pure muscle, isn’t it? Producers 
using compression to their example, 
everything as loud as everything else.
Kick: I still think they do that almost primal 
electro sound better than anyone – again, 
going back to their abilities as soundtrack 
composers (but their inhuman Satanic stuff  
is best).
Louis: Also the editing of each track is quite 
messy, rough-shod. It sounds druggy and 
sleazy in a way that differentiates it from  
a lot of other dance music.

also considered, hotly debated 

Battles: Mirrored (Warp)
Various: Ed Recs Vol 1 (Ed Banger)
Dizzee Rascal: Maths And English (XL)
Jeffrey Lewis: 12 Crass Songs (Rough Trade)
Om: Pilgrimage (Southern Lord)
Earth: Hibernaculum (Southern Lord)
Kanye West: Graduation (Mercury)
Various: After Dark (Italians Do It Better)
Gogol Bordello: Super Taranta! (Sideonedummy) 
Robert Wyatt: Comicopera (Domino)
The Royal We: The Royal We (Geographic)
Scout Niblett: This Fool Can Die Now (Too Pure)
Ultralyd: Conditions For A Piece Of Music (Rune Grammofon)
Electrelane: No Shouts No Calls (Too Pure)
Chrome Hoof: Pre-Emptive False Rapture (Southern)
Various: Box Of Dub (Soul Jazz)
Pissed Jeans: Hope For Men (Sub Pop)
Taken By Trees: Open Field (Rough Trade)
Gowns: Red State (Upset The Rhythm)
1990s: Cookies (Rough Trade)
Big Business: Here Come The Waterworks (Hydra Head)
Patrick Wolf: The Magic Position (Universal)
Infinite Livez: Art Brut Fe De Yoot (Big Dada)
Various: Topography Of Chance (Sonic Arts Network)
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Frances: When I was reviewing it I was hitting 
a puritanical streak and couldn’t quite get 
there. I found its good time profoundly un-
good, its psychedelia profoundly staid, but  
I also found it as a whole totally Pavlovian – 
which means I got off on it while not liking it!
Everett: Is this prog-dance?
Frances: It is soft-rock dance.
Louis: Prog-dance is cosmic disco.
Everett: I was about to say I don’t like this, 
but I’m digging those squelchalicious synths.
Frances: See! Pavlovian!! It will get you in 
the end!

Herman Düne
Giant (Source Etc)
“Every track is a witty trek with classic, 
bearded chaps discerning the world in a 
funky fashion. Oh, and its fragile beauty 
absolutely incinerates the heart!” (Shane 
Moritz, Plan B 17)
Everett: Um. This record has so soundtracked 
my year, it’s difficult to talk about it.
Louis: I remember seeing the video for  
‘I Hope That I Will See You Soon’ and thinking 
”Woah! They’ve gone pop”. I always slightly 
preferred their stark Palace Brothers moments.
Everett: No way, dude. Their stark Palace 
moments belong to a stark Palace past. This 
ebullient, joyful – yet wistful and strangely 
nostalgic – sound belongs to an ebullient, 
joyful – yet wistful and nostalgic – present.
Kick: They often use quite colourful 
instrumentation,though not lots of it, so  
it’s more a clever accessory or accent, as 
opposed to a fancy dress costume.
Frances: One of my discoveries of 2007.
Everett: Each time a song finishes I’m like,  
it can’t get any better…and then it does! 
Every time! Their lyrics are a lot of on-the-
road experiences, but refreshingly angular.
Louis: Yeah, the lyrics are pretty key – they 
have a nice mix of hope and melancholy.  
Live, you can really just sit and listen, for 45 

minutes, and you won’t get bored once, 
because they unfold nicely.
Kick: Why are the Düne more happy now? 
Everett: The Düne have always been happy: 
It’s just that they enjoy melancholy.

LCD Soundsystem
Sound Of Silver (DFA)
“Somehow they manage to combine being 
the most zeitgeisty band in the world with 
a slightly buffoonish grotesquery that itself 
is full of charm because it is so entirely 
supplanted by the inexorable appeal of the 
hooks and beats.” (Miss AMP, Plan B 19)
Kick: Second record. Proper Album.
Frances: Songs about life. Pianos. New Order. 
Poignancy. Fewer bangers.
Louis: You can play spot the references all 
day – but LCD do an exceptional job of 
recontextualising their influences, and  
there is an awful lot of heart in this record.
Kick: He started off using his clever lyrics to 
make people think he is cool. Now he uses 
them to make us warm to him. (Neat, huh?) 
Everett: This is very early Eighties, ain’t it?  
Or is it late Eighties? Or…wait, 2002?
Kick: It shows you can grow up in the insta-
fame internet age and still go on to become 
fully-rounded. So many artists thrown up and 
swallowed or forgotten about in the  
last few years…
Frances: It manages to be immense and 
intimate at the same time. But he hasn’t 
learnt the art of ambiguity that makes his 
influences more interesting than him. He 
always has to PUSH THE POINT HOME.
Everett: I saw New Order’s first ever gig, 
y’know. (Whatever!) They sounded like  
Joy Division.

High On Fire
Death Is This Communion (Relapse)
“Man alive, does it ever sound massive…
you can hardly imagine the result being 

closer to the vertical-axe battle fantasies in 
their collective head. One of the more 
celebratory – and celebration-worthy – 
things to happen in metal in recent times.” 
(Noel Gardner, Plan B 26)
Frances: It was a good year for metal. A lot of 
stuff came out that was of a very high quality. 
Everett: This clearly rocks – and that’s all  
I ever require from my rock. That it ROCKS.
Frances: High On Fire were one of the bands 
who crossed over in the sense that loads of 
non-metal people like them. Why? Because 
they have good songs, I guess and good 
energy and and – and – RIFFS – FUCK YEAH!
Everett: Cos indie kids sometimes forget how 
much fun it is to ROCK!
Frances: High On Fire had a particular impact 
cos essentially they sound like Motörhead 
and loads of other good classic stuff, but 
also soup it up in an intense way – like 
hypermetal. Their live shows are insane fun.
Louis: Southern Lord are partially responsible 
for pushing metal beyond its traditional 
boundaries – something to do with the arty 
edge, the aesthetic, seems to make it work 
outside of the traditional metal enclaves.
Frances: But also this is what you might call 
Proper Metal. It’s pretty vintage.
Kick: I always associate metal with anger, but 
David tells me that’s not the case at all. Even 
if it sounds extremely miffed.
Frances: Yeah, David is right. At a High On 
Fire gig everyone is smiling. And drunk. It’s  
a real release for me. Since I got older I’ve 
noticed people at noise and indie gigs either 
not throwing themselves around or being 
really self-conscious about it, but at metal 
shows no one gives a fuck.

Dirty Projectors
Rise Above (Rough Trade)
“At times, you glimpse a flash of the Black 
Flag originals, somewhere through the 
undergrowth; more often, though, this is 

uncharted territory. The rules of 
songwriting as we know it don’t apply 
here.” (Emily Bick, Plan B 25)
Kick: As namechecked by 2007’s 
breakthrough band Battles as the best on  
the scene…
Louis: Just to reiterate, Rise Above is the 
band’s attempt to recreate the whole of 
Black Flag’s Damaged from memory.
Everett: Whoa. Why?
Kick: To see what happened. And what 
happened was fucking magical.
Everett: You’d have thought he’d have done  
a better job of being more faithful then… 
or wasn’t he trying to be?
Frances: David Longstreth is a conceptual 
kinda guy. He doesn’t do anything ‘properly’.
Louis: It’s wonky Afro-pop, easily distracted. 
Sorta really amazingly proficient and all 
raggedy-ass messy at the same time.
Frances: They are great at emotional  
peaks and troughs and explosions of joyful 
singing. Great, great, great live band. 
Wonderful vocalists.
Louis: I just love the girls singing, “I know  
it’ll be OK/I got a six pack in me alright”.  
Like I wrote in the Jeff Lewis [who did his 
own Crass covers album] review I think it’s  
a massive compliment to the songs that you 
can do ‘em so different and they still work.
Frances: But really, I do actually think they’ve 
done something original here.
Everett: I don’t know the original, surprisingly  
– Black Flag were always too macho for  
me, and I never caught them live. This is 
excellently askew, though.
Kick: See, I could never connect with Black 
Flag either, but I liked the idea of them, the 
spirit. So I almost feel like he’s freed that – for 
me, at least. The kind of determined despair 
– “We’re fighting a war we can’t win” 
chimes harder ‘cause it’s softer – but not just 
in some lame make-the-angry-song-sad way. 
It’s still defiant, just beautiful, too.
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I am trying to remember this musical year truthfully, 
and in sequence. But it didn’t really work like that: 
things happened simultaneously and overlapping 
and pretty fast. I was two places at once, sometimes 
three, in a number of guises – musician, promoter, 
friend – as well as editor and journalist. From 
Palimpsest Festival to incongruous pub gig to art 
gallery to practice space; from tape delay to mouth-
bows to psalteries to re-fitted Casios; from whispers 
to screams…come November, I am tired: burnt out 
with noise and the chase to capture the moment.  
It’s time to listen to the things I brought home, to  
see what stands up in the still of winter and solitude 
once the energy of doing is dissipated. 

The DIY take on experimental and improvised 
music often suffers from a disparity between ideas 
and execution, especially on record, but Motor 
Ghost’s A Gold Chain Round Her Breast, doesn’t 
disappoint on either count – as you might expect 
from Alex Neilson and Ben Reynolds. A very limited 
vinyl on new London-based label Dancing Wayang, 
Gold Chain is brooding cosmic junkyard of clatter, 
feedback, squawk and skronk. Reynolds is a 
brilliantly textural noise guitarist, one of the few 
who understand that it’s about much more than 
sheer volume. Neilson’s drumming is as luminous  
as ever, and the album concludes with his shivery, 
Anne Briggs-ish vocal on the traditional ‘Leaves Of 

Life’. I fucking hate the Mojo-
tastic word ‘timeless’ but this 
record has about it the feel of 
something that’ll last. 

Chris Hladowski’s release 
under the name The Family 
Elan has a similarly time-bent 
loveliness, indicating that the 
demise of Scatter, the Glasgow 
free-folk collective he founded 
with Neilson, has also been  
the starting point for some 
beautiful solo manoeuvres. 
Stare Of Dawn is a collection 
of drone-based songs whose 
tension lies in Hladowski’s 

layering of sharp-edged strings, both bowed and 

plucked. There are hints of Sufi and Rembetika 
music, filtered through a British folk rock sound 
reminiscent of Robin Williamson or the Third Ear 
Band. Hanna Tuulikki provides hushed flute and 
recorder and John Cavanagh’s production ensures 
that every scrape of bow or slide of finger hits like 
earthy percussion, rendering State Of Dawn both 
cold-water exhilarating and darkly melancholy.

Hladowski’s vintage-voiced sister Stephanie 
released her first recordings of traditional songs  
this year on excellent Yorkshire label Singing Knives, 
home also to McWatt’s self-titled debut. Sarah 
McWatt and Seth Bennett’s double bass, flute  
and accordion compositions took a while to hit 
home, but when they did, I was glad I’d persevered. 
McWatt is slow-burning and starkly moving:  
part sea shanty pamphlet, part hymnal, part  

folk-influenced classical music, with a touch of Dirty 
Three’s raw romanticism. 

Part Wild Horse’s Mane On Both Sides 
opened a long noise/folk bill I played on a few 
months back: Kelly Jones and Pascal Nichols, 
interlocking rhythmic, mischievous flute with subtle 
drums. The whole thing had a great lopsided groove 
to it, infectious like very early Kraftwerk. Afterwards, 
Kelly gave me a lovely mini CD-R of tracks the duo – 
now based in Lyon – recorded in the French 
Pyrenees, Saint Jean De Couz. Without the drums, 
the Kraftwerk comparison is less apt, but it’s  
a spooked, delicate recording, hard to place 
temporally or geographically, and deceptively naïve 
and listenable. www.myspace.com/rayonrecs

Over in the noise corner, another nomadic 
recording came from John Clyde-Evans, ex-Hood 
member who’s also released under his Sikh name 
Tirath Singh Nirmala. Recorded in Jalandhar, India, 
Apetal Thunderfall is a miniaturist, on-the-move 
affair, with fluttering, frenetic textures that drill deep 
into the skin. It’s hard to listen to, quietly high-end 
and jittery and mosquito-like, but fans of fevered, 
microbial noise-states should give it a go. 

Meanwhile, Matthew Bower put out some 
Sunroof! records and they were reassuringly, 
sickmakingly batshit and beautiful as ever. Title  
of the year goes, of course, to Panzer Division  
Lou Reed on VHF, but Spitting Gold Zebras is the  
one I’ve listened to most. It kicks off with that 
signature shimmer, but heads downwards from 
Bower’s usual treble attack into the cavernous noise 
more associated with his Hototogisu releases. Violin 
from Burning Star Core’s C Spencer Yeh scribbles 
harmonic sigils around the edge of a guitar 
maelstrom given further weight by Vibracathedral 
Orchestra’s Mick Flower, and the album closes  
with a power electronics coda of grind, whistle  
and buzzsaw drone. A more varied album than 
predecessors operating strictly from the ecstatic 
high-end, Spitting Gold Zebras is a rewarding all-
angles assault that sees Bower continue his quest 
for beautiful obliteration. I’ve a feeling I might be 
needing it over the festive period.

illuminations 
Words: Frances Morgan 
Illustration: Richard Forbes-Hamilton

Rummaging under the radar for 2007’s wyrd  
British classics

Motor Ghost: A Gold Chain Round Her Breast (Dancing Wayang)
The Family Elan: Stare Of Dawn (Locust)
McWatt: McWatt (Singing Knives)
Part Wild Horse’s Mane On Both Sides: Saint Jean de Couz (Rayon) 
John Clyde-Evans: Apetal Thunderfall (Digitalis Industries)
Sunroof!: Spitting Gold Zebras (Bottrop Boy)

It’s time to listen to 
the things I brought 
home with me
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2007 was all about consolidation for me. Or was  
it reassurance? It wasn’t that I gave up on searching 
for new sounds. More that there was such an 
abundance of reissues from my formative musical 
period (1978-1981, roughly) that they sometimes 
seemed to overwhelm the opposition.

Three albums stood out above all else – and  
no, I’m not talking about the trio of Joy Division 
reissues, all repackaged to include live sets and 
oddities, as fine as they were, cos I still won’t allow 
that band’s music in my house. The three albums  
I’m referring to were cornerstones of my listening 
pleasure back then, and remain so now. First, 
Young Marble Giants’ immaculate sole album, 
1980’s Colossal Youth, repackaged by Domino  
with such care (and an unlooked-for bonus album)  
it almost made me cry with happiness. You could 
draw parallels between Young Marble Giants’  
hurt, worried alienation and the dark sound of  
Joy Division, but YMGs were never claustrophobic  
– the clear, pure beauty of Alison Statton’s voice  
saw to that. Then there was Pylon – female-fronted 
contemporaries of ESG from Athens, Georgia – with 
their wonderful, minimal 1980 dance party debut 
album Gyrate , reissued by DFA as Gyrate Plus and 
sounding absolutely contemporary right here, right 
now. Finally, The Slits’ second studio album, the 
wildly experimental and downright fun Return Of 

The Giant Slits, overlooked at the 
time because it wasn’t…well, it 
wasn’t (debut album) Cut.

There was an excellent double 
CD set, Live At The Roxy…, 
capturing Wire at the peak of 
punk’s energy and inventiveness – 
sharp, angular punctuation points 
of songs, topped by Colin 
Newman’s abrasive, sarcastic 
voice – and some welcome  
Bristol scene (circa 1979) reissues, 
courtesy of labels like LTM  
and Overground. We’re talking 
funk deconstructionists The 
Transmitters, Diagram 

Brothers’ dissonant, jagged post-punk and  

the independent overlords themselves, The  
Pop Group, with their earth-shaking debut Y.  
Y came out in May 1979 and attempted, with  
no prior musical experience but plenty of musical 
knowledge, to head-butt punk’s simplified musical 
palette into a multicultural late 20th Century. It 
failed, not through lack of attempt.

There was also a welcome reissue for 1980’s 
From Brussels With Love, which linked a 
formative New Order to the international avant-
garde; and also one for the compilation that 
(through no fault of its own) ended musical 
adventurism in the UK independent sector, Cherry 
Red’s budget-busting Pillows And Prayers. 

And let’s not forget the equally genius bands 
from the time that have been reissued, repackaged 
or just plain reassessed in 2007: Fire Engines with 
their pulsating Hungry Beat compilation of trebly, 
remorseless Scots pop, Dexys Midnight Runners 
with 1982’s timeless mega-album Too-Rye-Ay, 
Subway Sect and a very strange re-recording 
indeed, the wonky and loveable 1978 Now, Dead 
Kennedys, Pere Ubu, et al…

An album that didn’t come from that era but 
could have done was Life Without Buildings’ 
wonderful Live At The Annandale Hotel (recorded  
in Australia in December 2002), with its semi-sung 
stream-of-consciousness vocals like Claire Grogan 
caught in the post-punk crossfire. Taut, functional, 
intricate, left-of-centre indie – but it’s singer Sue 
Tompkins that lifts them into the realms of the 
extraordinary: babbling, wide-eyed, startled at  
her own power and revelling in it.

There was also a plethora of new gems. German 
label Trikont’s New Urban Folk summed up the 
anti-folk zeitgeist just as I decided it needed to be 
entirely redefined for the UK. Ex-Concretes singer 
Victoria Bergsman’s Taken By Trees’ debut album 
Open Fields was haunted by fragile bells and 
fulsome girl group harmonies. The Royal We’s  
self-titled debut was as magical as even early  
Go-Go’s. “The world would be all wrong if Everett 
True wasn’t into The Royal We,” commented label  
boss, Geographic’s Stephen Pastel. Absolutely.

Elsewhere, ex-Blurt man and deranged sax-
player Ted Milton’s measured, rather unsettling 
Odes was simply wonderful, and ex-Silverfish dude 
Chris P performed a charming slide into the avant-
garde side of dance with his Giant Paw. There  
was Acolytes Action Squad, with their murky, 
meticulous, zoological rock album Winkle Time, and 
all-female pan-Continental experimentalists Ništa 
Nije Ništa, whose 4 Wolves Attack channelled the 
spirit of dada, Faust, early Raincoats, proto-feminist 
improvisers Julie Tippett and Lindsay Cooper, anti-
globalisation and a whole mess of humour into one 
dynamite whole. And let’s not forget anything the 
awesome Sonic Arts Network chose to release… 

minimal returns 
Words: Everett True 
Illustration: Ben Newman

Grooving once more to the stripped-down sounds 
of post-punk and no wave’s heroes and heroines

Young Marble Giants: Colossal Youth (Domino)
Pylon: Gyrate (DFA)
Wire: Live At The Roxy (Pink Flag)
Various: From Brussels With Love (LTM)
The Pop Group: Y (Rhino)
Life Without Buildings: Live At The Annandale Hotel (Gargleblast)

The Pop Group 
attempted to head-
butt punk’s simplified 
musical palette into a 
multicultural late 20th 
Century
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Asobi Seksu
The Luminaire, London
Do you remember, when you were a child, 
that sensation of spinning round and 
round, as fast as you could, until you fell 
down and collapsed in laughter? And  
you didn’t know it then, but when you 
grew up, this is what falling in love  
would feel like, giddy, ecstatic, butterflies 
in your stomach and exhilaration in  
your heart. 

That, to me, distilled, was the sound 
that bands like My Bloody Valentine and 
Lush ached to attain – the tension between 
relentless searing sound and blissed-out 
sugarpop, sweet and sour, male and 
female, yin and yang. 

After an eternity that looks suspiciously 
like a last-minute soundcheck, a plume  
of fairground organ rises from the stage, 
followed by the strangled jangle of a highly 
processed guitar. A grinning young man 
starts walloping the drum kit like a gorilla 

in a suit. I’m not quite prepared for just 
how huge, expansive, almost deafeningly 
LOUD they are, but Yuki’s ethereal voice 
floats over sheets of fractal guitar like  
a silver spaceship. This tiny, doll-like 
woman, fingers moving so fast I can’t  
even see, head thrown back with  
a euphoric smile, hanging onto her  
synth like she’s surfing a wave of  
feedback, desperation, longing and  
then release.

Every time I think they can’t possibly 
sound bigger, they up another notch, 
shivering tremolo, samples of swooping 
strings like cat noises. James slashes at his 
guitar, ferociously abusing his 12-string 
with such abandon he accidentally rips  
out its tailpiece. 

For the finale, the curtains of feedback 
part for a version of Spector’s wall of sound 
classic ‘Then He Kissed Me’ so blisteringly 
pretty it’d make The Jesus And Mary 
Chain’s ears bleed.

And if I close my eyes, I’m a child again, 
spinning faster and faster until I fall down 
in a pillow of musical bliss.
Fiona Fletcher

Michael Gira
Water Rats, London
Michael Gira appears like an avuncular 
clean-living American, his shirtsleeves and 
close-cropped hair making him seem like 
an operative from some kind of agency  
or corporation. That’s the noir-referencing 
version; in fact, Gira’s in the sweltering 
back room of the Water Rats, revelling in 
the heat and insisting that the lights be 
turned up and the air conditioning off 
during his set. 

He has just a guitar and one of the 
most powerful voices around, a gravelly 
rasp shot through with an integrity that 
adds a sinister depth to the commanding 
power of his misanthropy, aided in 
throatiness by a fortnight of touring.  

That sound keeps the capacity crowd 
spellbound though songs which include  
a selection from his overpowering new  
disc (as Angels Of Light) We Are Him – and 
when he bellows,“I am the god of this 
fucking land”, it’s easy to picture Gira as 
the unmoved mover – and a very calm, 
very angry one at that.
Richard Fontenoy

Heavy Trash
93 Feet East, London
The room is like a Brylcreem oil-slick, 
packed from wall to bar with bequiffed 
greasers and their gingham-dressed 
dames, evidence that rockabilly never 
really died but – like so many other youth 
cultures after their time – merely grew  
ever more selective in its appeal. 

Onstage, Jon Spencer has ditched the 
Bellbottoms, crooning lovetalk into the mic 
as his band – headed by Matt Verta-Ray, 
whose Speedball Baby prove him as keen 

all the rage 
Words: James William Hindle 
Photography: Brian Sweeney

The Royal We
Stereo, Glasgow
As far as farewells go, The Royal We’s last ever 
gig was as equal parts excitement and anti-
climax as their self-titled album. In the last 
year or so, their name became synonymous  
on the Glasgow scene with low-key shows, 
indie cred and – more pertinently – alleged 
swansongs; the first of which I seem to recall 
being at Nice’n’Sleazy’s some seven or eight 
months previous. 

But that was before they snared 
nationwide attention in the last few months  
– a rise which resulted in a handful of shows 
around the country, organised to coincide 
with their first (and final) record, an infusion 

of Orange Juice, Britpop’s Nineties heyday  
and the homespun charm of K Records. 
Released on Stephen Pastel’s Geographic 
imprint, and coming in at a mere 20 minutes,  
it never outstayed its welcome. To play your 
last show on the day of said album’s release 
may seem like a grand punk rock, fuck-you 
statement. Unfortunately, it was ultimately 
more of an awkward limp sideways than any 
kind of summation of their DIY raison d’etre.

Taking the stage after an hour or so of 
nothing much, they’re garlanded with pretty 
unanimous applause. Nobody looks to be 
having much fun, though. The atmosphere is 
stilted, with all five bandmates choosing not 
to interact with each other or the audience.  
It takes till the end of the first song for the 
sound to level out, and by ‘Three’s A Crowd’ 
the crowd is starting to catch a glimpse of the 
magic the press has waxed over. 

The single ‘All The Rage’ gets 200 heads 
bobbing, but it seems their songs, as catchy  
as they may be, often don’t go anywhere – or 
crash to a halt on the way. And maybe that’s 
what The Royal We will be remembered for, 
in the end: as a band, a bunch of misfits; 
almost-cool kids playing to almost-cool 
people, but with enough tunes and as much 
savvy to realise that through (one would have 
thought) cleverly-planned PR, a little legend 
can be born out of very little substance. 

The sixth and concluding song trundles to 
an end, and singer Jihae Simmons falls to the 
ground. But it’s not so much a total collapse as 
a tired flop on a sofa, and with those 15 final 
minutes of infamy, the band disappear under 
the weight of their self-made myth. 

We’ll never know what The Royal We  
could have been, had they given themselves 
more time.

A little legend can be born 
out of very little substance
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and twisted a devotee of rock’s darker 
corners as Jon – swing their double-bass 
boosted boogie, an itchy riot of shuffle, 
bustle and hustle not too far removed from 
Blues Explosion’s combustions. 

Heavy Trash, for all the full-throttle 
ramalama coursing through their veins, are 
a slightly gentler affair, swapping JSBX’s 
carnal thrust for a more chivalrous and 
romantic approach, keening barber-shop 
poesies wreathed in twang and holler.

This isn’t to say they don’t still rock like 
demons, mind, Verta-Ray and Spencer 
shooting switchblade grins throughout 
‘They Were Kings’, a lusty salute to garage 
rock kindred spirits through the ages. By 
the set’s end, Spencer and Verta-Ray have 
invited buddies from the audience to jive 
and rock alongside them. The party’s not 
limited to the stage, however, as the 
several hundred beehives and cowlicks 
nod and sway in syncopated unison. 
Stevie Chick

get acquainted
Plan B assimilates the best support bands 
our operatives encounter in their travels

Ólöf Arnalds plays in a bookstore, from the 
mezzanine; we gaze upwards, enthralled. Violin 
and acoustic entwine and unravel beneath a voice 
that’s part-girl, part-woman, all-angel – yet she’s as 
strong as she is sweet, with songs more painterly 
than picturesque. www.12tonar.is (LaS) 
Beards 2000’s day-glo retro mollusc outfits aren’t 
even the half of it. Devo basslines and bullish vocals 
turn the air blue while their creators hop from 
instrument to instrument and the world struggles  
to stand still around them. And not one of them  
has a beard. www.myspace.com/beards2000 (HA) 
The International light up the winter twilight  
with the cannon-like precision of Shellac, terrifying 
organ sounds and some serious trouser flares. 
Scouse prophecies which include admonitory 
screams of “Don’t do that lad…I will bounce you” 

come over like Ricky Tomlinson channeling The Fall. 
www.myspace.com/dasinternational (LiS) 
Like the best piratical rockout marauders, Owlls 
don’t let a little booze spilled among them (or all 
over the stage) intrude. Instead, they explode with 
high-kicking energy from under Luc Owll’s 
smokestack hair. www.myspace.com/owlls (RF)
Micah Blue Smaldone lives up to his old-timey 
name with intricate balladry of horses, lakes, lovers 
and roses, Willa Cather through a psych prism.  
One imagines him serenading pale girls ’neath  
the grain elevator while geese speak in tongues. 
www.northeastindie.com/micah (FM) 
Stars Of Sunday League divides his time between 
playing in Emmy The Great’s clan and wowing 
antifolk acolytes solo. With his Scottish twang and 
heart attached to plaid sleeves you’ll shed a beer 
glass full of tears to his beautifully crafted songs. 
www.myspace.com/thestarsofsundayleague (SG) 

Hayley Avron, Richard Fontenoy, Spencer Grady, 
Frances Morgan, Lianne Steinberg, Lauren Strain

buzz around town 
Words: Melissa Bradshaw 
Photography: Simon Fernandez

Shape Of Broad Minds/Flying Lotus
Bush Hall, London
With its chandeliers and high ceilings and 
pictures of Amy Winehouse, with its cosy bar 
space and plush balcony and big big speakers 
right by the stage, Bush House is totally the 
wrong venue for Flying Lotus. 

There is some nice floor bass coming up 
through my shoes, sure, but what of the top 
end? It’s just a fuzzy wall. Fortunately, Flying 
Lotus brims with will, and soul, and vim.  
He twiddles knobs with a stylish flick of the 
elbow, peers into his laptop, and sets off on  
an adventure of digital trickery. Bleeps and 
burbles issue forth and mutate. Madlib is 
dancing with Man Parrish. 

Next, some kind of gangsta jig blows up  
in the mix, heavying the groove, its melodies 
gone gloriously gloopy in the funked out 
weight of Flylo’s hand. Hip hop gets twisted, 
but this is no macabre psychosis. This is more 
like a warp five gospel of the mind. The beat 
grows into a heavy, layered 4/4 and there  
are armies marching in my head. 

Soon there’s a whole hooting, cavorting 
jungle in there. But something is missing:  
 the inspired details that – along with an 
instinct for stretching musical structures to 
their outermost limits – makes Flying Lotus  
so unique. The hall of nerdy backpackers  
isn’t moving. Flylo knows the sound is shite.  
His attitude sets in, he can’t give a fuck 
anymore, and within seven minutes is playing 
a horrible Daft Punk track. The next day, I hear 
about how great his gig later that night at 
Gramaphone was. I hate wrong venues.

Jneiro Jarel – frontman of Shape Of Broad 
Minds (and the head behind such pseudonyms 
as Dr Who Dat) – has a three-piece band and 
runs through a selection from his oeuvre. This 
means we get the full range of his jazz and 
funk references. Without being embraced  
by them. Because the sound is still shite, and 
the mic is too low. He’s moving his body into 
his words like he’s believing what he’s saying  
– but we can’t believe. We can’t hear. 

This is when my MC friend from New York 
bounds up to the soundman saying something 
like, “If you can’t hear it neither can I!” And 
then, somehow, things get warmer, and the 
geeks are even swaying a bit. Jarel does his 
beautifully melancholic deconstructed gospel 
duet with Deborah Jordan, ‘Solo Underwater’. 
I put down my bags that I was about to leave 
with and order another whisky. If only it 
wasn’t a little bit too late. 

A warp five gospel 
of the mind
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Release The Bats
Forum, London
Kicking off ATP’s Halloween extravaganza, 
Release The Bats, are Fuck Buttons – 
inner-space noise cosmonauts in the 
mould of Black Dice. They’re the sound  
of a stethoscope pressed against an alien 
womb, but I like the way Andrew Hung and 
Ben Power groove like they can hear beats 
we can’t – or maybe they’re just teaching 
us the right moves for these neon pulses 
and gastric gurgles. 

Deerhunter struggle for me, a little: 
vocalist Bradford Cox, stood awkwardly to 
attention, is an arresting presence, but 
their slant on Nineties shoegaze can’t fill 
this hall, and that stuff should always be 
played dipping into the red. 

Black Lips, by contrast, are a pastiche, 
but such a good one – pop a dollar in them 
and I half believe their ribcages would light 
up to reveal a belly-full of jukebox seven-
inches, The Gories and The Beach Boys,  
the Sonics and The Monkees. They’re 

sweeter than I imagined, more classic,  
less rowdy, and the tracks from Good Bad 
Not Evil gleam. 

The final band for me tonight are  
Liars, who in many ways become the 
perfect Halloween act: the most mordant 
of parties, a bone-clanking cavalcade to 
make like you’re dead to. I still swoon  
to their quiet side, the gaunt pleas of  
‘Drum Takes A Glimpse’. But this crowd of 
vampires and zombies want “blood, blood, 
blood”, and as ‘Broken Witch’ climbs onto 

spindly legs and races through the crowd 
in a wave of jerking limbs and shaking 
bones, that’s exactly what they get.
Louis Pattison

The Sticks
The Good Ship, Kilburn
Whoa, how do you describe this? A buddy 
says, ”Really early Pavement, but way 
more shambles’n’scuzzed up”. Listen to 
my buddy for what I say is neither wisdom 
nor logic, cos The Sticks are logic defied, 

days and nights with…Miss AMP 
Words: Miss AMP 
Efterklang Photography: Ronan Thenadey

Our woman in Stockholm takes on 
the elf boys and sexy dads, and wins 

You see them in London, often, especially in 
Shoreditch. Damn immigrants. Taking our  
jobs (in second-hand clothes shops). Stealing 
our (hipster) men. And their faces are weird!  
They have cheekbones. And their hair is  
funny too. It’s all yellow. And they have,  
you know, accents. Well, fuck ‘em. Two can 
play at that game. I’m going over there.  
Take their jobs. Steal their indie boys. See  
how they like it. Brace yourself, Sweden.  
I’m coming in!

It’s a good country, this one, as in goody-
two-shoes. London office workers find 
themselves pub-bound most lunchtimes: here, 
they en masse go to the gym. The smoking  
ban has been in place forever and nobody 
gives a shit: gigs end at 10.15, and booze  
costs two hundred thousand million pounds  
a glass, so nobody’s really drinking. And 
drugs? There are drugs, of course, but it’s  
not the done thing. It’s not like that pub in 
Hackney were you can get a pill and a pint  
for a fiver. House parties aren’t crawling with 

dead-eyed teens all freaked out on handfuls 
of gay abandon K-speed-acid-pills cocktails. 
Temps don’t roll into work with tales of nights 
watching strippers while sweating on crack. 
And nobody seems to know anybody who’s 
gone a bit mental on booze and pills and 
destroyed their entire friendship circle  
in a matter of months. O London! How  
I miss thee! 

But anyway. Let’s stop eulogising the  
old, and start celebrating the new. Plan B  
want a gig diary, and so, untimely ripp’d  
from the pages of my journal: 

“First stop, Efterklang. There were 
trombones, lights, men in cream coloured 
uniforms, a joyous cacophony. I trembled on 
the back step, head nuzzled in beer, horsenose 
in nosebag. Swedes stood all around, lumps of 
snuss tucked into their forelips, brown ooze 
dribbling over molars, oh, god, kiss me. And so 
my intro to Stockholm indie nightlife begins. 
Elf boys. Pixie girls. Sexy dads. Hurdy gurdy.

Another day, another gig: local heroes 
Heaviness drape scarves of feedback across 
the audience at the anarchist café; then,  
a week later, Liars’ Angus channelling Nick 

Cave in an all-white suit with a silken 
waistcoat. Angus fascinates, and it’s the 
feminine touches that do it; shaking his 
shoulders and thorax like a trannyhooker 
bellydancer; striding to the edge of the stage 
to pull his shirt high for a photograph; white 
fishgut gleaming, then, gone. But, no ‘Room 
On The Broom’; no ‘Broken Witch’? Throw me 
some sugar, Angus; give this dog a bone! 

Arcade Fire aren’t like that. Arcade Fire 
roll out their gilt-rococo noise banquet and lay 
that shit down like a red carpet, motherfucker. 
You want to tumble and snuffle till you’re 
covered in cake, and they let you do that.  
This is a generous show: ‘Rebellion’, ‘Lies’  
and ‘Tunnels’ all in a row; this is the brightest 
xylophone, the loudest drum, the most 
bellowing and delirious of harmonies. Whole 
families of goosebumps romp along my 
forearms, nest behind my knees.”

The music, you see: that doesn’t change. 
Serve it with expensive beer and antiseptic 

venues; borne on platters by high-cheekboned 
Swedo beauties in too-tight jeans and pointy 
shoes and no sense of irony. Drench it with  
the loneliness of a new town, season with the 
isolation of the non-native speaker. It will 
always taste the same: kind of earthy, and 
chewy, and pretty, and interesting. At least, 
that’s what I’m telling myself, till I settle in. 

O London! 
How I miss thee!
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The Sticks are new reasoning, radiant 
syntax’n’sound calamity.  What I say is, 
”Sounds like rat-a-tat-tat ruptured-rhythm 
junkshop hit-athon”, what I say is, ”Feels 
like half-brick tenderness”. Or, ”Sounds 
like percussion concussion cheap drum 
thwack-attack with guitar tuned by dial-up 
screech”. Or, ”Feels like being in shark 
cage with a maco coming straight  
for yer”. 

What I say doesn’t matter, it won’t 
ready you and it can’t steady you. It’s the 

wrongness you know gone full circle to 
pure rightness, it’s falling off too-fast bike 
and the joy of scabbed knee, it’s the brain-
spasm metallic fizz of licking 9V batteries. 
It’s The Sticks…
Dave Rowlinson

Trentemøller
The Forum, London
Maybe I trusted Trentemøller too far.
Despite my aversion to electronic producers 
performing with live bands, I felt someone 

as smart as Anders Trentemøller would 
know how to use live instruments to 
enhance, rather than muddy, his material. 
And occasionally they do: Henrik Vibskov’s 
guitar brings great tension to ‘Vamp’; and 
a gloriously stretched-out ‘Snowflake’,  
all heady peaks and blissful shallows, 
benefits from snappy percussion. But 
mostly the live stuff is dispensable, little 
embellishments buried in the mix.

Others brought misguided 
preconceptions, too. I overhear a crew  

in the toilets who stocked up on MDMA for 
the occasion, anticipating a full-on rave. 
Personally, I expected frosty atmospherics; 
and for two-thirds of the set that’s what  
we get. But then the Forum dramatically 
erupts to the strains of ‘Always Something 
Better’ and ‘Moan’, and as this 
unpredictable figure demonstrates  
again his micro-mastery of build-ups  
and breakdowns, everyone here, in their 
own way, is proved right – and also wrong.
Robin Wilks

magic beat 
Words: Lauren Strain 
Photography: Barrie Thompson

YACHT
Charlie’s, Manchester
You think you’ve forgotten how to have fun. 
Maybe you’re one of those people who’ve 
been closeted in the least popular section  
of the library for days, shunning all human 
contact not because you’re just so enthralled 
by your 9,000 words but because you simply 
can’t remember how to interact with other 
sentient beings. Maybe you’ve just received 
terrible news over the phone; maybe  
you’re already absurdly inebriated at 10pm. 
Members of each of these categories are 
present this evening. Outside, the Friday  
night populace is vomiting, collectively. Inside, 
a Chinese toy cat happily salutes your entry 
and there’s a handwritten note pinned to the 
merch stall that reads ”50 per cent off with 
proof of a terminal disease, or adult braces!” 
Welcome, audience, to SALVATION.

YACHT is Jona Bechtolt, a floppy-mopped 
Portlander frequently mistaken for a boy of 
13; a nerdy livewire, a wholly adorable DIY 
popper. He used to be in The Blow, but the 
only person who cares is the girl who keeps 
asking if they both, y’know, ever sexed. He 
patches together chunky frames of amateur 

video to record never-ending tours (tonight, 
he presses ‘play’ and sends the projector 
bombing through 3,000 photographs 
documenting 2007 in 90 seconds), provides 
remix and production duties to the likes of 
Architecture In Helsinki, Little Wings and  
Mt Eerie and supposedly finds time to breathe 
on enough occasions per day to maintain  
a fully operational endocrine system. And  
he can move. While each shimmy is worthy  
of a 10-page instruction booklet, here’s an 
attempt at some Bechtolt staples you may 
wish to try at home: 

The Human Yo-Yo
Placing your right hand in front of you,  
raise your palm at a 90-degree angle to  
your wrist, much like a mime artist indicating  
that they are forever encased in a glass  
box. Emulate with left hand. Drop both  
to the floor, following through this 
downwards motion with the rest of  
your upper body. Immediately bound  
off elsewhere to a) fall over, b) have a  
fight with a chair, or c) approach the  
next move…

The Three-Tiered Hop
Employed during ‘So Post All ‘Em’, this  
appears to be a regular hop but requires 
special attention concerning the left leg 
which, with each jump of the right, levitates 
slightly higher. Follow with lasso action using 
your microphone wire, something you spent 
hours trying to achieve in junior school 
utilising a skipping rope but never felt the  
true mastery of until now.

The Über-Bounce, aka ‘Damage Furniture 
and Incur Charges’
Climb on to table. Jump repeatedly on table. 
Simultaneously, do not abandon the lyrics: 
shouts of good-natured rebellion, of looking 
after the things you love, of making-do  
and mending. Big-hearted beats, cartoon 
keyboards and a laptop full o’ booty combine 
to create rainbows until finale ‘See A Penny 
Pick It Up’ is sung in perfect synchro to the 
video (where Jona lumps around town dressed 
as an enormous cent that no one will touch – 
probably because there’s a gurning human 
inside it – ‘til his girlfriend ambles along and 
gives said penny a hug). 

YACHT’s message? Drink soda, hang with 
your friends ‘til 6am, screw essay deadlines 
and, next time you visit your local indie-poseur 
mecca, dance like this instead. Remember: no 
one ever forgets how to have fun. 

Each shimmy is  
worthy of a 10-page 
instruction booklet
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plan b presents: vialka
Our monthly residency continues with  
a show from two-piece turbofolk minstrel 
troupe Vialka. Support from Bristol’s fine 
Safetyword.
London Corsica Studios (February 20)

allez-allez xmas party
Top London minimal/cosmic/whatever 
promoters Allez-Allez continue the merry 
mashing of genres with a Xmas party 
featuring the mighty Glaswegian DJ duo 
Optimo, plus a live set from former Hot Chip 
man Grosvenor. www.allez-allez.co.uk
London Amersham Arms (December 
15)

oren ambarchi and stephen 
o’malley
London-based experimental doyens  
no.signal present a night of collaborations. 
Drone pioneers Ambarchi and O’Malley 
headline, with support from Osso Exotico 
and Z’Ev, Mark Wastell and Joachim 
Nordwell,Tetzui Akiyama and Herve 
Boghossian, plus DJ Sheikh Ahmed (Fail).
London Red Rose Club (December 11)

arctic monkeys
Popular sardonic janglers dispense sour 
witticisms and reject the trappings of fame 
and mass adoration at the following dates.
London Alexandra Palace (December 
8-9), Manchester Central (11-12), 
Aberdeen AECC (14-15)

atp vs pitchfork
ATP returns to Camber Sands with a bill 
picked by “influential webzine” Pitchfork. 
Ween, Sebadoh, Man Man, Dirty Projectors, 
Pissed Jeans, Caribou, Fuck Buttons, Glass 
Candy, Los Campesinos! and Of Montreal.
Camber Sands Pontins (May 9-11)

autolux
Nu-gazing Californians follow up a tour with 
Queens Of The Stone Age with a London 
show and a set at the Portishead ATP.
London ICA (December 6), Minehead 
ATP (7)

baba yaga's hut xmas 
spectacular
With Dead Kids, The Guillotines, Gallon 
Drunk and mystery DJs.
London Corsica Studios 
(December 19)

bearsuit
Norwich sorts extol the power of the ‘Foxy 
Boxer’ at the following dates.
London Enterprise (December 7), 
Chichester Inn (8), Cambridge Portland 
Arms (9), Norwich Arts Centre (10)

the chemical brothers
Tom and Ed play shows, possibly wearing 
Santa hats, before snuggling up with Lily 
Allen and gazing expectantly at the 
Christmas tree.
Manchester Apollo (December 6), 
Birmingham NIA (7), Glasgow SECC (8), 
Liverpool Aintree Pavilion (9), London 
Brixton Academy (13), London Brixton 
Academy (14), London Brixton 
Academy (15)

cherry ghost 
Heavenly Records rockers tour their Thirst  
For Romance.

Cardiff International Arena (December 
6), Birmingham NIA (8), Bournemouth 
International Centre (9), London 
Brixton Academy (11), London Brixton 
Academy (12), Brighton Centre (14)

chicken legs weaver/david 
cronenberg’s wife/larry 
pickleman/steve white and  
the lips
Sheffield eccentrics, with Antifolk support.
London 100 Club (January 17)

dan deacon
Baltimore laptop guerrilla gets right out 
there among ya with the pixel-rendered fruits 
of Spiderman Of The Rings. 
Glasgow Nice And Sleazy (December 
3), Edinburgh Cabaret Voltaire (4), 
Manchester Ruby Lounge (5), Liverpool 
Barfly (6), London The Dome (7)

explosions in the sky
Emotive shoescape soundgazing courtesy of 
those four stand-up guys from Austin, Texas. 
They’re curating an ATP too, with Broken 
Social Scene, Iron And Wine, Dinosaur Jr, 
Adem, Polvo, Animal Collective, A Hawk And 
A Hacksaw, Ghostface Killah and more.
Brighton Concorde (January 23), 
Bristol Anson Rooms (24), Dublin The 
Village (26), Glasgow Barrowlands 
(27), Manchester Academy (29), 
London Astoria (30), Minehead Butlins 
Holiday Centre (May 16-18)

gowns
Spooked Californians make their UK debut, 
in conjunction with the rerelease of their 
debut album Red State on Upset The Rhythm. 
kicking_k freaks over these dudes, serious. 
London Gramaphone (December 4), 
Manchester TBC (11), Glasgow 13th 
Note (13), Brighton Greenhouse  
Effect (14), London Old Operating 
Theatre (15)

gza
The Wu-Tang clansman performs Liquid 
Swords as part of Don’t Look Back.
London Koko (December 9)

happy mondays
Never one for a dignified retirement, Shaun 
and company grasp those melons and gurn 
once more for the town that spawned them.
Manchester Central (December 14)

richard hawley
Lugubrious Sheffield crooner tours in support 
of his second album for Mute, Lady’s Bridge.
Hull City Hall (February 2), Leicester  
De Montford Hall (11), York Opera 
House (18)

high on fire/pelican
Matt Pike’s ripped stoner barbarians gnash 
and roar their way through new Relapse 
release Death Is This Communion. 
Belfast Limelight (December 10), 
Dublin Whelans (11), Sunderland 
Independent (12), Glasgow Oran Mor 
(13), Bristol Cooler (14), Birmingham 
Barfly (15), Sheffield Corporation (16), 
London ULU (17)

the human league
Electro-pop pioneers spark up the coils and 
tape down a key for the people of Steel City.
Sheffield City Hall (December 7)

tour stories: CSS 
Interview: Louis Pattison

2007 was the year that CSS went global. What’s been the best place 
you’ve visited, and why?

“We have a list of favorite places that I could write a book about, 
but I’m going to name the one we wouldn’t have gone if it wasn’t for 
the band: New Zealand. We were there in January and it was magic. 
The black sand beach with turquoise sea was one of those special 
places that makes you see life in a different way.”

How have the band evolved to cope with life on the road? Have 
any members of the band taken to it particularly well/badly?

“I've loved to travel  since I was a child, so I can really see the good 
side. The ones with a girl or boyfriend tend to have a harder time.”

Please describe your van/bus/road vehicle.
“We had all kinds. We started with the worst bus in activity in the 

UK. But the most interesting vehicle was in the end of our tour with 
Gwen [Stefani]. We got this 12-hour ferry from Oslo to Helsinki, and it 
was like a cruise boat, full of drunken old Finnish couples. On the way, 
we weaved through the middle of thousand of small islands covered 
with rocks and trees, and this one house with a boat. God, I want to 
live in one of those one day – it’s so beautiful.”

Have you found time to record while on the road?
“We found time. Adri is a workaholic. For every book I read, he did 

a new song. We are getting it all together in the studio now – really, 
right now, I’m late!”

What’s the tape/CD that band/crew, etc bond over most/sing 
along to?

“Maya Rudolph or the National Anthem. Maya, we love you!”
Which place has had the most unexpected similarities to where 

you come from?
“Brazil is a huge collage of cultures. I was surprise how Eastern 

Europe cuisine and people’s physiognomy is close. Also, I’m from an 
Italian family and my first time there clarified several things about 
ourselves. Portugal is really like downtown Rio, but older.”

What’s the weirdest bill you’ve been on?
“In New Year's Eve we played in Tasmania, and as if this was not 

weird enough, we were right between a really popular Aussie pop  
act and a reggae band. We saw a dead wallaby in the road. Now  
I know that’s not a good sign.”

Have you ever found stowaways or refugees on the bus?
“No. I heard this happened to one band though…and the 

stowaway made it on the ferry from France to the UK…”
What’s the absolute worst debauchery you’ve seen the road 

reduce people to?
“Pete Doherty?”
What’s the worst injuries and/or illnesses (self-inflicted or 

otherwise) you’ve seen while touring?
“Most of us got sinusitis from a dusty old English bus. But that’s 

nothing. We get a little childish wild in some after parties. There was 
one I banged my head in the floor really bad after crowd surfing in 
the dancefloor. But this just remind me of Bonde’s Marina and her 
dislocated arm at the Pitchfork festival. That was 2006, but nothing 
similar has ever happened again. Thank God.”
(Iracema Trevisan, bass)

London Brixton Academy (December 3), Manchester Academy (4), Glasgow 
Academy (5), Bristol Academy (6), Birmingham Academy (7), Nottingham 
Rocky City (8), Dublin Olympia (10), Oxford Academy (11), Newcastle 
University (12), Keele University (13), Brighton Dome (14), Cambridge Corn 
Exchange (17), Liverpool Academy (18), Sheffield Leadmill (19), Portsmouth 
Pyramids (20).
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kings of leon
Rootin’ Tennessee bros tour their Because Of 
The Times.
Brighton Centre (December 6)

jens lekman
Dear Jens tours his new album Night Falls 
Over Kortedala. 
Gateshead The Sage 2 (December 3), 
Nottingham Rescue Rooms (4), Bristol 
Academy (5), Oxford Academy (7), 
Brighton Concorde 2 (8), London 
Shepherds Bush Empire (9), London 
The Luminaire (11), Dublin Whelans 
(December 12)

lethal bizzle
The hard-touring Bizz follows up his bridge-
building exercise with ginger-haired UK 
punks Gallows with a raft of solo shows.
Leicester Liquid (December 6), Oxford 
Carling Academy (7), Manchester 
Roadhouse (8), Stoke Sugarmill (9), 
Bedford Esquire (12), Hitchin Club  
85 (13), Hereford Jailhouse (14), 
Tunbridge House The Forum (15)

lo fidelity allstars
Grouchy, occasionally fine Nineties big beat 
invective-spewers, curiously snatched back 
from obscurity and touring following the 
release of their recent Best Of, Warming  
Up The Brain Farm.
Manchester Academy 3 (December 4), 
London 93 Feet East (6), Birmingham 
Academy (9)

malcolm middleton
Former Arab Strap doom-bringer tours in 
support of his forthcoming Christmas single 
‘We’re All Going To Die’ (Plan B promises we 
are not making this up).
Glasgow ABC (December 5), Edinburgh 
Liquid Room (6), Minehead All 
Tomorrow's Parties (8), London Scala 
(9), Manchester Academy III (10)

manic street preachers
Bradders, Nicky and Sean bust out the 
eyeliner and feather boas for a romp through 
‘Motown Junk’ all over again.
Manchester Central (December 5), 
Cardiff Arena (6), Birmingham NIA (8), 
Bournemouth IC (9), London Brixton 
Academy (11-12), Brighton Centre (14)

maximo park
Warp’s indie contingent do big jumps and 
sing about Russian authors at predictably 
gigantic hometown gig.
Newcastle Metro Radio Arena 
(December 15)

minus the bear
Seattle rockers play LOL-titled hits like  
‘Hey, Wanna Throw Up? Get Me Naked’, 
‘Monkey!!! Knife!!! Fight!!!’ and numerous 
others songs that may struggle to live up to 
their title. 
Yeovil Orange Box (December 6), Clwb 
Ifor Bach (7), Milton Keynes (December 
8), Nottingham Rescue Rooms (9), 
Sheffield Corporation (10), Leeds 
Cockpit (11), Glasgow King Tuts  
(12), Manchester Academy 3 (13), 
Birmingham Barfly (14), Oxford Zodiac 
(15), Portsmouth Wedgewood Rooms 
(17), Colchester Arts Centre (18), 
Bristol Fleece (19), London Mean 
Fiddler (20)

jason molina/tiny vipers
Mr Songs: Ohia/Magnolia Electric Co ties  
up the knapsack and goes at it solo all over 
Europe. Joining him at UK dates are Sub 
Pop’s Tiny Vipers. 
Manchester Mint Lounge (December 
3), Newcastle The Cluny (4), London 
The Luminaire (15)

of montreal
Zany heartbroken pop maestro Kevin Barnes 
and his avant cavalcade return for a UK show 
with a polished, sequin-sewn spree of songs 
from Hissing Fauna, Are You The Destroyer?
London ULU (December 6)

múm
Wobbly Icelandic glitch ensemble tour.
London Scala (December 11), 
Manchester Academy 3 (12)

the pogues
Raise a glass (to your lips) with Shane Mc 
and friends.
Glasgow Academy (December 11), 
Newcastle Academy (12), Nottingham 
Arena (14), Manchester G-Mex (15), 
Birmingham Academy (16), Brixton 
Academy (18-19), Belfast Nugent Hall 
(22), Dublin RDS Main Hall (23)

qui
“…He looked like he’d just blew a seal!” 
Relieve this David Yow jape, plus a handful  
of other coruscating, bad-taste guitar-drums 
rock constructs, at two UK shows. 
Birmingham Factory Club (December 
13), Cardiff Clwb Ifor Bach (14)

rihanna
Poptimistic weather siren tours the UK, 
perhaps with a topical song about 
snowshoes or something.
Manchester MEN Arena (December 6), 
Sheffield Hallam FM Arena (7), 
Nottingham Arena (8), Birmingham 
NEC (10), Bournemouth BIC (11), 
Newcastle Arena (13), Glasgow SECC 
(14), London Wembley Arena (16), 
Brighton Centre (17), Cardiff 
International Arena (19)

henry rollins spoken word
Let’s see those smart arses in Dirty Projectors 
cover this one.
London Hammersmith Apollo (January 
26), Manchester Academy (30)

sebadoh
The original full line up perform their 1993 
classic album Bubble and Scrape.
London Koko (May 7)

silent night, holy night 
awkward silences christmas 
special
Antifolk revue featuring Tim Ten Yen, 
Benjamin P Tucker, The Big Fibbers and The 
Silent Night Choir singing a selection of 
Christmas favourites. 
London Good Ship Kilburn  
(December 18)

sons and daughters
Bluesy, country-tinged Glasgow quartet take 
forthcoming Bernard Butler-produced album 
The Gift out on the road for an early airing. 
Dundee Fat Sam’s (December 3), 
Aberdeen Moshulu (5), Glasgow Grand 
Ole Opry (6), Glasgow Oran Mor (7)

stan tracey big band/stan 
tracey octet
Living legend of British jazz back on stage.
London Barbican (January 30)

sunn O))) and boris
Pillars of the drone/doom community bring 
their collaborative LP Altar to the UK for the 
first time. Support from Earth.
London The Forum (December 10)

super furry animals
SFA usher in the Year Of Our Lord 2008 with 
“A surrealist playground defying the logic of 
time and space”. DJs, installations, bands, 
visuals and artistic happenings take over  
the South Bank for one night only. 
London Royal Festival Hall  
(December 31)

team brick/colorir
Plan B-approved noise rascal rings bells, 
works drones and goes at it a capella, with 
support from friendly Brazilian guitar-and-
drums duo, spazzing out on a John Zorn/ 
Keiji Haino tip.

Nottingham TBC (December 3), 
Colchester Arts Centre (4), Brighton 
The Albert (5)

the warehouse project: aphex 
twin, luke vibert, otto von 
schirach
Aphex and pals turn up the heat in  
a converted air-raid bunker.
Manchester Beneath Piccadilly Train 
Station (December 7)

the wave pictures
Friends of Herman Düne celebrate signing to 
Moshi Moshi with a string of London shows.
London George Tavern (December 4), 
London Barfly (8), London George 
Tavern (11)

james yorkston/david thomas 
broughton
Domino songsmith plies his forward- 
thinking folk craft, with support from tape-
loop toying melancholy balladeer David 
Thomas Broughton.
London The Luminaire (December 20)

now booking: bang face weekender 
Interview: Louis Pattison

When did Bang Face begin?
“The first official Bang Face was October 2003 as a free party in  

a underground former public toilet. It was all about energetic and 
eclectic dancefloor music. I’d put on parties in the early Nineties when 
rave was at its peak and the time certainly felt right to have some fun 
again when going out!”

Has the masks, signs and dressing up at Bang Face been a constant 
from the start?

“It started very early on with people cutting out the Bang Face 
from posters and making them into masks. Also, picking a rave theme 
according to something that happened on the same date of the party 
soon became a good reason to dress up silly.”

You’ve tempted some old rave generals out of retirement…
“Krome And Time came out of retirement for the 4th Birthday last 

month! Krome had to track down Mr Time. He eventually found him 
on a beach in Portugal.”

What’s in store?
“Three days of Neo-Rave Armageddon! There’ll be three main 

music areas with a fourth at times throughout the weekend, and 
activities happening around the park. Watch out for the first human 
rave grenade. We’ve just confirmed Dopplereffekt for their first ever 
UK live performance. And Chas And Dave was always on the cards, it 
just took a few years to face up to destiny.” 
(Saint Acid)

English south coast meet breakcore Armageddon as several thousand ravers with 
signs and inflatables embark on three days of mentalism. Artists wearing their ‘Neo-
Rave General’ medal include Squarepusher, Altern-8, Bogdan Raczynski, Bong-Ra, 
Ceephax Acid Crew, DJ Stingray, Kid 606, Shitmat, Venetian Snares, Kode 9, Mala, the 
first ever UK appearance from Dopplereffekt, and improbably, Chas And Dave. 
Camber Sands Holiday Park (April 25-27)
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the singer
Words: Jessica Hopper and JR Nelson
Photography: Paula Clark

Diamanda Galas 
Museum Of Contemporary Art, Chicago 
At this point, the woman is an academy unto herself. When you see Diamanda 
Galas harvest the supreme emotional power of centuries of musical tradition, 
combining lamentation, willful exhortation and resonant experimental 
flourishes using naught but her voice and a Steinway grand piano, you are 
not seeing a performer. You are seeing a force of nature. Her songs, which 
are often other peoples’ songs that she makes utterly her own, bristle with 
wide swaths of danger. She owns the piano, roughly caressing it like a cruel 
pimp. Her voice is a velvet curtain rustling and a roaring furnace stoked high, 
a cornered animal mercilessly hunted, screaming dying rage. When she really 
opens up the twin barrels of her lungs, she seems possessed by the furies. Your 
sexual organs tingle and/or shrivel. Fucking right on.

The venue for this recital, the theatre in one of Chicago’s best museums, 
is a little ‘classical’, the crowd mostly goth folks old enough to know Alien 
Sex Fiend the first time around. The crinkling of man junk in leather pants is 
audible. You might be a little worried, taking your seat, that the surroundings 
are not sufficient to draw out her best energies, that the audience might be 
a little cowed before the first note is struck, that things could quickly get pretty 
lovey-dovey in here. Then comes the music, and first thing that happens is that 
a few members of the audience disappear. After all, each side of the stage is 
stacked 16 or 20 feet high with precision speakers that pick up the ping of 
Galas’ spittle hitting the ivories. And the spittle is flowing everywhere. After 
less than a minute of her unholy marrow-rattling glissandi, a few more split.  

The rest of the audience is so transfixed by Galas’ full tilt boogie cum 
assault that they are immune to scoffing. I keep my scoffing in my brain – 
“Pussies,” I think. “They can’t take the fucking motherlode. Their circuits are 
fried. The museums should burn.” Part of Galas’ appeal, like many popular 
artists, is what believing in her makes you believe about yourself. Can you 
appreciate and withstand what she has to offer, as she hoofs the low end 
of the keys like the piano just ate her baby? Liking or loving Galas, in all her 
finely honed trilling and shrieking and the tricked out polyphonic gutteral 
foudroyance – well, it makes you feel special. The tornado came, blew down 
your town, and you lived. Lucky, lucky you. Tonight she didn’t speak a word, 
turned away between songs to guzzle water, took two bows, one before and 
one after the encore. Her humility runs counter to the intensity of her output. 
She is a diva for the end times, a queen for the hell on earth, but she bows and 
lifts her eyes to her screaming, teeming audience just for a second, as if she is 
hardly taking credit for what she’s done. As if she is merely the vessel for her 
talent in an endless stormy sea.

A velvet curtain rustling and 
a roaring furnace stoked high
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Burial 
Untrue (Hyperdub)
Pinch
Underwater Dancehall (Tectonic)
Been holding off on writing about dubstep because 
there seemed only two ways to do it: you either 
knew what was going on with the scene and its 
personnel, or you wrote about ghosts. I don’t 
believe in ghosts, although I accept you might use 
‘ghost’ as shorthand for earth hum, radio wave, 
speaker static, Morse code, reverb and delay. As for 
the first approach, I kind of enjoy the impersonality 
that surrounds certain (mostly electronic) musics 
and allows them to be malleable and plasmic. 
Dubstep’s minimalism makes it particularly open  
to imaginative listening, something that's revealed  
a lot of journalists’ literary ambitions, and I feel 
reluctant to add another Ballard/Sinclair-fed voice to 
the debate. And yet Untrue, the second album from 
dubstep’s most elusive figure (Burial does not reveal 
his identity, nor allow himself to be photographed), 
snags at the conscience, the heart, and the world 
around me: transformative and yes, writerly. 

For someone whose way into dubstep was partly 
its sonic kinship with the low-end extremes of doom 
and noise, the luminescent bliss-out of Untrue is  

a rush of surprise. From ‘Archangel’, built round  
an orchestral sample, the album bursts out at you, 
awash with melody. Burial’s strings are appealingly 
simple, a push-and-pull of surging emotion. Voices 
flutter and warble, “If I trust you…If I trust you”, but 
something’s wrong: the autotune is cracked and the 
filters flicker, darkness encroaching on a frail flame. 

Much is being made of the dark/light contrast 
between Untrue and Burial’s self-titled debut: that 
Untrue is the dawn to Burial’s dark night. Perhaps. 
Burial zipped and scraped with an insomniac, 
metallic edge that isn’t present here. The vocals 
were more occasional, less celestial: the growl of 
Spaceape against the distant UK garage angels of 
the new one. But in truth, both albums have such 
fluid moods, neither fully light nor dark. And of 
course an album saturated in voices will feel more 
‘human’ than one primarily instrumental.

Untrue’s vocals, though, are cumulatively 
unsettling – drawing you in then freaking you the 
fuck out. You start feeling vocals even when there 
are none. They are comforting, sometimes, like  
a radio is comforting. But on the almost ambient 
‘Endorphin’, the pitchshifted melismas spin out and 
fragment into a sense of utter loss, over a firework 
crackle and distant waves of bass, as you follow  
the voice as if through a damp-damaged empty 
building, searching for a lost, cold child. 

Throughout, the range of sounds is kept quite 
limited, so that when an unexpected one breaks 
through the grainy atmospherics – a flute run on 
‘Homeless’; a strum of strings and tinkle of bells  
on ‘Shell Of Light’ – it feels like a personal discovery. 
‘Shell Of Light’ holds you breathless in its orbit of 
bass and click, overlapping voices flitting across the 
mix, breaking down into a poignant coda, a hopeful 
fragment of a ballad. It reminds me a lot of Murcof’s 
expansive soundscapes but miniaturised and 
relocated. For different spaces. Not the cosmos or 
the desert – but the bus, the car, the warm buzz of  
a text message, the light of a cash machine, blurred 
chlorine eyes in the swimming pool. The email of 
her ultrasound scan, the miniature eclipse of a new 
life…and we’re back to stories again. Because, like 
all good fiction, Untrue is at once blank slate and 
impressive, spectacle . It will change everything 
around you subtly while it plays. And it is beautiful.

Pinch’s Underwater Dancehall lacks the 
conceptual and compositional finesse of Burial’s 
album, but in ‘Brighter Day’ the producer behind 
Bristol-based Tectonic records has conjured  
a track that demands volume and repeat. From the 
melodica snippet and celebratory bass to Juakali’s 
insistent tones and the whipcrack handclap that 

punctuates them, it reaches out, restrains, reaches 
out, restrains. And there’s nothing on Untrue like 
‘Lazarus’, a track whose Santeria-like rhythm 
bubbles under an echoing ”rise up” refrain, fevered 
bleeps and breathy rises and falls. This is yer spirit 
music – a drum’n’bass Maya Deren film; a death 
dance from an imagined cargo cult. 

Underwater Dancehall’s beats are bright,  
clear and purposeful and the vocals direct and 
warm, Juakali almost percussive in timbre, and Indi 
Kaur winding her way around frenetic beats and 
hypnotised keys. The underwater metaphor seems 
odd, tacked-on, not quite right for such airborne, 
weathery sounds that flicker and pulse like sun and 
rain on worn streets. On the non-vocal mixes, the 
elasticity of the bass, and the limber, on-your-toes 
beats; the hisses, clicks and echoes, all feel above 
ground, not submerged, even on the overcast, 
threatened-sounding ‘Trauma’ with its swooshes  
of interference and lowering melody. 

Underwater Dancehall might be a series for  
short fictions to Untrue's psychogeographic novella, 
but both albums thrum with music for living, music 
to live with and to, as you listen to your city and  
your body moving through the city and your mind 
moving through your body moving through the city, 
finding your own stories, and writing them down – 
in words, or beats, or bass. 

The warm buzz of a text message,  
the light of a cash machine, blurred 
chlorine eyes in the swimming pool

fiction burns 
Words: Frances Morgan 
Illustration: Walker
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Anton Barbeau
The Automatic Door (Shifty Disco)
Behold this wacky “self-made hat-rack”  
in action. He cultivates a salacious web-
mistress; he gladly refers to himself in the 
upper case; he counts a serial killer among 
his fans on MySpace. He also digitally 
disseminates vintage, retro-electro pop that 
trips out on hippy-ish, homespun linguistic 
japes: “I walked up that hill/In my Beatlest 
boots/On the Autumnest day I could find/ 
I held out my hands in a Jesusish way/In an 
effort to heal the blind,” he beams on ‘Ring 
Never Bell’, like Candy Flip with Mother 
Theresa as their spiritual leader.  Barbeau’s 
beaming, carefree melodies belie a 
compendium of fears and diseases – wherein 

suffragettes, lepers and beauty queens  
co-exist in balmy, barmy harmony with billy 
goats, big businesses and psychic twins.
Nicola Meighan

Batrider
Pink Guitars, Yellow Stars (Nopromo)
You can tell Batrider are Kiwis from a good 
mile off, the providence of their gnashing 
grunge so clearly being St Kilda circa 1980.  
I once joked to them that they should call 
themselves Batreleaser after The Birthday 
Party song.  Not one person laughed. The 
girls live in Melbourne now and Pink Guitars, 
Yellow Stars is their best effort yet. They’ve 
unplugged their gee-tars and buried the 
basslines alive to come off all unplugged  

like Hole at their most passionate and 
tranquilised. High tensions abound in the 
lethal broods of Sarah Chadwick, whose 
voice shreds beautifully. ”Close your eyes 
and your mouth and let your heart fall out,” 
she enthuses, pipping Harry Nilsson of his 
’Coconut’ melody and giving that Hawaiian 
shirt standard a maggoty complex.
Shane Moritz

Beestung Lips
Songs To And From An Iron Gut 
(Capsule)
At the inaugural Supersonic in Birmingham  
a few years back, one band made the 
weekend. Noise Noise Allure featured  
a chubby little Nazi-like scream-monger  

in brown shirt and pencil moustache who 
was as obsessed with drooling and squealing 
as he was with terrifying the crowd. From the 
wreckage of that group stumble Beestung 
Lips. ...Iron Gut sees them occupying the 
same kind of post-Jesus Lizard noise scene 
as bands like Untitled Musical Project and 
Future Of The Left, snatching battered 
Bukowski wordsmithery out of the dreary 
hands of Tindersticks and taking it out the 
back for a fuck or a fight. Musically it’s 
noticeably less no-wave than before, closer 
to straight up punk; ‘Reverse Alchemy’ is 
almost Suicidal Tendencies, while  ‘Men Not 
Worth Their Weight In Words’ recalls Shellac 
at their most berserk. Punch-drunk brilliant. 
John Doran
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Available from all good record shops.
Check www.shellshock.co.uk/stockists for a list of the UK's best independent stores

D R  B O O G I E  P R E S E N T  R A R I T I E S
F R O M  T H E  B O B  H I T E  V A U L T S

Various
SUB ROSA CD & LP

Rare blues recordings dating from the 1920s 
through to the 1960's. Compiled from 

Bob Hite's (Canned Heat) fabulous collection 
of 78rpm records. Put together by blues 

afficionado (& DJ) Dr Boogie with the help of 
Fito De La Parra,  Canned Heat's drummer.

O M A R  R O D R I G U E Z - L O P E Z
&  L Y D I A  L U N C H

Omar Rodriguez-Lopez & Lydia Lunch
WILLIE ANDERSON RECORDINGS CD & LP

The Mars Volta's Omar Rodriguez-Lopez joins 
forces with New York no-wave icon Lydia Lunch 

on this 5 track album.Lopez's signature, 
effects-heavy mood pieces are punctuated by 
Lunch's sharp-tongued spoken word poetry.

L A C R O S S E
This New Year Will Be For You And Me
TAPETE CD & LP
Sparkling uplifting pop from Stockholm. 
Two lead vocalists, incredibly sweet guitar 
melodies and blazing drum beats;
this debut CD features the single 
'You Can't Say No Forever'.

UNTITLED MUSIC 
PROJECT
Untitled Music Project
TIGER TRAP CD
Birmingham's noisiest sons debut album is 
a compact masterpiece of punk rock mayhem 
"Praise the lord for UMP, who are showing 
us that anvil heavy rawk music can actually 
be fun as well as viscerally thrilling" 
- NME 

C L A R E  &  T H E  R E A S O N S
The Movie

FROG STAND CD
"A sassy blast of symphonic jazz-noir that twins 

the demob-happy air of voguish revivalists 
like the Puppini Sisters with the future-folk 

adventurism of Joanna Newsom" 
THE OBSERVER

Sufjan Stevens & Van Dyke Parks guest.

M I N U S  T H E  B E A R
Planet Of Ice
UNDERGROOVE CD
"A curvaceous pop-cauldron like Mars 
Volta going mainstream" NME
The Planet Of Ice tour arrives in the UK 
in December,

check www.undergroove.co.uk for venues. 

J O H N N Y  P A N I C
The Good Fight

REPEAT RECORDS CD
Johnny Panic come out fighting with an 

album of stadium-sized hooks, wrapped 
around lyrics both personal and political. 

'The Good Fight' makes nods to The Clash, 
early US punk, Guns'n'Roses & The Stooges. 

5***** BIG CHEESE

P E L I C A N
After The Ceiling Cracked

HYDRAHEAD DVD + 3" CD
Instrumental drone magicians Pelican attain

maximum onstage transcendence on 
this DVD filmed live in London in 2005. 

The bonus three-inch audio CD contains 
two versions of "Pink Mammoth" & a Prefuse

73 remix medley "Aurora Borealis".

T H E  L I O N H E A R T
B R O T H E R S
Dizzy Kiss
RACING JUNIOR CD
Hailing from Trondheim, Norway, The 
Lionheart Brothers, are a widescreen, 
psychedelic colossus that juxtapose the
expanse and serenity of Slowdive and 

Mercury Rev with the blissful chamber 
pop and 60s technicolour of Brian Wilson. 

J A Y  B H A R A D I A
The Yeti Cave
LUMENESSENCE CD
A heady stew of electronica and grimy noir. 
Jay Bharadia's palette of mind-bending 
influences range from folk, dub, French 
chanson and Bollywood soundtracks, 
this is modern day folk music drenched in 
the warm fuzz of tape hiss and vinyl crackle. 

B E A C H F I E L D
Brighton Bothways

TUITION CD
"The uniquely Australian world view of 

Go Betweens drummer Glenn Thompson 
is welded here to sun-kissed melodies and 

exemplary songwriting. These cinematic 
songs of love, loss and exhilaration feel like 

precious, forgotten melodies. Almost perfect" 
NME 8/10 

D O O M  &  G L O O M  
Early Songs Of Angst And Disaster 
1927-1945
TRIKONT CD
"Sterling examples of dread-inducing folk, 
country and blues. Among those singing 
the news of floods, fire, cyclones, 
shipwrecks and the atom bomb are 
Bessie Smith, Roy Acuff and Big Bill Broonzy"
4* UNCUT

SHELLSHOCK INDEPENDENT MUSIC
DISTRIBUTION

action time 
Words: Daniel Spicer 
Illustration: Overture

Talibam!
Ordination Of The Globetrotting Conscripts  
(Azul Discografica)
Acolytes Action Squad
Winkle Time (Early Winter)
There’s an unavoidable paradox at the heart of 
improv. By definition, it’s meant to be a music that 
stays eternally fresh by avoiding known forms, 
starting from scratch every time. But the reality is  
a little different. Rules emerge to help you throw 
away the rules. Pretty soon, the absence of idioms 
becomes an idiom in itself. Before you know it, 
you’re listening to something that’s as predictable 
as any other kind of music.

New York pranksters Talibam! are doing more 
than most to make improv surprising again by 
sneaking hidebound, redundant musical gestures 
in through the back door while no one’s looking 
and making everyone enjoy them for exactly what 
they are, like an Abba song at a family wedding. 
Sure, on their latest, there’s a lot of heavy improv 
action. There’s enough power-skronk to keep the 

most rabid anti-form fascist happy: rattle-thrash 
discharges of honking sax and scorched electronics, 
flailing around like an albino cave elephant with 
 a stalactite in its eye. There’s even dark, spectral 
swirls of Arkestral massed horns transporting us  
to Sun Ra’s Heliocentric Worlds. But how do you 
surprise your audience when it’s already lost in  
a vortex of disorientation? How about a lame disco 
beat with a falsetto lounge melody, like a pastiche 
Frank Zappa rejected for being just that little bit too 

arch? Or a jug band hillbilly stomp with mouth bow 
and fake-turban comedy snake-charm pipes? If 
that hasn’t stopped everyone in their tracks, there’s 
always the finale: a heavy noise splurge that teeters 
on the edge of madness before succumbing to 
melodramatic shock-rock guitar riffs and stinging, 
fret-burn solos Brian May would dig. You’ll wonder 
why anyone took improv seriously in the first place.

There is another route to freshness, though:  
be so downright strange that your listener tries to 

run screaming from the room, only to find doors 
locked and the couple in the matching cum-
stained macs advancing with trembling, filth-
toothed glee. Sheffield’s Acolytes Action Squad 
plug into a few recognisable forms of current 
hipster improv on Winkle Time – the murky  
tape episodes and chiming tone experiments  
of psychedelic noise, coupled with the moss-
trousered tinkle-scrape of Finnish free-folk  
– but it’s all decorated with several layers of 
wrongness that make it entirely their own  
creation: odd, imbecile-uncle nursery rhyme 
chants; farmyard field recordings, the air thick  
with turkey feathers as the dance of the pig’s-
bladder troubadours reaches its climax; and 
fingerpicked ditties are played in sepia windows 
while Bagpuss bites the heads off the Mouse 
Organ parasites. 

It’s the indigenous folk music of a neo-medieval 
England in which the only shared cultural artefacts 
left over from before ‘The Big Trouble’ are the first 
Comus album on scratched vinyl and a VHS copy  
of The Wicker Man taped from Tyne Tees TV. It’s 
also pretty much perfect.

So, go on then, do something to surprise me. 
Just make it new, is all.

Do something to 
surprise me. Just 
make it new, is all
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maximum onstage transcendence on 
this DVD filmed live in London in 2005. 

The bonus three-inch audio CD contains 
two versions of "Pink Mammoth" & a Prefuse

73 remix medley "Aurora Borealis".

T H E  L I O N H E A R T
B R O T H E R S
Dizzy Kiss
RACING JUNIOR CD
Hailing from Trondheim, Norway, The 
Lionheart Brothers, are a widescreen, 
psychedelic colossus that juxtapose the
expanse and serenity of Slowdive and 

Mercury Rev with the blissful chamber 
pop and 60s technicolour of Brian Wilson. 

J A Y  B H A R A D I A
The Yeti Cave
LUMENESSENCE CD
A heady stew of electronica and grimy noir. 
Jay Bharadia's palette of mind-bending 
influences range from folk, dub, French 
chanson and Bollywood soundtracks, 
this is modern day folk music drenched in 
the warm fuzz of tape hiss and vinyl crackle. 

B E A C H F I E L D
Brighton Bothways

TUITION CD
"The uniquely Australian world view of 

Go Betweens drummer Glenn Thompson 
is welded here to sun-kissed melodies and 

exemplary songwriting. These cinematic 
songs of love, loss and exhilaration feel like 

precious, forgotten melodies. Almost perfect" 
NME 8/10 

D O O M  &  G L O O M  
Early Songs Of Angst And Disaster 
1927-1945
TRIKONT CD
"Sterling examples of dread-inducing folk, 
country and blues. Among those singing 
the news of floods, fire, cyclones, 
shipwrecks and the atom bomb are 
Bessie Smith, Roy Acuff and Big Bill Broonzy"
4* UNCUT

SHELLSHOCK INDEPENDENT MUSIC
DISTRIBUTION
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Blitzen Trapper
Wild Mountain Nation (Sub Pop)
In which this sextet out of Portland, genre-
defiance capital of the US, make their debut 
with the noble intent of joining the blurry 
romanticism of the downhome and the 
mind-bending radio signals of Out There, like 
Flying Burrito Brothers, Bad Moon Rising- 
era Sonic Youth and Modest Mouse before 
them. But while this almost finds glorious 
realisation on ‘Miss Spiritual Tramp’ and 
‘Woof And Warp Of The Quiet Giant’s Hem’  
– thrillingly knotty, guitar lines appearing like 
axle-grinder spark-showers, like how Royal 
Trux sound in my dreams – and ‘Hot Tip/
Tough Club’ short-circuits the alt country 
lovesong by way of rough texture and warm 

space, there are ultimately too many 
moments when you might be listening to 
early Yes (‘The Green King Sings’) or The 
Eagles (the record’s entire hind quarter).
Daniel Barrow

Gui Boratto
Addicted Vol 2 (Platipus)
In his liner notes, Mixmag editor Ralph 
Moore coins the term ‘sexy techno’ for the 
music on Addicted Vol 2. Fair enough: I guess 
there’s a fair amount of ‘unsexy techno’  
out there. But ‘sexy techno’ is a great idea 
that’s completely naff as genre appellation. 
Boratto’s mix is more sensual than outright 
sexy, anyway – more about foreplay, 
glimpses of flesh and subtle turn-ons. 

He’s not a natural DJ – some of the 
transitions are technically clumsy. But  
there are some great track-as-tracks here  
– Stephan Bodzin’s ‘Liebe ist…’ and the 
twitchy arpeggio overload of Jamie Anderson 
remixed by Radio Slave – and the second disc 
gets positively heavenly with the shoegazer 
techno of The Rice Twins and The Field. 
Jon Dale

Captain Moonlight
Agroculture Pt 1, Live From The 
Farmshed/Agroculture Pt 2, Return Of 
The Barnstormers (Reflect The Sun)
As rap threatens to become, like folk, ossified 
into a canon of catchphrases, Captain 
Moonlight attempts, like his allies Larry 

Pickleman and Jinx Lennon in the antifolk 
movement, to shock his genre back into 
usefulness. Cue two discs of foul-mouthed 
drunken political/philosophical musings like 
Father Jack rejuvenated, gruff and articulate. 
It’s most memorable on the snappily titled 
‘Dirty Cunt’ with its genuinely catchy chorus, 
“Bertie Ahern he’s a dirty cunt, Mary Harney 
she’s a dirty cunt...” But despite the soup  
of local references his language is less an 
Irish thing than the universal poetry of 
dispossessed working class despair, or as  
he puts it in ‘Now We’re Hurlin’, the voice  
of people with “Nothing to lose if the 
stockmarkets crash”. And the beats are 
better than any antifolk you’ll hear this year.
Ringo P Stacey

neon junk 
Words: David McNamee 
Illustration: Jussi Brightmore

Hadouken!
Not Here To Please You (Surface Noise)
Fuck. It’s really good.

There are a lot of misinterpretations about 
Hadouken! They’re not the new coming of an 
urban/hipster-united ’grindie’ crossover. They’re 
Bis, they’re Oxide And Neutrino, they’re Dizzee 
Rascal’s next album, they’re Prodigy’s ‘Charley’ and 
Puretone’s ‘Addicted To Bass’, they’re a shit Pulp  
by way of C&C Music Factory and when frontboy 
James pleads from the start of this USB key-only 
’mixtape’ “I want a dance like Whigfield’s!” it’s as 
big a clue as any as to where they’re coming from.

But you know what? This isn’t grime, or grindie, 
or even indie. This is Pop Music. It’s just the noisiest 
bastard pop songs you’ve ever heard. The one 
thing it does palpably share with grime is the 
swaggering audaciousness that you can do 
anything with sound and it doesn’t matter who 
that offends.

Take the remixes on this mixtape. They’re 
ridiculous. Any semblance of the original is just 

STOMPED over. In Bloc Party’s ‘The Prayer’, it’s only 
a sliver of Kele Okereke’s vocal that is spared in the 
wreckage of holocaust pop synths and slamming-
car door beats. “Tonight make me unstoppable 
and I will charm and I will slice…” Kele moans,  
his voice weakened in distortion as carnage  
erupts around him. H! could be trying to fuck the 
song up, make fun of it, but even better they’ve 
gouged out the meaning of the song and tooled  
it up so it actually sounds unstoppable. Even  
James repeatedly hollering ”OH YEAH! I’M 

UNSTOPPABLE!”, amid lyrical trash about ASBOs 
and ugly similes (“Like a rape in your ear!”) comes 
out the other side of annoying into genius.

And the ‘Noisia Mix’ of their own ‘Liquid Lives’ 
is exactly that – the cartoony aggro of the original 
exploded into some great lost Aphex Twin remix.  
In this context the “I wanna drink drink drink 
smoke fuck fight! I wanna be arrested, I wanna be 
molested!” clarion call bit actually becomes almost 

PiL-like stream-of-consciousness transgressive 
violence, instead of just, y’know, sounding like an 
advert for Skins. Not Here To Please You in general 
sounds like day-glo futurist rave-pop, actually 
drinking explicitly from rave sounds instead of  
just invoking it as a stylistic gimmick.

I remember Neil Kulkarni writing of Audio 
Bullys’ 2003 debut that it could be a Metal Box  
for the 21st Century. He was wrong but I could see 
what he means and listening to this it’s tempting  
to wish that Hadouken! could do something 
similar. But that’s because we’re trying to validate 
liking something ostensibly throwaway by 
investing it with the canonical power that only 
makes sense in rockcrit milieu.

It doesn’t work. You’ll be lucky if you remember 
Hadouken! this time next year. They’re Blazin’ 
Squad, they’re Madness, they’re a gorgeous sham, 
an Energy Flash-in-the-pan, but they’re better than 
the Klaxons or Lady Sovereign – who everyone 
loved – and, really, if ‘That Boy That Girl’ had been 
Dizzee’s comeback instead of the Jay-Z-approved 
hip hop he did re-emerge with that you all moaned 
about, you would have thought it was brilliant.

Hadouken! win, you lose. You’re wrong, you’re 
just wrong.

They’re a gorgeous 
sham, an Energy Flash-
in-the-pan
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Nick Cave and Warren Ellis
The Assassination Of Jesse James By
The Coward Robert Ford (Mute)
Brad Pitt looks like Nick Cave. Check him out. 
The posters for this here Western expo on 
iconic outlaw Jesse James bear witness: 
where once preened a wet-lipped pansy, 
now cocks a slick-whiskered bastard, who’s 
clearly been roused by the Grinderman. 

If Pitt’s sudden hirsute handsomeness 
owes a gratitude to the Bad Seeds’ stilt-
limbed alchemist, so too is Pitt’s current 
celluloid endeavour in hock to these 
exquisite, languishing suites of strings and 
piano, unleashed with sublime restraint by 
Cave and long-term accomplice Ellis. Evoking 
the obsession and murderous intention 
betwixt James and his confederate Ford,  
The Assassination… follows Cave’s 
swaggering score for Aussie gunslinger  
wig-out The Proposition, and asserts his 
status as cowboy composer par excellence.
Nicola Meighan

Cex
Exotical Privates (Automation)
Cex fascinates the listener, because you’re 
not exactly sure what he’s going to do  
next, but whatever he does do,  in its own 
individual context, makes perfect sense. This 
four-track remix album of Actual Fucking 
songs does just that, constructing an 
intricate world where Cex makes undance 
music that sounds far more compelling than 
the bars where it’ll inevitably get its few 
public airings. It meanders a little with the 
Middle Eastern atmospherica of ‘Charles 
Village’, but rallies spectacularly with the 
closing ‘Cocceesvlille’ which keeps a tribal 
beat dubbed to senselessness before letting 
a string loop – which I think is a fragment of 
Michael Nyman’s ‘Prospero’s Magic’ – rise 
from the waves, like some kind of ghost 
galleon riding on a sea of purple prose.
Kieron Gillen

Imani Coppola
The Black And White Album (Ipecac)
A former popstar who hit paydirt with 1997’s 
‘Legend Of A Cowgirl’, Coppola recovered 
from being dropped by Columbia by self-
releasing her music and joining Mike Patton’s 
Peeping Tom (which partly explains why this 
record, her eighth, finds a home on Ipecac). 
‘Woke Up White’ harks back to last decade,  
a Nineties hangover consisting of ‘feisty’ 
lyrics and buzz guitar. She moves on to mid-
tempo strings (‘Let It Kill You’), Outkast-style 
rapping (‘30th Birthday’) to plinky-plonky 
pop (‘Raindrops From The Sun’), and a potty-
mouth spoken word effort (‘I Love Your 
Hair’). It’s brightly coloured and tempting  
like pick’n’mix, but although there are 
moments where Coppola’s eclectic approach 
make sense, it’s erratic enough to remind  
you why artists should have a stricter 
producer in tow.
Natalie Boxall

in the studio: imani coppola
we listened to: “TI’s ‘What You Know?’ 
was coming out of every car that drove by 
our apartment. I was obsessed, even though  
I knew all the kids who are buying this song 
up right now don’t even know that it’s really 
just ‘Hey Joe’ by Jimi Hendrix.”
we ate: “There wasn’t much take-out 
around so we usually cooked at home.  
Josh [Valleau, producer] ate a lot of cheese 
doodles. He doesn’t eat when he’s in front  

of the computer all day. I just wanted to keep 
him alive long enough to finish the record.”
we watched: “Whatever we were doing, it 
would come to a complete halt to watch the 
latest episode of Lost. I’d also download The 
Sopranos off Limewire and watch them while 
Josh was doing boring shit like fixing my 
primitive drum loops.”

Darkthrone
FOAD (Peaceville)
FOAD continues the modern Darkthrone 
project of circumventing the legacy of 
Peaceville’s Blaze/Transylvanian Hunger/
Funeral Moon trinity, the three albums that 
have pretty much defined the black metal 
sound since the early Nineties. As with last 
years The Cult Is Alive, Darkthrone do this by 
returning to an earlier period in metal, and 
what’s here is a homage to that point when 
thrash was still being tempered in the heat  
of NWOBHM and punk. Here, the last of 
Darkthrone’s po-faced corpsepaint crumbles 
away, leading to barnstormers like ‘Canadian 
Metal’. But this new-found humour spills 
over into knowingness and cynicism (most 
disastrously on ‘Raised On Rock’) and the 
Lemmy-esque vocals rob Darkthrone of the 
clean break this album craves. They remain  
as much in their own shadow as ever.
Patrick Moran

David Gilmour Girls
Vultures (Relish)
The trouble with stoners is they don’t have 
any balls. Cheech? Chong? Snoop? Lovely 
chaps the bunch, I’m sure, but not a testicle 
between them. David Gilmour Girls’ 
approach seems to be ”we’ll make anything 
so long as you can smoke to it”, thus 
ensuring Vultures runs from spacey, 
whacked-out beats to widdling that really 
does recall the Floyd. Actually it’s pretty good 
– when ‘Skelter Skelter’ explodes into a field 
of brassy pinging, or ‘Heavy Metal Music 
Magazines’ actually turns into ‘One Of These 
Days’, you’d be a churl if your jaw didn’t  
drop a little. Trouble is, these massive songs 
uniformly fumble towards raw, animal 
climaxes that never happen. No balls, see.
Andrzej Lukowski

Dennis Hopper’s Choppers
Chop (DWink)
Here comes the voice again: deep and 
mournful, drunk on lust, sick of being 
overlooked. It’s the voice of Nick Cave’s little 
brother, who follows ol’ Nick round like a 
puppy. Is my organ creepy enough? Does my 
guitar sound pensive enough? Does my voice 
have that swagger? Yeah, at times. But no 
amount of seaside Wurlitzer shrieks and 
echoey effects will make you better than he. 
Nick’s turning now. All he wants to do is take 
you to the river and hold you under the water. 
Not to kill you – just to give you time to think 
of something new and different. He lets you 
up. You heave for breath. Now get back to 
your room and quit pesterin’.
Natalie Boxall

Efterklang
Parades (Leaf)
Five otherworldy Danes make their second 
full-length while secluded in deepest 
Copenhagen – and it’s a recipe for success. 
Parades continues their jaunt through  
a musical landscape occupied by themselves 
and themselves only. Early Animal Collective 
occasionally poke their heads round the door, 

but Efterklang are easier to digest. And they 
use more brass – lots of it, in fact, a warm 
presence that runs like a backbone through 
the jaunty ‘Polygne’ to the sombre ‘Mirador’. 
They’re stars in Denmark, Number One 
singles and all. Similar success seems unlikely 
here, not that anyone will mind one jot.
Tom Howard

Found
This Mess We Keep Reshaping (Fence)
Found’s debut album, Found Can Move, saw 
this Edinburgh quartet draw comparisons  
to The Beta Band. For some, such a likeness 
would become a millstone, but here, this  
art-school bunch expand upon their acoustic 
folk/electronica with more ambitious 
concoctions. The opening ‘Plotkiller’ is a  
bar-room stomp dressed in the heavy pants 
of The Breeders ‘Cannonball’. ‘Some Fracas 
Of A Sissy’ is evidence of their ability to build 
tracks from muted samples without losing 
any intimacy or warmth. Occasionally, the 
lyrics are too self-conscious, but when singer 
Ziggy Campbell allows himself to become 
absorbed in his creations, it’s a complex and 
rewarding affair.
Lianne Steinberg

Foxface
This Is What Makes Us (Gargleblast)
The modern enthusiasm for reclaiming 
traditional roots music sometimes recalls  
the rise of so-called ’cow-punk’ and other 
Eighties party entertainments. Like Sons And 
Daughters before them, this Glasgow-based 
trio sound sired in late-night ceilidh-houses 
as much as indie flea-pits. Banjo, accordion 
and a guest slot from fiddler John McCusker 
wrap vocal interplay into slow waltzes 
without any folk revival fakery. There are 
serious echoes here, both in Angus’ more 
plaintive phrasing and the spit and sawdust 
arrangements, of Christy Moore’s Seventies 
post-Planxty solo electric phase, only beefed 
up with a spikier edge. Foxface never quite 
make it to full-on hoe-down, but this is a  
rip-roaring debut coming to a village hall 
near you soon.
Neil Cooper

The French Impressionists
Fete (LTM)
Glasgow ex-pat pianist Malcolm Fisher first 
recorded under this painterly moniker in 
1981, when the whiff of nouveau cabaret 
was getting especially fragrant. Originally 
associated with Postcard Records, and now 
resident in Milan, Fisher’s reactivation of the 
name follows three albums of solo piano 
sketches. Here singers Sara Cicenia, Cressida 
Jenkins, Alberto Antoniazzi and Masako 
Kodera add different hues to 22 understated 
works co-scored with multimedia artist Sally 
Titterington. Set alongside Fisher’s Satiesque 
instrumental miniatures, the affect is akin to 
This Mortal Coil, imbued as it is with ethereal 
smatterings of delicately elegant classicism. 
Neil Cooper

MJ Hibbett
A Million Ukeleles 
(Artists Against Success)
I’m fond of Mr Hibbett for several reasons:  
he shouts, but not boorishly, he’s articulate, 
he’s witty, he claims that his song ‘Hey Hey 
16K’ was downloaded by over four million 
people, he writes songs about being caught 
unawares at Gay Pride. He wears his 
considerable heart on a considerable sleeve, 

his music sounds like an unapologetic cross 
between early Wedding Present and (let’s get 
obscure here) Yeah Yeah Noh, he’s like that 
solitary bloke in the pub you always figured 
would be great for a conversation…and,  
like Grandmaster Gareth, he is a God. 

Mr Hibbett’s new album – his debut solo, 
separate to his Validators – is painstakingly 
handmade, opens up like a flower in bloom, 
features tabs to all his songs (of course) and 
boasts, among his musicians, a former June 
Bride. One day he will have children and 
these children will be awkward.
Everett True

Daniel ‘Belteshazzar’ Higgs
Metempsychotic Melodies 
(Holy Mountain)
You know how it is: walking down the  
street, you pass a raving preacher, spitting 
brimstone and drenching passers-by with his 
spittle and zeal. You stand there, bemused, 
cynical. Next thing you know you’ve been  
his principal acolyte, chief foot-washer and 
bread-polisher for 20 years. So it is with 
’Belteshazzar’. The latest from the ex-
Lungish vocalist is a proto-Americana affair, 
half full of seductive Appalachian drone 
modes and intricate banjo arabesques 
plucked with gnarled fingers. But it’s his 
wildly eccentric vocals that will convert you 
utterly or cast you out. ”Love is the sound  
of your mind caving in,” he sings, throwing 
himself into madness so you don’t have to. 
Matt Evans

Imperial Teen
The Hair The TV The Baby And The 
Band (Merge)
The title describes the extra-curricular 
activities of the members of the group,  
which seems apt if taken in the sense that  
all influences coalesce in the music created. 
Obliquely, of course: on the face of it, this is  
a wistful blend of soft-focus Blondie, Flaming 
Lips, Beach Boys and Super Furries tender 
psychedelic pop. Luckily, that all makes for 
rather a pretty musical visage, and in ‘Do It 
Better’ and ‘Room With A View’ the Teens 
have created a pair of McCartney-esque 
fancies that sound like waking up at 5am 
with the curtains open and watching a wren, 
head on one side, watching you sleep. 
Joe Shooman

Jay-Z
American Gangster 
(Def Jam/Roc-A Fella)
Ostensibly an alternate soundtrack to the 
Ridley Scott film, American Gangster is 
actually Jay-Z at his most self-referential and 
nostalgic, like the first Blueprint extended 
through an hour of hardcore gangster soul. 
While last year’s comeback Kingdom Come 
was hardly a commercial flop, for the first 
time Jay sounded uncomfortable in his skin. 
Then he hollered “Got my swagger back!” 
desperate to convince. Here, he just swings 
like he used to, but more. Humbled by his 
talent rather than intimidated by it, like he’s 
finally understood what we see in him and 
cooked it down to the purest rocks. Not that 
it’s without mainstream appeal, but there’s a 
bunch of truth in both the title and substance 
of the album’s centerpiece ‘No Hook’ where 
he rhymes ,“This is not for commercial 
usage, please don’t categorise this as 
music”. That sound you hear is a million  
rap junkies overdosing. His purest fix ever.
Ringo P Stacey
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Keyboard Choir
Mizen Head To Gascanane Sound 
(Brainlove)
In which six boys, some still in school, 
dutifully soundtrack days lost to headaches 
and rain. Although at first a little indecisive 
(between the first four tracks, there’s 
everything from unhappy vocoders to 
tongue-in-cheek hip hop lingo), Mizen Head 
settles into its own skin when the icy-blue 
xylophones of ‘Macondo’ beam across 
sputtering drums. ‘The Shiver’ loops like  
a slow-mo boomerang. ‘Skylab’ fogs your 
conscience and makes like a hummingbird’s 
heart, laptop beats spitting like ticker tape. 
You think of failing white striplights, of the 
artificial, greenish glow of empty factories;  

of rising damp; of slow subsidence. “Stay 
calm, and stay in your own house,” chokes 
the radio. “Remember, there’s nothing to be 
gained by trying to get away.”
Lauren Strain

Kylie
X (Parlophone)
I imagine X is intended as pop eclectica –  
a plate of delightfully constructed amuses-
bouche, each superconstructed to appeal  
to a specific pleasure-centre. Parlophone 
quickly realised Kylie wasn’t Madonna  
and abandoned consistency in favour of 
versatility and playfulness. But where 2003’s 
Body Language was referential and gentle, 
this is grasping, and flatly derivative, having 

made the unlikeable move from referencing 
sounds to milking specific hits. The most fun 
you could have with this is probably some 
sort of pub quiz. Is this the Knife one? The 
Goldfrapp one? (I counted 3 Goldfrapp ones 
– Goldfrapp wins!) My favourite is the Janet 
Jackson one, ‘All I See’, which at least sounds 
confident and kind.  In comparison to the 
alarming ‘2 Hearts’ (“I’m in love, AWOO!”), 
confident and kind is hand relief.
Petra Davis

Large Mound
My Whole Life Is Have To
(Scientific Laboratories)
Straight off the bat, I should preface this 
review with a yelping of ‘shenanigans’, for 

this lot, Large Mound, are easily amongst the 
favourite of my unsung heroes. With a fair 
dollop of bias you’ll be unsurprised to hear 
me declare this an absolute masterpiece. 
Handy though, that My Whole Life Is Have To 
just happens to be an actual masterpiece. If 
you have a place in your heart for Sebadoh 
style gut-manglings of day to day minutiae 
with some Thin Lizzy cock-swaggering, you’ll 
find much to love here. Topics cover working 
for money, but rocking for sanity, getting 
dumped by text message, and how other 
people’s holidays are boring, but what 
matters most is that the riffs are only mighty. 
Angus Young and J Mascis would wrestle 
each other silly for some of these tunes.
The Corpo

dirt jungle 
Words: Everett True 
Illustration: Marcus Oakley

Dial
168K (Cede)
This is the music that is traditionally called the stuff 
of nightmares.

168K is dark, dense, claustrophobic, repetitive, 
unremitting – the sudden burst of mangled, 
narcissist guitar or sullen break in the beat only 
serving to further impress the gloom. Voices are 
heard hazily, as through a prism of glass. Distortion 
is overloaded: the bass is too heavy to wipe clean, 
the guitar is malignant and primeval like the drip, 
drip, drip of blood on jagged tiles, like the choked 
clatter-and-thrum of a phantom carriage passing 
through the trees. Voices are pained, expressive, at 
odds with life’s overwhelming wrongness, reaching 
deep to express wellsprings of emotion that society 
eschews. ‘Psychotrance’, the first track here (and 
well named) is miserable and ennui-laden. You 
wait for the screaming to start – but it never does. 
This music is too resigned, too magnificent, too 
focused for that. This music hits your stomach and 
guts with a steady, remorseless thud.

It’s the stuff of nightmares, but not mine. This  
is the stuff that torments my skull when I squeeze 
my eyes tight shut together after staring at the sun 
too long, and my mind explodes in flashes of white 
and unnameable colours, before giving way to a 
blissful, multi-faceted darkness. This is far from my 
stuff of nightmares. This is the stuff of awakenings.

Anyone familiar with the bewitching and 
undeniably sensual groove of primal dissonant 
NYC/London Eighties no wave group, Ut, won’t be 

startled by 168K. For, in many ways, Dial sound  
like a continuation of pathways Ut were exploring 
all those years hence. Dial’s third studio album  
has a rhythmic intensity, a torpid pulse that sounds 
wrenched from the very beings of its players – 
guitarist Jacqui Ham (ex-Ut), guitarist Rob Smith 
(ex-British noise gods God), Dom Weeks (ex-post-
modern a cappella Eighties combo Furious Pig) and 

Lou Ciccotelli (Eardrum). It sometimes feels almost 
mischievous in its implosive thrash, the way the 
beat stutters mid-cycle. (Thrash as writ by early 
Swans, by Ut themselves, by Branca removed of 
any inclination towards cult appeal, not thrash as 
writ by those that followed.) That 168K can feel 
fractured – tortured by its love for noise/repetition 
and desire to reach into the soul’s darkest corners  
– will come as no surprise to anyone remotely 
familiar with Ham’s work.

Instrumental track ‘Dirt Jungle’ boasts a flurry 
of beats, subsumed far within, beneath acrid layers 
of scuzzy distortion. ‘Rope’ sounds conventional in 
comparison, as festering as Suicide at their most 
evil, Ham’s vocals indistinguishable but vicariously 
affecting nonetheless (like a choked Patti Smith 
mauled by underground circumstance). ‘Hi Fi’ is the 
one for former Ut fans – all five of us – a sprawling 
flurry of beats and conflicting emotion, trash-punk 
as practised by Teenage Jesus And The Jerks and 
the Xpressway tape-heads, a frenzied, rigorous 
demolition of sound and form that somehow still 
managed to congeal into a beautiful, vivid whole.

Sure, this is nightmarish. But only if your 
nightmares mean you have failed to embrace 
death or any of death’s possibilities.

The guitar is malignant 
and primeval like the 
drip, drip, drip of blood 
on jagged tiles
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Lento
Earthen (Supernatural Cat)
Rome-based five-piece Lento come crawling 
from ‘neath the same monolith as Italo-
doom labelmates Ufomammut, with an 
impressive collaboration (Supernaturals: 
Record One) as recent evidence of some 
seriously heavy group-mind action between 
the two outfits. But where Ufomammut’s 
riff’n’synth epics frequently meander into 
galaxies uninhabitable by all but the very 
stoned, Lento’s debut is a tight seven-song 
set of haunting, precise and monstrous 
avant-metal instrumentals that mixes  
gut-churning riffs with hardcore muscle, 
electronic menace and a neat sense of the 
cold and epic that is none the worse for its 
obvious debt to Neurosis. ‘Need’ covers all 
bases, its burrowing guitar chug fragmenting 
into icy tension before soaring back in with 
an elegiac refrain, and this is the highly 
satisfying template for about half the  
album. Elsewhere, the band get their dark 
ambient on with Earthen’s centrepiece, 
‘Subterrestrial’, a mournful, synth-infused 
thing beset by rumbling bass loops.
Meanwhile, Italy’s premier psych poster 
artists Malleus Rock Art Labs provide  
a typically ace cover, featuring a big, red  
and hirsute cockroach upon whose back  
one can glimpse infinity. Great stuff.
Frances Morgan.

LSD March
Constellation Of Tragedy (Important)
For LSD March’s leader Shinsuke Michishita, 
music stops after The Velvet Underground’s 
third album, three chords can consume the 
universe, and one barely functioning delay 
pedal is the only blurring agent required  
to turn Constellation Of Tragedy into a 
mysterious archipelago of resignation.  
Now reduced to a duo of Michishita and 
Japanese underground go-to drummer  
Ikuro Takahashi, whose playing is always 
appositely off-centre, LSD March are possibly 
the most diffident of the recent wave of 
Japanese rock groups. Read against peers 
Uptight, Suisho No Fune and Miminokoto, 
Michishita is a cloaked, hermetic priest 
perpetually fading into the shadows: another 
psychedelic wallflower. But his songs 
transcend their surface-level acquiescence  
to off-hand despair, revealing themselves as 
careful odes to life’s melancholy moments.
Jon Dale

Ann Magnuson
Pretty Songs And Ugly Stories 
(Asphodel)
You know, if I were a one-time underground 
superstar and I was tempted to make a piece 
of work about the intricacies of engaging in 
sexual and emotional entanglements with 
partners much younger than myself, I would 
hope my friends would have the generosity 
of spirit to inform me that entitling such a 
piece ‘Old Enuf 2 B Yer Mom’, in txt-speak no 
less, would be a crime heinous enough to 
eradicate every cool thing I had ever done, 
including making the finest record of the 
Nineties (Bongwater’s The Power Of Pussy), 
my cameo appearance in Desperately 
Seeking Susan, my work with seminal all-girl 
group Pulsallama, my performance art pieces 
and the long-running one-woman stage 
show on which this album is based. Sadly 
Ann Magnuson’s friends did not tell her this. 
LA is a cruel place.
Miss AMP

Robert O’Neal 
Shadowboxing (The Silver Wonder 
Recording Co)
Steve Dalachinsky and 
Loren Connors
Thin Air (The Silver Wonder 
Recording Co)
Mr Abraham Gibson has exquisite taste. 
These two fine releases, the first to be issued 
by his label The Silver Wonder Recording  
Co, are a real primitive shot in the arm to  
the increasingly withered nu alternative 
Americana. First up, there is Shadowboxing 
by Robert O’Neal. This guy should be made 
poet laureate to the entire human race. Over 
wigged-out grooves and banshee chanting, 
O’Neal zaps us with beat poetics pertaining 
to his childhood and the sickness buried at 
the heart of the American dream. It’s like the 
Sun City Girls if they’d been fronted by Jello 
Biafra, but much better. Then there’s Thin Air, 
which pitches Connors’ individualistic take 
on delta blues as accompaniment to the Noo 
Yawk strain of Steve Dalachinsky’s wordplay. 
For this one, think Al Pacino teaming up with, 
eh, Loren Connors. Recorded live sometime 
during 2000, the between-verse banter is 
worth the admission fee alone. 
Spencer Grady

Pain Jerk/Incapacitants
Live At The No Fun Fest 2007 (No Fun)
It sounds loud, no matter how quietly you 
play it. Anyway, Pain Jerk is Kohei Gomi; the 
first or the last word in Japanese kvlt noise. 
He is who you turn to when you’ve used up 
all 50 CDs worth of Merzbox. OK, take the 
sound at the base of the Niagara Falls and 
loop it. Add the sounds you hear inside the 
punctured cockpit of a jet plane as it plunges 
to earth – after all the human noises have 
been skilfully removed – and oscillate it.  
Add some frequencies only sperm whales 
can hear. Your nose is bleeding? Good. The 
Incapacitants sound similar but more like the 
really intense sounds from David Lynch films 
with two Japanese men screaming over the 
top. But the best thing about this album is 
that no one you know apart from you is 
going to like or tolerate it. 
John Doran

Psychedelic Horseshit
Magic Flowers Droned (Siltbreeze)
I could probably think of a name like 
Psychedelic Horseshit, listen to Stooges 
albums and play a guitar too loud. So far in 
my life I haven’t, but Psychedelic Horseshit 
have done it for me. They share a bandmate, 
label and consequently, a lo-fi sensibility with 
Times New Viking, but where TNV sound like 
they were brought up listening to Guided By 
Voices, PH appear to have had Raw Power 
and Trout Mask Replica spinning during  
their childhood. Point is, under the ripped 
distortion there are songs – the sour, satirical 
’New Wave Hippies’, battered, beaten, still 
whole. Without these songs, Magic Flowers 
Drowned would boil over after a couple of 
tracks. Now I think about it that’s probably 
why I haven’t formed a band like Psychedelic 
Horseshit – because I don’t have the songs. 
But if I did, I’d sound like this.
Digby Bodenham

Bogdan Raczynski
Alright! (Rephlex)
A contrary fellow is Bogdan Raczynski. 
Disappears off the face of the musical earth, 
more or less, for several years. Claims he’s 

writing cookbooks. Might well be. Releases  
a Björk collaboration with all the fanfare of  
a secret party. The one definite actuality is 
Alright! picks up exactly where he left off on 
demi-compilation Renegade Platinum Mega 
Dance Attack Party, chucking around smiley 
bouncing-beat madness with sufficient 
abandon to make Aphex Twin look like 
Leonard Cohen. And if that means musical 
progress – whatever that is – gets bowled  
to the back of the rave-room alongside the 
horse tranquilliser casualties, so be it: the 
basic elements of a good party haven’t 
changed since Bogdan’s been away. 
Headrush dynamics? Check. A fistful of joy? 
Oh yeah. Another stack of tunes better than 
the greatest Commodore 64 game never 
made being eaten, Dig Dug-style, by mutant 
hackerbots on liquid fun? Alright!
Adam Anonymous

Sigur Rós
Hvarf/Heim (EMI)
Your introduction: this is an album of  
two halves; the first, Hvarf (meaning 
‘disappeared’, or ‘haven’, in Icelandic), 
consists of previously unreleased rarities;  
the second, Heim (‘home’), comprises live, 
acoustic re-recordings of tracks from older 
records. Your impression: this is at once Sigur 
Rós’ most consistently anthemic (read also: 
dangerously predictable) album to date, yet 
also their most moving. Guitars as clean  
as glass, as iridescent as hot breath across 
empty bottles. As ’í gær’ wrenches and 
climbs, you neither smile nor swallow; you’re 
at the blackwater’s edge with no reflection 
and blood clouding your eyes. In each slow 
yowl, there’s the incalculable stillness, and 
silence of a land that, to truly understand, 
you mustn’t touch. A frieze of colour wipes to 
white. I would stare from a plane window to 
this. I would say goodbye to my home to this. 
I would go extinct to this.
Lauren Strain

Sunburned Circle
The Blaze Game (Conspiracy) 
In the orange corner: Sunburned Hand Of The 
Man, America’s freakout jam band de jour. 
On the right hand, representing Old Europe 
and the new wave of Finnish heaviness, 
Circle. What with each group’s catalogue 
expanding at a seemingly exponential rate, 
it’s no real surprise that they ended up  
on record together, all 11 of them.

The sum of their considerably limber 
parts lurches into life, like Frankenstein’s 
creation stitched from musical body parts  
of varying stages of freshness, fired up with 
energy and motoring independently. The 
massed ensemble ramble, but they do so 
with panache; what could easily sprawl is 
edited concisely into satisfying chunks of 
freak-friendly skronk, outré vocalisations  
and healthy dollops of avant-jamming chaos.
Richard Fontenoy

Surgeon
This Is For You Shits (Warp)
There’s a good chance you’ll be too late  
to get the hard copy version of this – a 
numbered CD, limited to 1,000, in a neat  
card sleeve – but, Warp being Warp, bleep.
com is your friend. For Surgeon, aka prefect-
faced Brummie Anthony Childs, it’s his first 
time on Warp and also his first official mix. If 
his reputation smacks of jackboots’n’chrome 
Brittechno rigidity to you, This Is For You 
Shits might be a surprise. Featuring 30 tracks 
but presented as one continuous track, 
there’s a slew of Warp oldies, including two 
of the most persuasive arguments for ‘funny’ 
in electronica (Squarepusher’s ‘My Red Hot 
Car’, Aphex’s ‘Ventolin’). The Bug, Throbbing 
Gristle, Vex’d and one of Whitehouse’s 
choppsier beatdowns, ‘Dumping The  
Fucking Rubbish’, take equal precedence  
in a uniquely slanted session.
Noel Gardner

Sebastian Tellier, Mr Oizo and 
SebastiAn
Steak: Music From The Motion Picture
(Ed Banger)
Mr Oizo is one of the longest serving names 
in French electro, dishing up electronic 
servings that we now think of as being 
quintessentially French before anyone 
outside the Parisian purists really knew  
what it was all about. Since, Ed Banger has 
become the mainstream, making it quite the 
climate for him to get together with his 
mates, Ed Banger’s SebastiAn and Daft  
Punk protége Tellier, to score a film crammed 
with electro takes on the generic score. As 
compelling as it is farcical, it never overplays 
its purpose – a compliment to the visuals of 
Steak, a screwball comedy that follows 
George, the protagonist, through a world 
where cosmetic surgery is the status quo.
Arron Merat

Daft Punk
Alive 2007 (EMI)
In 2007, dance music often rips off the rock the better to 
cudgel its audience with its most excessive, visceral, molten 
metal riffs. But it’s worth remembering that the now-
extending, time-defying perpetual bubblebath of house 

was itself a transgression: gay, black America crafted from precisely the most 
demonized scraps of disco. And if the live album is the largely uncontested 
preserve of the furriest musicians, whose sets extend like storytelling 
sessions, our most beloved robot overlords have returned to offer an 
alternate take – one that isn’t about the narrative arc but the present 
moment. So, for all its dependence on polished hammer blows ‘Robot Rock’ 
eschews extremism, preferring to luxuriate in glorious repetitive pomp. 
Elsewhere, there’s the gleams and highlights of high notes bleeping 
unselfconsciously, the satiny soul vocals, beats like titanic landfalls – and 
when this music connects like you want it to, in the soft parts between the 
bones, it feels the natural precursor to citywide hysteria, a riotous be-in. The 
neons of pure tones. The firm strokes of each beat hitting home. Abrasion, 
acceleration and repetition are the resounding elements in an epic abstract. 
It’s, y’know, art you live. Around the world, face to face, one more time, 
harder, better, stronger, faster, oh yeah, alive.
kicking_k
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Britney Spears
Blackout (Sony/BMG)
Forget Britney’s manifold travails, and pay 
attention to the music. Blackout consists of 
left turn after left turn: this shouldn’t surprise 
us, as Britney’s been making the most avant-
garde pop since 2001. Her voice is pitched 
high, pitched low; she sounds, by turns,  
like an alien, a robot, a man, the Devil and 
Britney Spears. She mangles herself amid 
dubstep basslines, bleeps, and the occasional 
sugar-sweet pop rush. Now, remember 
Britney’s manifold travails, and pay attention 
to the music. Blackout is a fearless, peerless 
statement of defiance. Having spent the past 
two years being pilloried for the way she 
behaves, Britney snaps: “Save the 

foolishness and fuckery, I’m handling my 
business/Holla if you hear me, hey, can I get  
a witness?” She spends most of the album 
reiterating that she is one hot mama, 
pausing once to sneer at the paparazzi: “I’m 
Mrs Oh-My-God, that Britney’s shameless/
You want a piece of me?” It’s an offer, it’s  
a threat. It’s magnificent. It’s Britney, bitch.
Alex Macpherson

Tender Forever
Wider (K)
If these songs were poems, they’d be haiku – 
folded and concise in origami token hearts. 
Indie girl of Olympia via Bordeaux, Melanie 
Valera’s second album sings of the soft focus 
of the future; sweet melodies in honour of 

couples dancing in front rooms and cuddling 
in backyards. Lyrics about kissing and falling 
and losing your footing might make it seem 
like butter wouldn’t melt in fantasy land,  
but a sidestep into bluntly chopped electro-
pop and white girl rapper videos allows the 
‘twee’ tags – otherwise hooked like burrs  
on every keyboard droplet – to be shaken off. 
If these songs were post-its, they’d be notes 
question-marking emotion and pinning up 
contentment as something to be grabbed.
Hannah Gregory

Various
Box Of Dub 2 (Soul Jazz)
Easy to see why the grime kids got bored and 
defected. There are so many uncalled-for, 

disparate parts in these songs (it sounds  
like there are monkeys in the vocal booth  
at one point during Cult Of 13th Hour’s 
‘Wickedness’) that it’s like an inventive 
production instructional video. The big 
names don’t perform: Kode 9’s ‘Stung’  
is dreary, Digital Mystikz’s ‘Third One’ a 
vague Eastern sketch. But vast unexplored 
frequencies beg to be filled with stories,  
and while a lot of this second instalment 
brings to mind your textbook “thousands  
of rain drops” and ”dark rooms”, when  
it conjures more interesting scenes, like  
kids next door playing with toy lasers  
during Ramadanman’s ‘Every Next Day’,  
it’s peerless. 
Thom Gibbs

fruits of our labour 
Words: Merek Cooper 
Illustration: Matthew The Horse

Various
Plum: Thrill Jockey 15th Anniversary Box Set  
(Thrill Jockey)
Ten years ago I turned on my heels and ran away 
screaming from British music, following the 
signposts set out by Mogwai and Arab Strap. It was 
into the arms of Chicago’s Thrill Jockey that I came 
to rest. This label had the answer to every musical 
question I was asking at the time. I wanted music 
that sounded both contemporary and like it came 
from the future. 

I remember my first encounter with their 
output: Tortoise’s otherworldy Millions Now Living 
Will Never Die. It blew me apart. I remember the 
excitement – the wonder that encountering new 
music should always bring. I thumbed the CD cover 
endlessly, read all the liner notes, but there was 
nothing but the music to latch onto. I would later 
find out that Thrill Jockey’s leading lights were six 
nondescript musicians who looked as serious as 
workmen fixing your boiler. But it didn’t matter. 
Ater years of immersion in the style-over-substance 

world of Britpop, the austerity of the musicians on 
Thrill Jockey offered a really attractive alternative.

First, I soaked up releases from Tortoise affiliate 
groups – instrumental offerings from the John 
Fahey-esque Pullman, Brokeback and Directions  
In Music. From these, I learned about a new world 
of music that I’d previously been blind to. I found 
myself listening to jazz, downloading Krautrock 
and dub, discovering 23 Skidoo. Through their 
contemporary output, Thrill Jockey functioned  
as a gateway into music’s mostly overlooked past.

Now Thrill Jockey is 15 and they’ve travelled 
along way from their small beginnings in New 
York: all the way to Chicago and beyond. To 
celebrate this anniversary they’ve returned to  
their roots: seven-inch singles. This compilation  
is an expansive box set collection of featuring 
artists from the Thrill Jockey roster, covering their 
favourite Thrill Jockey songs. And of course, it 
proves that Thrill Jockey is much more than the 
musicians that revolve around Tortoise’s swirling 
nexus, drawing circling links between alt country, 

Japanese electronica, glam, and the many shades 
of American indie. And at first, I wonder if the thrill 
has gone. We snore through Tortoise covering 
Nobukazu Takemura, Pullman doing Jeff Parker 
and Directions re-interpreting Chicago 
Underground Quartet. It’s not very inspiring. 
Sometimes it’s virtually soul-destroying.

The pace picks up when David Byrne shambles 
into view to cover the Fiery Furnaces new single, 
‘Ex-Guru’. Its psychedelic subject matter is the 
perfect match for the singer’s oddball persona  
– and for a moment puts me in mind of the tall 
modern tales Byre told on Talking Heads’ More 
Songs About Buildings And Food. And there are 
some great highlights to be found here – Howe 
Gelb’s creepy robotic retooling of John Parish’s 
‘Boxers’, Sue Garner and Rick Brown’s chant-laden 
OOIOO cover, even The Sea And Cake will divert 
listeners’ attention on their take on Califone’s 
‘Spider’s House’. But ultimately this collection  
will leave newcomers cold. Much better to pay  
a visit to Thrill Jockey’s welcoming website, where 
you can stream their whole back catalogue, and 
rediscover the golden past that allowed them to 
reach this ripe middle age. Don’t look back? What 
crap. Sometimes you have to.

Don’t look back? 
Sometimes you have to
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Various
Fabric 37: Steve Bug (Fabric)
This Steve Bug, he is a swell fellow. I mean,  
I have not met him personally but from this 
mix you get the feeling he is a solid dude.  
If there’s one thing I like it’s a man who likes 
house music, which term should always 
appear in all-caps viz HOUSE MUSIC. As if 
you were raising your voice a little: “HOUSE 
MUSIC.” But then maybe you know a guy 
who only listens to house, and you think, 
“What is wrong with that guy?” Steve Bug 
knows what you mean, no question man. 
That is why he brings a good flavor of the 
MINIMAL TECHNO and some straight Latin-
Disco moments to his mix, so that in the 
middle you maybe wonder, “What if Tierra 
had become a techno band?” Maybe you 
know some techno kids who want their sets 
to feel like an Andrew WK show. Well OK, let 
me tell you something man, this is not about 
that. You are gonna have to look elsewhere.

This is about being pleasantly awake  
at 2.30am and feeling the bass drop about 
three levels from jaw to neck to chest and 
then to gut, kind of like a falling elevator.  
But the elevator lands on pillows. Minimal 
techno, semi-liquid pillows. Who stitched 
them pillows together? Steve Bug, that’s 
who. And then he turned up the bass a little 
because he knows you like that. Agreeable 
cat, Mr Bug. Give the man a glass of beer.
John Darnielle

Various
Kitsune BoomBox mixed by Jerry 
Bouthier (Kitsune)
It’s easy to imagine dancing to this. Acid 
quakes nearly knocking glitter encrusted 
Stetsons off bonces onto amyl-soaked dance 
floors. Thickly applied, blood-red lips pursed 
like an anus at anyone gauche enough to 
crack open a glow stick. Boutique-distressed, 
£500 gay cowboy’s T-shirt flapping against 
clearly defined ribs with every bass pulse  
of the blog house blats of Riot In Belgium, 
Revolte and Digitalism. The mixes here are 
superlative, the JBAG reworking of Siobhan 
Donaghy’s ‘Don’t Give Up’ especially. The DJ 
skill here is good. Of course it is. Everyone 
can use Traktor, Pro Tools or Ableton Live now 
if they want. So it’s hard not to wish that this 
actually wasn’t mixed, then you wouldn’t 
have to imagine. 
John Doran

Various
Late Night Tales: Fatboy Slim 
(Late Night Tales)
Poor old Quentin. He’s not really done 
anything that wrong that you can put your 
finger on, but he’s become the Colin Hunt: 
Office Joker of the DJ world. On this Back  
To Mine style collection he reveals his love 
for first wave Trojan reggae (Dave and Ansell 
Collins’ ‘Monkey Spanner’), gem-like cover 
versions (Hopeton Lewis’ ‘Express Yourself’), 
solid old favourites (Jonathan Richman’s 
‘Roadrunner’ and Kenny Rogers’ ‘Just 
Dropped In’). 

He also reveals he’s got a sense of 
humour – why else would he have invited 
Bootsy Collins to read out a ‘poem’ penned 
by former Housemartin Paul Heaton or 
included Robert Mitchum’s wince inducing 
calypso number ‘From A Logical Point Of 
View’? You leave thinking Norman Cook is  
a man of great taste, even if it doesn’t extend 
to his choice in shirts.
John Doran

Vietnam 
Vietnam (Kemado)
In Words And Music, Paul Morley compared 
listening to The Strokes, in the context of  
late Nineties pop – Timbaland, Four Tet, Björk 
– to seeing “a comedian, post-Milligan/
Cook/Monty Python/Reeves And Mortimer 
coming along with an act exactly like Charlie 
Chaplin”. The Strokes at least have the 
advantage of making carbon copies of 
sounds from 1977-1980, whereas Vietnam 
sound like some (rightfully) discarded 
artefact of post-Doors, pre-Sabbath white-
boy rock. Lyrics circling around the hell of 
hippie solipsism or invoking hokey ‘visionary’ 
imagery are intoned in a Brooklyn hipster 
whine, the dynamics generally correspond  
to your average Mud song, the band include 
a five-minute, silent hidden track, and your 
correspondent wonders at anyone making  
a record like this in 2007 without a sense of 
deep, corrosive shame.
Daniel Barrow

Friska Viljor
Bravo! (Crying Bob)
Bravo! as in ”Hey, we made a record”, and 
really it’s no minor miracle considering the 
Python-esque attachment to pills and booze 
that are so aggressively documented on 
these 11 cuts. Daniel and Joakim are Friska 
Viljor and they’re having a heck of a time, 
sometimes at the listener’s expense, but 
that’s OK: their girlfriends just dumped them. 
Most distressing are the distressed vocals. 
Daniel and Joakim have not slept for  
a very long time and their voices have been 
unmercifully partied on. Genre-skipping 
results in the wild schizophrenic: mopey 
indie, neo-gypsy and Vegas dance rock with 
sweeping choruses. It’s ’Girls Just Want to 
Have Fun ’for the bronzed, wife-beater set.  
”I was trying to keep my pants on,” Joakim 
sings at one point. Yeah, like you remember.
Shane Moritz

Cristian Vogel
The Never Engine (Tresor)
Vogel’s latest offering for ultra-respected 
Tresor is, according to the man himself,  
“a collection of recordings synthesised using 
bespoke sequencing algorithms designed  
to interpolate between data-states”. Which 
is all well and good for the tech-heads but  
us sub-PhD mortals out here, to be quite 
frank, just want to reach out and be touched 
by something with warmth and soul. The 
Never Engine contains some moments of 
outstanding clarity that crystallise your 
hearing; beat changes that make your heart 
skip. By and large, though, this is just very 
impressive background music. Too clever for 
its own good and too clever to really connect 
with. Certainly too clever to dance to.
Hayley Avron

The Warlocks
Heavy Deavy Skull Lover (Tee Pee)
I confess, I want to hate The Warlocks. Not 
just their heeeavy image – the sub-gothic 
retro-fetishism, leather, lovebeads and skulls, 
(not to mention the endless tedious drug 
references) – but their slavish recreation of 
White Light/White Heat over and again for 
the NME/Carling Rock generation. Despite 
being namechecked by artists I admired,  
I stubbornly persisted in not getting them.  
I tried; I just kept thinking ”Death to false 
dronerock!” I’d rather listen to the real 
Velvets or Brian Jonestown Massacre.

But this album convinced me. Around  
the third play, it clicked. I stopped listening 
with my head and let it wash over me. Like 
heavy metal, you accept the cliches and 
limitations of the genre. Yes, the ‘dark’ lyrics 
are silly. Yes, the songs are all eight minutes 
long, minor chords, vintage guitars drenched 
in fuzz, as languid as Nico slapping a 
tambourine against a junk-thin thigh. Yes,  
it’s pastiche, but a darnn groovy pastiche. 
They’re zombie-like, but I love them.
Fiona Fletcher

Wire
Read And Burn 03 (Pinkflag)
Wire shouldn’t really exist in this day and 
age. The last minute punky addition to the 
glowing canon of Seventies Brit art-school 
bands, they should long ago have returned  
to their laboratories, pursuing endlessly 
inconsequential experiments, reforming 
every now and then for a coffers-filling tour 
performing Pink Flag in its entirety. Yet here 
they are with the third of their ’Research  
And Development’ series, a 25-minute mini-
album which glows with conviction and 
certainty. Opener ‘23 Years Too Late’ is  
a 10-minute Burroughsian vignette of  
screw-top revolutionaries, naked punks and 
stone-hard pagans, a swirl of fast-moving 
disorientation. I don’t know why they still  
do it, but Wire today are a steely-eyed 
metallic beast, music for the wealthy, 
dispassionate intellectual in your life.
Euan Andrews

in the studio: wire
we listened to: “Wire have spent their 
entire artistic lifetime pointedly never 
listening to anyone else’s music in the studio, 

not even for diversion. The notion of trying to 
derive stylistic information and production 
nuance from other people’s records, to me, 
smacks of a ‘rock school’ approach. Of 
having no greater ambition than to sound 
like every other band that ever existed…”
we ate: “In four and a half years? This could 
turn in to a, ‘If you were to lay all the mince 
pies eaten by the average Wire member in  
a year end, to end…’ type of thing.”
we watched: “Recording has become  
a much more visual business these days. 
There’s always something to look at. Maybe 
there’s a guide to mixing in the digital age. 
When you no longer have to look then the 
mix is approaching its completion…”
(Colin Newman)

ZGA/FIGS
Who Has Stolen The Air? 
(Some Bizzarre)
Russian industrial contraptioneer Nick 
Sudnick lures St Petersburg folk bohemians 
FIGS into his audio junkyard, where they 
fashion something highly peculiar. For 
‘Optical Illusion+Chilly Fireball’, a lurching 
funereal dirge gives way to a menacing 
death-factory hum. For ‘Marziale’, violins 
and brass interplay immaculately around  
a queasy loop. ‘It’s Nasty’ is populated by  
an malodorous urban hybrid of Tom Waits 
and the shrieking telly-demon out of Aphex’s 
‘Come to Daddy’. Beats are occasionally 
missed, distressed keys and strings often 
fumbled, perfectly innocent pianos 
eviscerated and molested. It’s a stark, 
macabre dreamspace of jackhammer beats, 
snarled Russian vocals, skittering scrap 
metal, and sub-zero blasts of electronics. 
James Papademetrie

Von Thronstahl
Sacrificare (Cold Spring)
Ten Horned Beast
The Sacred Truth (Cold Spring)
HERR
Fire And Glass: A Norwood Tragedy (Cold Spring)
Hi Plan B,

I have tried to find something constructive to say about 
these records! One of them I liked – what the hell was that 
one called? Beast something. Really had a good night at 
home with that one, wicked stuff altogether good and 
supercult. Industro-drones beat hippie drones because  
they are interested by EVIL instead of patchouli. +2 Satanic.  
I would wear this band’s T-shirt.

Then there was the Von Thronstahl one, that was some 
guy with a Dutch accent I think declaiming over a bunch of 
2/3 chord rolling folk jams with heavy reverb. He says some 
stuff in German and Latin and other points, but I don’t think 

he’s either German or from ancient Rome. I think he just likes to think a lot 
about that stuff. The record, Sacrificare, is not without its charm if you’ve 
wondered what a more humourless Moody Blues would sound like if they 
got obsessed with the Knights Templar or something. If you have wondered 
that though then go for it man, because that is exactly what it sounds like. 

Then there was the other one, HERR’s Fire And Glass: A Norwood Tragedy 
which is frankly one of the strangest things I’ve ever encountered. Which is 
not necessarily to say it’s good, I mean I don’t see myself listening to it again. 
But look here man. When I opened it, I saw these long paragraphs describing 
some gaudy Victorian monument that burned down. I figured these were 
song descriptions but no man these were the lyrics. The record is some music 
in a quasi-”classical” (I don’t know either) vein while this guy reads/recites 
the history of the Crystal Palace and its terrible fiery end and I think he’s both 
mourning the Victorian age and condemning its inhabitants for not knowing 
how good they had it but I don’t really know because honestly who wants  
to waste another minute of his post-University life worrying about the 
Victorians? I put that question to you, man. That leaves the Beast one, which  
I left at home in NC, and I wish I hadn’t, because that one was rather good.  
I expect to listen to it again with pleasure.
John Darnielle
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Olafur Arnalds
Eulogy For Evolution 
(Erased Tapes)
A truly wondrous, 
euphoric collection. 
Strings and piano tempt 

each other from slumber, tiptoeing on heart 
strings as they creep out for a midnight walk 
in the woods. And then! The final track, 
thundering guitars lay a path of blistering 
indie rock, only to shudder cosmically to  
a halt seconds later. As you check your 
connections, the funereal organ kicks  
back in and kisses goodnight. (HA)

Matthew Bayot
The Standard Of 
Living (Fire)
Casual, corduroy-clad 
indie-rock in a slacker 
Americana vein, given  

a sly pep by the occasional presence of 
elongated, droning sitar (and Bayot’s no 
amateur either, classically trained in Indian 
traditional music to a seven-year standard). 
Sadly, the vocals don’t quite stand up, 
tremulous like Dave Berman but lacking  
The Silver Jews’ laconic wit. (LP)

Beachfield
Brighton Bothways 
(Tuition)
”Wha-a-oh,” carols 
former Go-Between 
drummer Glenn 

Thompson. ”It’s winter time again.” 
Autumnal pop: for fans of Aztec Camera  
and ex-Go-Betweens drummers. (ET)

Bear In Heaven
Red Bloom Of The 
Boom (Hometapes)
After the nervous 
urgency of the first few 
tracks, Red Bloom of the 

Boom gradually retreats into a cavern of low 
synth drones, soft bursts of electronic beats, 
and sun-starved psychedelia. You could 
probably find Animal Collective down there 
too, if you looked hard enough – although 
maybe they were just keeping it warm for 
these murky, mind-bent Brooklynites. One 
question, though: why does ‘Werewolf’ 
remind me of Bon Jovi? (DB)

Boxcutter
Glyphic (Planet Mu)
Listening to Northern 
Ireland’s Boxcutter (aka 
Barry Lynn)’s follow up 
to last year’s O*neiric* 

is making me wish that I was about four 
times more paranoid than I actually am, so 
living in the space between the chasm of the 
bass and the distant overhead fragmentary 
instrumentation is less an interesting 
dubstep holiday and more my life. (KG)

Continuum
2 (Soleilmoon)
The second album of 
glimmering low-end 
soundscapes from Dirk 
Serries and Steven 

Wilson powers up the volume and darkens 
the mood. Doomy guitars clash over shivery 
electronics, threatening extensive speaker 
damage and throbbing with unsettling  
wet-lipped mutters and blissfully overdriven 
amplifier worship. (RF)

Demons
Evocation (No Fun 
Productions)
In which Nate from  
Wolf Eyes and 
collaborator Steve 

Kenney show off their latest eBay hauls: 
Evocation is vintage analogue noise in  
a mid-Eighties Broken Flag vein, shimmering 
waves of Pro One synth undercut by fuzzy 
pink noise and high-pitched squeals that 
issue in like far-off, oscillating cosmic 
transmissions. (LP)

Dimension X
Dimension X (KML)
Travel to far-flung and 
terrifying planets via 
Fifties cult sci-fi radio 
show, Dimension X. 

Meet questioning, almost-human robots,  
or be enslaved within Dr Grimshaw’s 
sanatorium, cosmic adventures backed by 
the rock/noise/improv trio of David Chalmin, 
Chris Corsano and Zu’s Massimo Pupillo. I’ll 
say it: far out. (EA)

Dimes
The Silent 
Generation  
(Pet Marmoset)
Dimes strum as giddily 
as any band given 

sunlight and Miracle-Gro, and can get as 
narrative/empathic as The Beatles on the  
title track. But their intrinsic Death Cabbiness 
just makes The Silent Generation sound like  
a series of movements in one symphony of 
West Coast pep. (MT)

Burnt Friedman
First Night Forever 
(Nonplace)
Friedman’s gained 
notice over the years for 
both his own and his 

collaborative work, perhaps most notably 
with David Sylvian. Said singer provides no 
meditative elegance this time around but a 
variety of other vocalists and performers fill 
out Friedman’s moody acoustic/electric 
percussion blends, a good listen for a tensely 
brooding evening. (NR)

Frog Pocket
Come On Primates 
Show Your Teeth 
(Planet Mu)
Opens with guitar 
hacked at the end of  

a corridor, plugged into 20 pedals and four 
laptops. Grows into a swarm of pissed off 
steel bees. Calls at glitch, ambient glimmers 
like yawning giants, and various aggressively 
plucked strings. Sags during attempts at 
subtlety. Owes Aphex at least a pint. (TG)

The Hip Priests
Tight ‘n’ Exciting 
(Sonic Dirt)
You know what you’re 
getting when there’s  
a tattooed semi-naked 

girl bound in rope on the front cover. ‘Cream 
Ma Jeans’ and ‘Juiced Up ‘N’ Loose’ are two 
of the more subtle cuts. It’s the kind or album 
that makes you think of bands that were 
making better garage records years ago, and 
bands that are making better records now. 
Overall, only relatively tight ‘n’ exciting. (DB)

Japancakes
Loveless (Darla)
If you’re going to go, go 
big. Happily Japancakes 
succeed at their brief, 
providing nothing less 

than a full track by track cover of My Bloody 
Valentine’s monumental landmark, down  
to the interstitial pieces between the main 
songs. Neither a radical reinvention nor  
a complete recreation, Japancakes’s sharpest 
move lies in eschewing vocals entirely, letting 
guitar or cello take the part of the elusive, 
blurred singing on the original. (NR)

Jaymay 
Autumn Fallin’ 
(Heavenly)
Recommended, but  
not prescribed, for those 
who like to wallow  

out the window on overcast autumn days, 
absent boy in mind. Jaymay is New Yorkian 
and Dylan-obsessed, apparently, a glutton 
for feminine over-analysis and songs on 
tenterhooks with heartstrings about to 
break. More joyful, is the let’s-dance-like-
Josephine-Baker number, ‘Hard To Say’. (HG)

Johann 
Johansson
Englabörn (4AD)
Sadder than the eyes  
of kicked dogs is 
Englabörn, and the 

dark, suboceanic movements of its strings; 
classical, sobbing and slow one moment, 
stumbling over beats and glockenspiels the 
next. It’s either Final Fantasy gone post-rock, 
or just the dying yelp of a world. (MT)

Moving Units
Hexes For Exes 
(Metropolis)
It’s hard to work out 
what’s most grating 
about Moving Units’ 

second album. Well, not really: it’s the quasi-
anthemic Killers/Strokes/Ladytron mash  
it’s full of, but the dull irony of their name is 
pretty compelling too. Most fun I had was 
trying to work out which Ladytron single ‘The 
Kids From Orange County’ reminded me of. 
It’s a bit like Evil! But not the good bit. (KG)

Mountain Home
Mountain Home 
(Language Of Stone)
“Her skin is as white as 
the snow/As cold as the 
snow/She lies below.” 

And so it slowly, woefully goes in the ghostly 
locus of Mountain Home: a blessed trek 
through arcane folk, unhurried lullabies and 
glorious drones whose protagonists include 
Espers’ Greg Weeks and an uncredited 
Marissa Nadler: marvellous. (NM)

Naked On  
The Vague
The Blood Pressure 
Sessions 
(Dualplover)
Boy meets girl, both 

meet a scrapyard full of broken instruments, 
and a new no wave band is born. Happily, 
Lucy and Matthew’s dinmaking, which 
seems to come from deep within an echoey 
dark tunnel, but actually Sydney, is, frankly,  
a dashed good cut above. (EA)

Nifty
A Sparrow! A 
Sparrow! (Blocks 
Recording Club)
A schizophrenic affair, 
with barely a thread 

running through it. Ragtime film songs give 
way to what sounds like a drum and bass 
vocal separated from its kin and embedded 
within some gentle guitar works, interwoven 
with the beginnings of some serious electro 
that never quite takes place.  (HA)

Pikelet
Pikelet (Chapter)
This is what supports 
Camera Obscura, The 
Blow and Kristen Hersh 
over in Melbourne – and 

yeah, sure, I can hear that. Sweet, female, 
accordion-led music with plenty of reverb 
and a passion for powdered milk: swirling 
and shifting and charming. (ET)

Saturday Looks 
Good To Me
Fill Up The Room 
(How Does It Feel  
To Be Loved?)
An enjoyable romp 

through a Shins-y world of ickle drums and 
sensitive vocals. Smart and amusing, it’s 
Brian Wilson rediscovering his chillaxed side. 
The melodies flow like the Nile and I want to 
make love to the glockenspiel. (TH)

To Rococo Rot
ABC123 (Domino)
To describe this short 
album as the musical 
equivalent of the 
Helvetica typeface 

would be a guilty joy for any pretence-wary 
writer. Happily, I can report that ‘ABC123’ 
was recorded with this precise intention, 
marking the font’s 50th anniversary, and 
alleviating any such dubious pleasure. 
A noodly tribute to simplicity. (DS)

Various
Giraffe Running/
Collaborations  
(Red-F)
In which members of 
Battles and Melt-

Banana, Zu and Rockcoach and The Waltons 
get together with two-piece instrumental 
band Giraffe Running, and over two CDs 
(beautiful handmade cover) do their whole 
‘don’t call us math rock’ thing. Yep. (ET)

The Violets
The Lost Page 
(Angular)
These could easily be 
mistaken for a Pylon 
tribute band, but faintly 

Germanic vocals bring a “Long Blondes 
recorded in a meat locker” feel. Neither is 
bad. Bass is the only instrument consistently 
doing its conventional job, and it’s 
unashamedly pushed front and centre, 
driving the songs. Taut, cold, and brief. (TG)

Brief notes by: Euan Andrews,  
Hayley Avron, Natalie Boxall,  
Digby Bodenham, Thom Gibbs,  
Tom Howard, Nicola Meighan,  
Louis Pattison, Dr Swan,  
Everett True, Meryl Trussler
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Olafur Arnalds
Eulogy For Evolution 
(Erased Tapes)
A truly wondrous, 
euphoric collection. 
Strings and piano tempt 

each other from slumber, tiptoeing on heart 
strings as they creep out for a midnight walk 
in the woods. And then! The final track, 
thundering guitars lay a path of blistering 
indie rock, only to shudder cosmically to  
a halt seconds later. As you check your 
connections, the funereal organ kicks  
back in and kisses goodnight. (HA)

Matthew Bayot
The Standard Of 
Living (Fire)
Casual, corduroy-clad 
indie-rock in a slacker 
Americana vein, given  

a sly pep by the occasional presence of 
elongated, droning sitar (and Bayot’s no 
amateur either, classically trained in Indian 
traditional music to a seven-year standard). 
Sadly, the vocals don’t quite stand up, 
tremulous like Dave Berman but lacking  
The Silver Jews’ laconic wit. (LP)

Beachfield
Brighton Bothways 
(Tuition)
”Wha-a-oh,” carols 
former Go-Between 
drummer Glenn 

Thompson. ”It’s winter time again.” 
Autumnal pop: for fans of Aztec Camera  
and ex-Go-Betweens drummers. (ET)

Bear In Heaven
Red Bloom Of The 
Boom (Hometapes)
After the nervous 
urgency of the first few 
tracks, Red Bloom of the 

Boom gradually retreats into a cavern of low 
synth drones, soft bursts of electronic beats, 
and sun-starved psychedelia. You could 
probably find Animal Collective down there 
too, if you looked hard enough – although 
maybe they were just keeping it warm for 
these murky, mind-bent Brooklynites. One 
question, though: why does ‘Werewolf’ 
remind me of Bon Jovi? (DB)

Boxcutter
Glyphic (Planet Mu)
Listening to Northern 
Ireland’s Boxcutter (aka 
Barry Lynn)’s follow up 
to last year’s O*neiric* 

is making me wish that I was about four 
times more paranoid than I actually am, so 
living in the space between the chasm of the 
bass and the distant overhead fragmentary 
instrumentation is less an interesting 
dubstep holiday and more my life. (KG)

Continuum
2 (Soleilmoon)
The second album of 
glimmering low-end 
soundscapes from Dirk 
Serries and Steven 

Wilson powers up the volume and darkens 
the mood. Doomy guitars clash over shivery 
electronics, threatening extensive speaker 
damage and throbbing with unsettling  
wet-lipped mutters and blissfully overdriven 
amplifier worship. (RF)

Demons
Evocation (No Fun 
Productions)
In which Nate from  
Wolf Eyes and 
collaborator Steve 

Kenney show off their latest eBay hauls: 
Evocation is vintage analogue noise in  
a mid-Eighties Broken Flag vein, shimmering 
waves of Pro One synth undercut by fuzzy 
pink noise and high-pitched squeals that 
issue in like far-off, oscillating cosmic 
transmissions. (LP)

Dimension X
Dimension X (KML)
Travel to far-flung and 
terrifying planets via 
Fifties cult sci-fi radio 
show, Dimension X. 

Meet questioning, almost-human robots,  
or be enslaved within Dr Grimshaw’s 
sanatorium, cosmic adventures backed by 
the rock/noise/improv trio of David Chalmin, 
Chris Corsano and Zu’s Massimo Pupillo. I’ll 
say it: far out. (EA)

Dimes
The Silent 
Generation  
(Pet Marmoset)
Dimes strum as giddily 
as any band given 

sunlight and Miracle-Gro, and can get as 
narrative/empathic as The Beatles on the  
title track. But their intrinsic Death Cabbiness 
just makes The Silent Generation sound like  
a series of movements in one symphony of 
West Coast pep. (MT)

Burnt Friedman
First Night Forever 
(Nonplace)
Friedman’s gained 
notice over the years for 
both his own and his 

collaborative work, perhaps most notably 
with David Sylvian. Said singer provides no 
meditative elegance this time around but a 
variety of other vocalists and performers fill 
out Friedman’s moody acoustic/electric 
percussion blends, a good listen for a tensely 
brooding evening. (NR)

Frog Pocket
Come On Primates 
Show Your Teeth 
(Planet Mu)
Opens with guitar 
hacked at the end of  

a corridor, plugged into 20 pedals and four 
laptops. Grows into a swarm of pissed off 
steel bees. Calls at glitch, ambient glimmers 
like yawning giants, and various aggressively 
plucked strings. Sags during attempts at 
subtlety. Owes Aphex at least a pint. (TG)

The Hip Priests
Tight ‘n’ Exciting 
(Sonic Dirt)
You know what you’re 
getting when there’s  
a tattooed semi-naked 

girl bound in rope on the front cover. ‘Cream 
Ma Jeans’ and ‘Juiced Up ‘N’ Loose’ are two 
of the more subtle cuts. It’s the kind or album 
that makes you think of bands that were 
making better garage records years ago, and 
bands that are making better records now. 
Overall, only relatively tight ‘n’ exciting. (DB)

Japancakes
Loveless (Darla)
If you’re going to go, go 
big. Happily Japancakes 
succeed at their brief, 
providing nothing less 

than a full track by track cover of My Bloody 
Valentine’s monumental landmark, down  
to the interstitial pieces between the main 
songs. Neither a radical reinvention nor  
a complete recreation, Japancakes’s sharpest 
move lies in eschewing vocals entirely, letting 
guitar or cello take the part of the elusive, 
blurred singing on the original. (NR)

Jaymay 
Autumn Fallin’ 
(Heavenly)
Recommended, but  
not prescribed, for those 
who like to wallow  

out the window on overcast autumn days, 
absent boy in mind. Jaymay is New Yorkian 
and Dylan-obsessed, apparently, a glutton 
for feminine over-analysis and songs on 
tenterhooks with heartstrings about to 
break. More joyful, is the let’s-dance-like-
Josephine-Baker number, ‘Hard To Say’. (HG)

Johann 
Johansson
Englabörn (4AD)
Sadder than the eyes  
of kicked dogs is 
Englabörn, and the 

dark, suboceanic movements of its strings; 
classical, sobbing and slow one moment, 
stumbling over beats and glockenspiels the 
next. It’s either Final Fantasy gone post-rock, 
or just the dying yelp of a world. (MT)

Moving Units
Hexes For Exes 
(Metropolis)
It’s hard to work out 
what’s most grating 
about Moving Units’ 

second album. Well, not really: it’s the quasi-
anthemic Killers/Strokes/Ladytron mash  
it’s full of, but the dull irony of their name is 
pretty compelling too. Most fun I had was 
trying to work out which Ladytron single ‘The 
Kids From Orange County’ reminded me of. 
It’s a bit like Evil! But not the good bit. (KG)

Mountain Home
Mountain Home 
(Language Of Stone)
“Her skin is as white as 
the snow/As cold as the 
snow/She lies below.” 

And so it slowly, woefully goes in the ghostly 
locus of Mountain Home: a blessed trek 
through arcane folk, unhurried lullabies and 
glorious drones whose protagonists include 
Espers’ Greg Weeks and an uncredited 
Marissa Nadler: marvellous. (NM)

Naked On  
The Vague
The Blood Pressure 
Sessions 
(Dualplover)
Boy meets girl, both 

meet a scrapyard full of broken instruments, 
and a new no wave band is born. Happily, 
Lucy and Matthew’s dinmaking, which 
seems to come from deep within an echoey 
dark tunnel, but actually Sydney, is, frankly,  
a dashed good cut above. (EA)

NIFTY
A Sparrow! A 
Sparrow! (Blocks 
Recording Club)
A schizophrenic affair, 
with barely a thread 

running through it. Ragtime film songs give 
way to what sounds like a drum and bass 
vocal separated from its kin and embedded 
within some gentle guitar works, interwoven 
with the beginnings of some serious electro 
that never quite takes place.  (HA)

Pikelet
Pikelet (Chapter)
This is what supports 
Camera Obscura, The 
Blow and Kristen Hersh 
over in Melbourne – and 

yeah, sure, I can hear that. Sweet, female, 
accordion-led music with plenty of reverb 
and a passion for powdered milk: swirling 
and shifting and charming. (ET)

Saturday Looks 
Good To Me
Fill Up The Room 
(How Does It Feel  
To Be Loved?)
An enjoyable romp 

through a Shins-y world of ickle drums and 
sensitive vocals. Smart and amusing, it’s 
Brian Wilson rediscovering his chillaxed side. 
The melodies flow like the Nile and I want to 
make love to the glockenspiel. (TH)

To Rococo Rot
ABC123 (Domino)
To describe this short 
album as the musical 
equivalent of the 
Helvetica typeface 

would be a guilty joy for any pretence-wary 
writer. Happily, I can report that ‘ABC123’ 
was recorded with this precise intention, 
marking the font’s 50th anniversary, and 
alleviating any such dubious pleasure. 
A noodly tribute to simplicity. (DS)

Various
Giraffe Running/
Collaborations  
(Red-F)
In which members of 
Battles and Melt-

Banana, Zu and Rockcoach and The Waltons 
get together with two-piece instrumental 
band Giraffe Running, and over two CDs 
(beautiful handmade cover) do their whole 
‘don’t call us math rock’ thing. Yep. (ET)

The Violets
The Lost Page 
(Angular)
These could easily be 
mistaken for a Pylon 
tribute band, but faintly 

Germanic vocals bring a “Long Blondes 
recorded in a meat locker” feel. Neither is 
bad. Bass is the only instrument consistently 
doing its conventional job, and it’s 
unashamedly pushed front and centre, 
driving the songs. Taut, cold, and brief. (TG)

Brief notes by: Euan Andrews,  
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“You don’t really like this camp old stuff, do you?” 
asks the drunk man looming over the decks, his  
face far too close to mine. I’m spinning a set of easy 
listening hits: both Sinatras, Peggy, Judy, Doris. Yes,  
I mutter back, I really do like this ‘camp old stuff’, 
and not in a kitsch or ironic way either. It’s hard to  
be kissed if your tongue is forever in your cheek.

Calling music from an earlier age ‘camp’ 
suggests it can only be enjoyed with a smirking  
lack of sincerity, looking to the past as blinkered 
escapism for the present. Yet camp can also be 
filtered back into clear-headed, unironic, heartfelt 
joy. You just have to mean it. 

One such filter is Joe Foster, former Creation 
Records factotum and producer of early JAMC. 
Today he reissues rare albums by the likes of Eartha 
Kitt and Jennifer via his impeccable Rev-Ola label. 
That Bad Eartha, Miss Kitt’s 1956 debut album, 
comes with a remastering credit for Norman Blake 
of Teenage Fanclub: the old purveyors of indie noise 
are the new custodians of vintage quiet. Sinister  
and sexy, the young Eartha quivers through ‘Lilac 
Wine’and haughtily hides the bedroom key for  
her Noel Coward-esque showstopper, ‘I Want To  
Be Evil’. Sublime.

Jennifer was how Jennifer Warnes was more 
simply known in the late Sixties, before she bonded 
with Leonard Cohen and duetted on Eighties  
movie themes. Her former incarnation was a specs-

wearing folkie who appeared regularly on  
US TV singing with Donovan, Glen Campbell 
and anyone else not nailed down. If it’s 
possible to be filed under ‘nervous hippy 
camp’, this compilation of her first two 
albums is a main contender. 

Warnes declined to be involved with this CD, 
suggesting she’s keen to draw a line under such 
musical baby photos, but it’s still an intriguing 
parade of psychedelic covers by Dylan, the Stones, 
and even an aria by Donizetti. Standout track: her 
wonderfully overwrought rendition of The Beatles’ 
‘Here There And Everywhere’, all arms waving  
and theatrical breathiness.

From LTM Records comes B9 Bis, a fascinating 
snapshot of the Belgian new wave and post-punk 
scene from 1979 to 1983, complete with detailed 
sleeve notes of this lesser-sung scene. Tinting the 
Factory Records and CBGB aesthetics through  
a continental prism, it could be argued that this 
material too has acquired a certain early Eighties 
type of camp (the idea of a Belgian Joy Division 
alone sounds pretty camp before you hear a note). 
Highlights include the shrill toothache electronica  
of Prothese’s ‘Tumeurs’ (recalling the soundtrack  
to cult movie Liquid Sky), the dressed-up soul-jazz  
of Allez Allez, and the synthetic vaudeville of Peel 
favourites Berntholer. However, the skittish, spiky 
Talking Heads-esque guitar pop of Digital Dance 

and their side project Jung would sound bang up to 
date in 2007, given it’s the same sound dominating 
alt-rock festivals today.

In 1997 London, Darren Hayman also dusted  
off that David Byrne 1977 guitar rattle, melding it 
equally unfashionably with the bouncy tension of 
the Violent Femmes and the relationship-dissecting 
lyrics of The Wedding Present. Like Belle And 
Sebastian the year before, Hefner seemed so 
magically fully-formed yet so utterly at odds with 
the styles around them at the time that their swift 
graduation to cult favourites and John Peel stalwarts 
made perfect sense. For the reissue of their debut, 
Breaking God’s Heart, there’s 30 bonus tracks, all 
recorded in the same year. No slouches, Hefner.  
Just as well it’s addictive fare; once opener ‘The 
Sweetness Lies Within’ nails its colours to the mast, 
you’ll either be nonplussed or stay smitten for  
the 40-track duration. Token camp moment: the 
moment in ‘God Is On My Side’ where Hayman pulls 
off a unlikely but curiously convincing soul falsetto.

Finally, to Trunk Records, a label with its own 
contribution to definitions of camp. They release 
soundtracks to vintage kids TV with one hand, and 
Dirty Fan Male: Real Letters To Porn Stars with the 
other. Ivor The Engine and Pogles Wood will carry  
a Proustian joy for those old enough to remember 
the TV programmes, but anyone with half an 
interest in vintage exotica will cherish this release. 
The CD includes spoken announcements in those 
very soft and lovely BBC tones of old: “Pogles Music. 
6th July 1964. One opening. Long.” And nothing 
quite lifts the heart like the sound of a gentleman  
–whom I like to imagine is wearing a tie – 
impersonating a steam engine: “Pssshhhh-t’kuh!” 

It’s hard to be kissed 
if your tongue is 
forever in your cheek

a cooler camp 
Words: Dickon Edwards 
Illustration: Gwénola Carrère

Lovely Eartha, the frisson of steam power and the big gay heart of easy listening: 
Plan B’s camp champ reclaims kitsch from the ironists

Eartha Kitt: That Bad Eartha (Rev-Ola)
Jennifer: Jennifer (Rev-Ola)
Various: B9 Bis: Belgian Cold Wave 1979-1983 (LTM)
Hefner: Breaking God’s Heart (Belka)
Vernon Elliott: Ivor The Engine and Pogles Wood (Trunk)
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Burning Witch
Crippled Lucifer (Southern Lord)
Before Sunn O))), Goatsnake or Southern 
Lord, there was Burning Witch – a sludge-
doom combo from Seattle that, for a few 
years in the mid-Nineties, did much to slow 
metal to a pained, bloodied trudge-through-
sludge. Much on this EP compilation points 
to what would come later. Stephen O’Malley, 
at this point a fanzine writer trading 
communiqués with the great and good  
of black metal, moved to perfect his guitar 
playing, blackened riffs that made up in 
pulsating body what they lacked in speed. 
Bassist Stuart Dahlquist, later of Goatsnake, 
ensures that even the 11-minute ‘Stillborn’ 
retain body and presence. And vocalist Edgy 
59’s emaciated Ozzy whine prefigured the 
songs-from-the-torture-chamber vibe later 
explored further by Khanate and Khlyst. It’s 
already stretching the format in the same 
way O’Malley later would with Sunn O))) – 
and, of course, pretty killer in its own right.
Louis Pattison

Digital Dance
Treatment (LTM)
Formed in the summer of 1978, Digital 
Dance was the brainchild of Jerry WX and 
Stephan Barbery, two Brussels-based 
Kraftwerk and Eno fans who had been quick 
to embrace punk. This compilation captures 
most of the highlights, including John Peel 
favourite ‘Faulty’ and ’I Sleep On The Waves’, 
a curious hybrid of the jagged pop of Talking 
Heads and epic soundscapes of Kraftwerk. 
‘Treatment’ owes a lot to the developing 
Factory sound – the band appeared with Joy 
Division in Jan ’80 – and betrays the punk 
funk influence of early A Certain Ratio. ‘Bad 
Meeting’, meanwhile, is more of an updated 
homage to Velvet Underground styling with 
Jerry WX sounding weirdly like a male Nico. 
Stuart Aitken

Ferrante And Teicher
Soundproof: The Sound Of Tomorrow/
Today! (él)
Originally released in the Fifties, these two 
albums represent a futuristic attempt to 
create ‘the sound of tomorrow today’ with 
the aid of only two pianos and four hands. 
Produced through a variety of piano 
manipulations, from sticking things inside  

to hitting the strings directly, Ferrante And 
Teicher’s music sounds like the weird uncle 
who always sits next to you at weddings. No 
one can remember what he does for a living, 
and he gets really excited talking about gold-
tipped hi-fi stereo cables. Only years later, 
when someone accidentally discovers his 
vast collection of Japanese snuff buried in 
the garden shed, does the truth emerge: it 
turns out that the superficial and the familiar 
are just another side of the dark, the 
paranoid and the perverse. 
Pil And Galia Kollectiv

KPM Music Recorded Library 
1000 Series
The Big Beat Volume 2 (Tummy Touch)
Back in 1970, KPM drafted in Alan 
Moorhouse to record the follow up to Big 
Beat Volume One. Moorhouse was a player 
on the session scene who shot to ‘fame’ 
when he co-wrote Lulu’s god-awful 
Eurovision Song Contest entry ‘Boom Bang-
A-Bang’ and many other musical atrocities. 
However, as is the way with library music, 
hidden among the roadkill are some true 
gems – check ‘Funky Fever’ on the 1973 
album Alan Moorhouse And His Bond Street 
Brigade. On this outing for the legendary 
library label we find Mr Moorhouse in fine 
form. What’s more, in true KPM style, the 
liner notes provide an idea of what to expect 
from each track, highlights being ’Soul 
Skimmer’ (”medium-tempo hard rocker”), 
’Expo In Tokyo’ (”medium pop – oriental 
flavour”) and ’Psychodale’ (”wild bizarre 
pop”). To put it in simple KPM language: 
”Essential listening, just buy it”.
Stuart Aitken

Labradford
Prazision (Kranky)
Opening number ‘Listening In Depth’ comes 
to life with a revolving grinder noise, like the 
antique needle placed in the record grooves 
at the start of Inland Empire, a doorway 
opening up into a night world of differing 
dreams and possibilities. Prazision was  
first released in 1993, both Labradford and 
Kranky’s first album release, setting a unique 
and lasting template for both label and band. 
Labradford’s original line-up of Mark Nelson 
and Carter Brown produced a record of 
somnambulist songs, no beginnings or ends, 

atmospheres for moving through quiet cities 
at 3am, maps made out of pinpricks of light. 
In later years, Labradford would lose even 
the songs and focus on those atmospheres.

Prazision, re-mastered and including 
debut single ‘Everlast’, is a masterpiece for 
insomniacs with troubled thoughts.
Euan Andrews

Nino Rota
La Strada/Nights Of Cabiria (él)
Federico Fellini’s Oscar-winning La Strada 
and Nights Of Cabiria owed much of their 
success to these lavish scores by his collaborator 
of some 28 years, Nino Rota. Through his 
evocations of circus music and café society, 
Rota augmented the air of contextual 
authenticity that enveloped the director’s 
hard luck tales of personalities on the periphery. 
Fellini’s wife, the actress Giulettia Masini, 
starred in both features, and listening to these 
syncopated rhythms, horn blasts and sumptuous 
string sweeps recalls the diminutive star’s 
impish on-screen movements and mischief. 
Rota’s music is by turns raucous and reflective, 
but never less than highly evocative. 
Spencer Grady 

The Orb
UFOrb (Island/Universal)
Despite its title, it’s a particularly British 
ambience that takes centre stage on UFOrb, 
as soothing and familiar as summer rain  
in an English country garden. Fifteen years 
since its original release, UFOrb sounds  
every bit as classic as it should – ‘Little  
Fluffy Clouds’ may get the heavy rotation  
but it’s this record that represents the  
duo’s high water mark. Lifting off with  
the spine-tingling ‘OOBE’, through the  
fun house mirrors of ‘The Blue Room’, 
culminating endearingly in ‘A Sticky End’, 
UFOrb is the perfect confluence of 
accessibility and experimentalism.
Merek Cooper

Psapp
Tiger, My Friend (Domino)
Psapp make microcosmic pop, bristling  
with tindery beats and melodies. Their songs 
twitch and spider from the shells of walnuts, 
across forest floors and into glowing 
playroom windows. Despite the jazzy current 
of Galia Durant’s voice, the album’s most 
dynamic chants are those of mewling kittens 
and squeaking toys. There’s unease here;  
it’s more twilit and exotic than Tunng, more 
punctuated by smoky hush than The Books. 
The plucked violin is so many winks across  
a room, the piano walks hip-swayingly, 
dolefully through ‘The Counter’, everything 
this sort of seduction-infected toyland – the 
night-noise of Mr Roger’s Neighborhood.
Meryl Trussler

Bim Sherman
Tribulation Down In Jamdown 
1974 To 1979 (Pressure Sounds)
On the sprawling map of Bim Sherman, this 
is the old A-road, long eclipsed by faster, 
sleeker dual carriageways, particularly 1994’s 
Miracle. The studio has always been just 
another instrument in the reggae repertoire, 
Bim and On-U Sound driving it near to  
the inner ring road of Warehouse Party 
production techniques. Here though, we  
can re-visit the shack in ‘Love In The Ghetto’, 
continue down the arterial wisps of ‘Weak 
Heart Men’. The more modernity crumbles, 
the more Rastafari’s ‘prophecy’ appears to 

come to the fore in cultural texts. Yet Bim 
Sherman had a beautiful distance, as well  
as a stoicism that’s absent in more firebrand 
singers and toasters. Lloyd Jarrett Vincent, 
you are sadly missed. 
Steve Hanson

Trentemøller
The Trentemøller Chronicles 
(Audiomatique)
The first substantial Trentemøller compilation 
to hit CD format. Mixed by the man himself, 
CD1 touches upon his favourites from his 
extensive back catalogue and for such a 
capricious artist the Chronicles work well 
managing to seamlessly blend his electro, 
minimalist and ambient sensibilities. The 
highlight is Trentemøller’s remix of his own 
‘Moan’, a landmark in lo-fidelity production. 
CD2 amasses his most popular remixes to 
date (The Knife, Rokysopp and Mathias 
Schaffhäuser) and sees Trentemøller flaunt 
his electro house side, boasting recent  
gems like Digitalism’s ‘Idealism’.
Arron Merat

Bobb Trimble
Iron Curtain Innocence/Harvest Of 
Dreams (Secretly Canadian)
Trimble is a cult figure among cult figures.  
His first two self-released albums from the 
early Eighties have been given the cleaned-
up treatment, bonus cuts and all, and  
what comes through clearest on both is a 
seemingly impossible voice, a fragile keening 
falsetto that swoops around a mysterious 
space-rock landscape. Iron Curtain 
Innocence’s cover alone is strange enough  
– Trimble looking like a winsome extra  
from Rushmore, bearing both a guitar and  
a tommy gun – while the music carries all 
before it, low budget but hardly lo-fi. The 
best song title easy is ‘Killed By The Hands Of 
An Unknown Rock Star’. Cackles leap from 
the mix, a gentle haze suffuses all the songs. 

Harvest Of Dreams takes a more hopeful 
turn, reflected in part by Trimble’s new-found 
faith (thus songs like ‘Armour Of The Shroud’ 
and bonus track ‘Galilean Boy’) but also in 
more upbeat arrangements. Also, in a move 
more performers should do, he had recruited 
and taught a band of 12-year-olds to help, 
with the sassy snot of ‘Oh Baby’ being their 
moment to shine, even on the lead vocals.
Ned Raggett

Edgar Varese
Complete Works: Vol 1 (él)
Seminal recordings from perhaps the most 
revolutionary composer of the 20th Century, 
a true scientist of sound. It’s hard to imagine 
how outrageous Varèse’s music must have 
sounded to his contemporaries, but one 
imagines “like an entire orchestra being 
rolled down the stairs” being about right. 
And yes, it still sounds as exciting as that 57 
years later. Kettle drums and whistles collide 
with air raid sirens and glass bottles, tapes 
roll, foghorns summon dragons, tuxedos are 
shredded, minds are blown. 

This is the original 1950 release that  
sent a teenaged Frank Zappa careening  
into a world of rock-zaniness. Forget Zappa, 
though. Varèse’s influence ricochets through 
the late 20th Century avant-garde – from 
Stockhausen to Sculpture, Faust to Floyd, 
Cage to Can. My only real complaint would 
be that at 38 minutes, couldn’t we have had 
some more?
Mark Pilkington

Miles Davis
The Complete On the Corner Sessions (Columbia/Legacy)
If you want to play musical archaeologist, consider this the 
Ark of the Covenant. Universally scorned when it was first 
released in 1972, On The Corner was Miles Davis’ final 
break from jazz and a blazing lift-off into future music that 

is only now starting to make sense. By hooking into the street-funk rhythms 
of Sly Stone and incorporating Stockhausen’s concepts of space and time, 
multi-layered keyboards, fuzzed-up electric guitars, wah-wah trumpet, tabla 
and sitar and hanging them all on intense, percussion-heavy one-chord 
trance jams, Miles’ zoned-out experiments sowed the seeds for hip hop, 
techno, drum n’ bass, dub-step, Indo-world music – even the extended 
stoner vamps of the free-folk movement, as the monumental, unedited half-
hour jams presented here prove. If you want a brain-melting musical double-
take, try listening to the head-down onslaught of ‘Rated X’, with it’s brutal 
post-jungle rhythms, murderous bass and split-second tape-loop drop-outs 
while adjusting your mind to the fact that it wasn’t recorded in South London 
last week, but New York City 35 years ago. 

You can call this a fitting epitaph too: collecting on six CDs all of Miles 
studio jams between ’72 and ’75 – up to the point when drugs, exhaustion 
and illness forced him into a self-imposed exile from which he never really 
recovered – it’s the definitive portrait of a genius bursting through the walls 
of reality and finding a place to wait while everyone else catches up. 
Daniel Spicer
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RICHARD YOUNGS
AUTUMN RESPONSE

CD/LP

WORD OF MOUTH. WE DEPEND ON IT.

OKKERVIL RIVER
THE STAGE NAMES 

CD/LP 

BLACK MOUNTAIN
IN THE FUTURE

CD/2xLP
(OUT JANUARY 21)

SUNSET RUBDOWN
RANDOM SPIRIT LOVER

CD/2xLP

ALSO AVAILABLE:  THE BESNARD LAKES “Casino Nanaimo” 12” | SPOKANE “Little Hours” LP+CD
JAGJAGUWAR 1499 West 2nd Street, Bloomington, IN 47403 USA  WWW.JAGJAGUWAR.COM  Distributed by SC Distribution

ALSO AVAILABLE:
THROW ME THE STATUE ABOUT TO WALK CD EP
JUNE PANIC SONGS FROM PURGATORY 3xCD
1499 WEST 2ND STREET, BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA 47403 USA WWW.SECRETLYCANADIAN.COM

Jens Lekman
“Night Falls Over Kortedala”
“BBBBB”
—The Guardian

“Joyous, danceable, at some times
euphoric, at all times gorgeous.”
—Plan B

“Kortedala represents the most 
cohesive statement yet from an
immensely talented artist. 9.0”
—Pitchfork

CD & LP out now

IRON CURTAIN INNOCENCE
CD/LP

HARVEST OF DREAMS
CD/LP

MAGNOLIA ELECTRIC CO.
SOJOURNER

BOX SET

BOBB TRIMBLE REISSUES

COMING IN 2008: NEW RELEASES FROM EVANGELICALS | WHITE HINTERLAND | THE EXPLORERS CLUB 
1499 WEST 2ND STREET BLOOMINGTON, IN 47403 USA | WWW.DEADOCEANS.COM

CITAY
LITTLE KINGDOM

CD

“Little Kingdom sounds like Ratatat if they became 
Hare Krishna or Lightning Bolt if they scarfed a 

shitload of peyote and played drums with their hair. 
It is a monumental journey through the galaxy of jams
and the ideal soundtrack to a million falling leaves.” 

—Fader

BISHOP ALLEN
THE BROKEN STRING

CD/LP

“You (meaning probably 90 percent of humanity) 
will like, if not love, this album if you hear it. 

I can think of no better recommendation 
for pop songs this good.”

—PopMatters

PHOSPHORESCENT
PRIDE
CD/LP

“A reedy organ fills what few gaps remain while 
drums thin as rice paper keep time for the army 

of Matthew Houcks marching to heaven... 
Phosphorescent has finally come into its own 

and created a complete masterpiece.” 
—Music For Robots

N O W  A V A I L A B L E F R O M D E A D O C E A N S

Various
Nueva Vision: Latin Jazz And Soul 
From The Cuban Label Egrem/Arieto 
(Sonar Kollektiv)
If your reissue/compilation-overload alarm 
bells are ringing already, further amplified by 

shudders at the kind of blandness implied  
by the words ‘compiled by Jazzanova’ 
appearing on the back cover of Nueva  
Vision, you’re probably onto something.  
The 17 tracks here, while often pleasant  
and occasionally inspired (Tema 4’s popist 

miniatures, the anomalous synth wig- 
out that coasts Emiliano Salvador’s ‘Som  
en 7/4’), cleave far too close to polite, 
mannered ‘funky’ jazz that disavows 
horizontal development. Which means, 
ultimately, it’s far removed from the 

modernist ‘broad church’ of Brazilian 
Tropicalia, for example.This isn’t necessarily  
a lack on the part of the artists of Nueva 
Vision, but it’s not what I’m looking for in  
a repeat listening experience. 
Jon Dale

improperly dressed 
Words: Everett True 
Illustration: Anke Weckmann

The Slits
Return Of The Giant Slits (Blast First Petite)
Some stuff you should know about The Slits.

Singer Ari Up’s stepfather was John Lydon. Ari 
Up was 14 when she formed The Slits in 1976 (she 
was 17 when their debut album Cut came out). 
Drummer Palmolive dated Joe Strummer for two 
years, around the time of The Clash/Slits/Subway 
Sect ’White Riot’ tour in ‘76. Ari Up’s grandfather 
was rich indeed (she was born in Germany). Hold 
up. Does any of this matter? Even if The Slits had 
split without entering the studio, bootlegs of their 
early performances – some of which resurfaced on 
Rough Trade – would prove them to be the most 
‘punk’ of all the 1976 punk bands: irritating, free-
spirited, fully imaginative, spontaneous, given  
to wild bursts of creativity. As it is, debut single, 
1979’s ‘I Heard It Through The Grapevine’ (double 
A-side with ‘Typical Girls’) is the finest cover of  
a Motown song ever, and Cut was the album that 
made me want to move up to London. 

Palmolive left shortly after Cut and then only 
went and helped The Raincoats record their debut, 
thus being responsible for the two finest albums 
from the late Seventies, bar none. Ari Up formed 
New Age Steppers, which did a very fine line in 
female-fronted dub indeed (and helped kickstart 
Neneh Cherry’s career) and also got caught up in 
that whole Bristol scene (notably The Pop Group).

Most everyone who’s ever picked up on a 
Kathleen Hanna diatribe or partied to The Gossip 
or understood Kurt Cobain’s musical taste, will 
have heard of Cut. It’s infectious, sassy, riotous –  

a perfect collusion of attitude and reggae producer 
Dennis Bovell’s spacious dub sound: squeals and 
laughter and carefree social commentary. It is one 
of the cornerstones of my musical taste. This you 
probably already know. 

If not, put this magazine down, go online and 
order Cut and, while you’re at it, the excellent 1980 
live ’bootleg’ Typical Girls. Seriously, do it now. But 
wait. Here’s the thing…The Return Of The Giant 
Slits is possibly even better. 

The Slits’ second album was released in 
September 1981 on CBS, a few months before  
the band split. It wasn’t without its detractors, 
though. For example, Wikipedia claims that, at  
the time of its release, “Many felt that [The Slits’] 

initial energy, exuberance and innovativeness had 
deserted them”. 

I can sort of understand why its detractors 
might think The Return Of… is jaded: it’s certainly 
different. It sounds more grown-up, focused, with 
even wider spaces in between the merriment. It 
has a purpose, a consistent framework. Where  
Cut seemed to be running unchecked from one 
bout of mischief to the next, The Return Of…  
feels positively sedate in comparison. Mannered. 
Mature. It doesn’t sound like an album made  
by a bunch of teen girls – but it wasn’t made by  
a bunch of teen girls. (Um, Ari Up aside.)

There’s space for the ideas to breathe and grow, 
and for new sounds and instruments to be added, 

for the input of Pop Group drummer Bruce Smith 
and left-field improviser Steve Beresford, and also 
visionary dub producer/manager Dick O’Dell (the 
man behind ace dance label Y Records). Sure, the 
two records have a different energy – but why 
wouldn’t they? They’re made by different people, 
at different stages of their lives: The Slits’ influences 
had progressed from Don Letts’ heavy dub reggae 
sound systems that helped soundtrack the early 
punk revolution, to African beats and the ever-
omniscient musical adventurism of Sun Ra. 

Songs like (second single) ‘Earthbeat’ had  
a deep rhythm and joy the equal of the Gaye cover; 
‘Face Place’ starts with sonorous brass before 
fragmenting into shards of expression and squeaky 
little toy sounds and melodica, a touch of old 
school laughter and off-mic noises. ‘Animal Space/
Spacier’ had already seen life as a Human Records 
single, but here it’s more playful, given a coda at 
the end where it can spread and soar. ‘Improperly 
Dressed’ is a cautionary tale of travelling the tube 
late at night – you can hear echoes of Björk within 
its tribal drumming and echoed brass refrains.  
‘Life On Earth’ stutters and swaggers and squirms 
in self-delight.

This way-overdue reissue also boats a bonus 
album – no less than five versions of ‘Earthbeat’, 
none of which have paled yet, a welcome 
reworking of ‘In The Beginning There Was Rhythm’ 
called ‘Begin Again Rhythm’ (cue line: ”SILENCE  
IS A RHYTHM TOO”), a pointless radio interview, 
and in the grand tradition of Studio One B-sides 
which reworked the A-side as an instrumental dub 
version, ‘Dub Beat’. (Sadly, no ‘Man Next Door’ or 
‘In The Beginning…’ itself.)

Listen up. Most of you probably didn’t even 
know this album existed. You’re in for a treat.

Most of you probably 
didn’t even know this 
album existed. You’re 
in for a treat
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Oh good, films of the year. I’ve always wanted to 
give my own awards ceremony, so let’s go. 

Best Use Of Laura Dern In A Corridor goes to 
David Lynch’s Inland Empire. This Is England  
(dir: Shane Meadows) wins Best Haircuts, hands 
down. Meadows’ films are a bit creaky, but he 
chooses such great actors I could sit and watch  
them for hours. Thomas Turgoose as 12-year-old 
Shaun is every bit the doomed rebel of Truffaut’s 
400 Blows. Or Danny Kendal from Grange Hill, 
whichever. Most Practical Yet Stylish Jacket goes  
to Ulrich Muhe in The Lives Of Others (dir: Florian 
Henckel von Donnersmarck). It was a pretty good 
thriller about a Stasi spy in East Germany, but to be 
honest I could only think about how nicely Muhe’s 
grey padded jacket fitted his torso. 

I assume that being a hip, clued-up Plan B reader, 
you know all about the Joy Division, Scott Walker 
and Edith Piaf biopics (Control, 30th Century Man, 
and La Vie En Rose respectively). Daft Punk are to  
be highly commended for Electroma, their first 
feature-length: a dreamy tale of two lonely robots 
who try to become human. As you’d expect, it was 
visually stunning, though not quite as much as the 
YouTube footage of their set at this year’s Wireless 
festival, which even as a grainy video clip looked  
like a Biblical epic of Charlton Heston proportions. 

But this year, the coveted music gong goes  
to Monks: The Transatlantic Feedback, a 
documentary about the cult Sixties beat group.  
It had a great story to tell: how five demobbed 
American GIs stationed in Germany at the start  
of the Sixties were taken under the wing of two 
Svengali-like advertising execs and shaped into an 
avant-garde “anti-Beatles”, complete with monk-
style tonsures and a minimal, uncompromising 
sound. Plus you got to see Faust’s Hans-Joachim 
Irmler sitting on a leopard-print couch talking  
about imperialist chord progressions. 

In The War On Democracy, veteran radical 
journalist John Pilger 
struck a blow against 
the real-life imperialists 
– in his view, the US 
government and its 
allies – who have  
been overthrowing 
democratically elected 
governments in Latin 

America since the start 
of the Cold War. Their 
preference for tonic, 
subdominant and 
dominant triads went 
undeclared, but Pilger 
drew a line between 
General Pinochet’s 
violent rise to power  
in Seventies Chile and 
the attempts to disrupt 
the government of 
Venezuela’s Hugo 
Chavez. From the overly 
sentimental soundtrack, 
it was clear Pilger was 
trying to emulate the 
success of Michael 
Moore. But the man 
himself came along  
a couple of months  
later to prove no one 
can emote like he can. 
It’s a good job then, that 
Sicko – an indictment 
of US healthcare – had 

such a worthwhile point to make. Moore even 
parodies his own receptionist-baiting style by taking 
injured 9/11 rescuers to the edge of Guantanamo 
Bay and asking, via a loudhailer if the camp guards 
will let them in to receive the same, superior medical 
treatment that Guantanamo detainees are getting. 

I couldn’t let this opportunity go by without an 
award for worst film. Coming in a close second was 
Waitress – a rom-com about a waitress in a pie 
restaurant that was either a thinly-veiled advert for 
the pro-life lobby, or the family-friendly Ford Focus,  
I couldn’t work out which. But the 2007 award  
for Worst Use of A Novelty Bald Man Wig goes to 
Christian Slater in He Was A Quiet Man. Imagine 
all of the worst ‘outsider’ aspects of Napoleon 
Dynamite, wrapped up in a pointless revenge 
fantasy, with a sub-Massive Attack soundtrack  
and you barely approach the horror of this film.

I wouldn’t want to end on a downer, so here’s 
this: Ingmar Bergman’s Fanny And Alexander, 
screened on a rainy Tuesday the week after his 
death. Young Alexander staring at the shadows 
thrown by his magic lantern, while outside his 
bedroom door the horrors of adult life are swirling, 
ready to disrupt his world. In Sweden, they show 
this on TV at Christmas every year. Lucky Swedes. 

It was clear John Pilger 
was trying to emulate 
the success of Michael 
Moore

screen shots 
Words: Daniel Trilling

Sharpen the knives and polish the 
gongs – it’s Plan B’s highly subjective 
round-up of 2007 celluloid moments 

film

The War On Democracy

This Is England
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More trans-national and globally connected  
than ever, comics have become one of the most 
provocative and unrestricted media around; 
somewhere you can experience how one person,  
or a close partnership, can freely express themselves 
without the compromises so often forced on film, 
TV or other narrative forms. One of the greatest 
pleasures this year’s graphic novels have given me  
is an intimate insight into other lives and cultures, 
factual or fictitious or both.

So, if like me you find that after a while, the 
relentless but limited news coverage of the Iraq war 

ends up just numbing you, I’d recommend turning 
to Iraq: Operation Corporate Takeover (War On 
Want) by Sean Michael Wilson and Lee O’Connor. 
Here they expose the shameful ways that Western 
companies, including several based in Britain, are 
profiteering from the occupation: hard, harsh facts 
made human by being told through the eyes of  
one young Iraqi man returning from London to his 
utterly transformed homeland. 

In contrast, but equally riveting, Shooting  
War (Weidenfeld & Nicolson) uses the fantastical 
properties of comics to project the Iraq war into  
the future, to 2011. Through the anti-hero Jimmy 
Burns, a guerrilla blogger who becomes a satellite 
news media star, Anthony Lappé and Dan Goldman 
mercilessly satirise how high-tech warfare, political 
power-plays and media paranoia will go on 
escalating to even more nightmarish scenarios. 

I was also swept up in Nick Abadzis’ wonderful 
work of historical documentary, looking at the 
suppressed secrets behind the Sputnik 2 satellite 
launch 50 years ago and how Laika (First Second) 
became not only the first dog in space, but the first 
living creature sent to the stars.

Other favourites this year are Adrian Tomine’s 
Shortcomings (Faber) about a flawed Japanese-

American guy’s floundering romances, and Exit 
Wounds (Cape) by Rutu Modan, set in Tel Aviv 
about a son’s search for his missing father who  
may have died in a suicide bombing. 

My unmissable manga are demonic thriller 
Monster (Viz) by Urasawa, who keeps stoking  
the tension, and the brick-shaped Ode To Kirihito 
(Vertical), over 800-pages of classic medical moral 
drama by Tezuka about a disease that transforms 
sufferers into dog-like beasts. 

Closer to home I’d also pick out Bryan  
Talbot’s brain-expanding Alice In Sunderland 

(Cape) revealing  
the interweaving 
histories of Lewis 
Carroll, his muse  
Alice Liddell and  
Talbot’s hometown.

Don’t dismiss Posy 
Simmonds’ Tamara 
Drewe (Cape) as merely 
lightweight literariness 
for Guardian readers 
only – she has crafted  
a subtly scathing 
commentary on  
class, city vs country  
and our celebrity-
obsessed culture. 

And from the 
flourishing UK small 
press scene, Trains 
Are…Mint (Rolling 
Stock Press/Tabula  
Rasa) stands out.  
It’s Oliver East’s mix  
of a confidential, 
opinionated sketchbook 
diary of how he walks 
alongside the railway 
tracks from Manchester 
to Blackpool stations 
and one observer’s 

record of this England’s odd, sometimes off- 
putting ‘ordinary’ modern towns and inhabitants. 

Finally, I want to give a mention to Simone  
Lia’s Fluffy (Cape), the sort of apparently  
simple, uncanny, touching tale comics can do  
so well, about a harried, unmarried man’s quest  
for love, when love is right under his nose in the 
form of his ‘adopted’ child, a bunny in denial  
that it is a rabbit. Where else are going to read  
a story narrated by particles of cheery dust and 
grouchy dandruff? 

www.paulgravett.com 

prize draws 
Words: Paul Gravett

Curator of the ICA’s annual Comica 
festival Paul Gravett cherry-picks his 
favourite comics of 2007

comics

One observer’s record 
of this England’s 
‘ordinary’ modern 
towns and inhabitants

Fluffy

Shooting War

Exit Wounds
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What is the biggest misconception about you?
“That I’m mean.” 

The most over-used adjective(s) about your 
sound?
“Punk Pop. Queen of Rock’N’Roll.”

What word never gets used that should?
“Intellectual.”

What concept or detail is always missed?
“People here don’t know anything about my latest 
album Sinner [Joan Jett And The Blackhearts], which 
is totally successful in the USA. Sometimes people 
forget that I have had 17 hits in the USA since ‘I Love 
Rock‘N’Roll’. People also don’t realise I have had  
my own independent label since the early Eighties. 
When I wanted to release ‘I Love Rock‘N’Roll’ I was 
turned down by 28 labels, major and otherwise, so  
I decided to release it myself. The rest is history.”

What was the most heinous lie you ever told in 
an interview?
“I never lie.”

Were you caught? Were there repercussions?
“Sometimes for my manager, who likes to spin 
things and changes our ages! I kick his ass when  
I catch him!”

What was your worst interview and/or photo 
shoot experience?
“Esquire, an article called ‘One Leg At A Time’, with 
famous people putting on their pants. We flew all 
the way to LA from NYC with an entourage and  

the photographer demanded a shot of me in my 
underwear. The guy said his way or no way. So we 
packed up and left, with the guy backing down and 
saying we didn’t have to do the underwear shot. He 
couldn’t believe we would fly all that way and then 
walk out. He was begging us to change our minds, 
but we were hungry and went to a restaurant, and 
enjoyed telling this asshole to go fuck himself.”

Correct your worst misquote.
“When we got to Australia the biggest national 
radio show asked, ‘How was Japan?’ It had been  
cold and without thinking my answer was, ‘A little 
nippy’, meaning cold weather. The Aussie laughed 
and thought I was being funny, but I would never 
use a racist epithet, but I could not convince them  
or correct it. It got in the papers and everything.”

Has music criticism ever helped improve the 
band, even only in spotting a mistake or 
providing a second opinion?
“Yes. For instance, when we headlined the Warped 
tour to coincide with Sinner, the band was playing  
a little slow. Fat Mike of NOFX told the band the 
music would be better a bit faster. The Blackhearts 
got a little bent out of shape and told Mike to fuck 

off, but after that they played faster and the shows 
were a lot better.”

If you were a music magazine editor, who 
would you feature and why?
“Girl In A Coma. They are an incredible band lead by 
Nina Diaz who has been writing and the band’s lead 
singer/guitar since she was 12 years old. She’s now 
19. Her writing and voice is amazingly unique. They 
recorded their first demos here with Boz Boorer, 
Morrisey’s musical director. Their debut album Both 
Before I’m Gone came out this year on Blackheart. 
They are currently on tour with Morrissey.”

Who would you put on the cover?
“Ian MacKaye, lead singer and writer for Minor 
Threat and Fugazi, and the head of Dischord 
Records. He is the template for what indie should  
be and the consummate artist and activist.”

What do you do when a band you don’t like 
cite you as an influence?
“Accept it as a compliment.”

What brilliant (at the time) ideas regarding 
‘direction’ or presentation or whatever are  
you now glad you never followed?
“Well, it was not brilliant advice but I’ll tell you 
anyway: ‘Lose the guitar. Stop hiding behind the 
guitar and get out there and rock like Pat Benatar’. 
Head of Atlantic Records, 1980. That shit really 
pisses me off! I didn’t listen.”

Have you ever made a music video that 
actually expressed something about the band, 
or has it all been empty multi-media gimmickry 
and super-superficial posturing?
“Something like ‘I Love Rock‘N’Roll’ is straight  
up fun, but it wasn’t a gimmick to us. It was real. 
Many of our videos do say something, but it’s not  
a general statement or theme, each is individual  
to the song.”

What kind of film and/or scene would you 
most like your music to soundtrack?
“I want my music in every kind of scene and every 
kind of movie, unless it is racist or sexist.”

Have you had any bad experiences in this 
sphere?
“We’re All Crazy Now [Runaways movie from 
1984]. The Runaways broke up before we could 
finish the project, leaving me alone to finish it. The 
producers were scoundrels, but I met my lifetime 
music partner, Kenny Laguna, when he came on 
board to help me finish it.”

Who’s the worst (or weirdest) band that you 
ever supported?
“The Scorpions.”

Who was the worst (or weirdest) that ever 
supported you?
“Warrant.”

What’s the most actually fairly insane thing  
a fan has done to impress you?
“Jump off my roof onto my terrace, six floors up. 
The nut was locked out there for hours and scared 
the heck out of me when I got home. I called the 
police and they escorted the person out. I know 
there are many others.”

What’s the worst question that you’ve ever 
been asked?
“Do you feel like a boy or a girl when you’re 
onstage?”

What was your answer?
“I told him he was an idiot and I told him to leave.”

The asskicking 
revenge of…joan jett 
Words: kicking_k 

‘Ian MacKaye is the 
template for what 
indie should be’
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The last few Fabric mix CDs have tossed up some pretty big names: 
minimal doyen Ricardo Villalobos, James Murphy and Pat Mahoney 
of LCD Soundsystem…oh, and apparently there’s a Justice mix just 
around the corner. You shouldn’t let the relative obscurity of its makers 
blind you to the quality of Fabric 37, mind. Because if the closing 
months of 2007 have seen the likes of Burial and Pinch exploring the 
spiritual, emotional boundaries of the genre, Caspa and Rusko – aka 
25-year old Gary McCann and 22-year old Chris Mercer – are here to 
remind you the genre can still flex it on the dancefloor. Here, urban 
ennui and concrete melancholy take a back seat to fun, stoopid 
joyrider vibes: shrieking saxophones, dub reggae, samples from 
Charlie And The Chocolate Factory and MC Hammer’s ‘U Can’t Touch 
This’, a few big hitters from Skream, Distance and Coki, but mostly 
the pair’s own productions – pneumatic bangers called things like 
‘Cockney Thug’ powered by big, juddering bass drops and dustbin-
lid snare. Skunk-fuelled gloom-mongers, repent your ways; Caspa 
and Rusko are here to put the wobble back in your step.

“The Fabric mix is pretty relentless. It’s a full on, current mix of tracks 
that we felt have smashed the dancefloors over the last few months. If 
you listen to our sets you can tell we’re party DJs. We take an influence 
in our mixing style from the drum and bass heads, leaning towards a 
jump up style with quick mixes, plenty of heavy basslines and chopping 
and cutting. But we didn’t just want to go for the 'power hour' option 
of an absolute rinse out all the way through! We wanted to include 
deeper moments to give the whole mix more impact. And the mix 
includes up and coming artists from across Europe and the US, such as 
L-Wiz and Matty G, alongside tunes from the likes of DMZ and Skream 
and some other big names in the world of dubstep.” – Caspa And Rusko

To qualify for this offer, please mention PB28 on the back of 
your cheque, or in the Paypal comments box. 

Next month in Plan B (out Monday 7/1)
Plan B’s amazing new artists extravaganza 
featuring Pyrelli, These New Puritans, Vampire 
Weekend, Pinch, Blood Red Shoes, Yeasayer, 
Santogold, Cobalt and many more. PLUS Good 
Shoes, Lupe Fiasco, Dirty Projectors, Steak, 
Supersilent, Gallows and Lethal B, PJ Harvey, Xiu 
Xiu, Aidan Moffat, Black Mountain, Cat Power…

Back Issues
UK – £4.00, EU airmail – £5.50 
Rest of the world airmail – £7.50
All issues are still available apart from Issue 0. For 
enquiries, please contact richard@planbmag.com

Subscriptions
UK – 12 issues for £35 (save £7 on the cover price), 
EU airmail – 12 issues for £55
Rest of the World airmail – 12 issues for £75

Send cheques to: Plan B Publishing, PO Box 5047, Hove, BN52 9WY, UK
Or visit www.planbmag.com/order and pay by credit card, debit card or Paypal

This month, the first 10 subscribers to ask nicely will receive a copy of the latest mix CD 
from Fabric, imaginatively selected and blended by Caspa and Rusko
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ANIMAL COLLECTIVE
STRAWBERRY JAM

BONDE DO ROLÊ
BONDE DO ROLÊ

WITH LASERS

COCOROSIE
THE ADVENTURES OF

GHOSTHORSE & STILLBORN 

THE BROKEN
FAMILY BAND
HELLO LOVE

BEDOUIN SOUNDCLASH
STREET GOSPELS

DEVENDRA BANHART
SMOKEY ROLLS DOWN

THUNDER CANYON

DINOSAUR JR.
BEYOND

DIZZEE RASCAL
MATHS + ENGLISH

FUTURE OF THE LEFT
CURSES

THE FIERY FURNACES
WIDOW CITY

FIELD MUSIC
TONES OF TOWN

JENS LEKMAN
NIGHT FALLS OVER

KORTEDALA

GOGOL BORDELLO
SUPER TARANTA!

MALCOLM MIDDLETON
A BRIGHTER BEAT

MÚM
GO GO SMEAR

THE POISON IVY

THE NATIONAL
BOXER

SINÉAD O’CONNOR
THEOLOGY

SHAPE OF
BROAD MINDS

CRAFT OF THE LOST ART

ST. VINCENT
MARRY ME

TUNNG
GOOD ARROWS

FRANK TURNER
SLEEP IS FOR THE WEEK

THRICE
THE ALCHEMY INDEX

ULRICH SCHNAUSS
GOODBYE

YEASAYER
ALL HOUR CYMBALS

VON SÜDENFED
TROMATIC REFLEXXIONS

WWW.VITALUK.COM WWW.CWNN.ORG
WWW.MYSPACE.COM/CHAINWITHNONAME
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